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This report presents the work WP1 with a focus on T1.4: The results from
the first design and evaluation cycle. This cycle contained a number of
related experiments (i.e., formative evaluations of PAL prototypes). Each
experiment had specific research questions concerning PAL functionality and
expected outcomes (claims) concerning (1) child’s knowledge, awareness, at-
titude (towards PAL and T1DM), self-efficacy and skills (usage and ad-
herence), or (2), HCP’s trust and acceptance, or (3) parent’s attitude and
knowledge
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1 Executive Summary

This report presents the work WP1 with a focus on T1.4: The results from
the first design and evaluation cycle. This cycle contained a number of re-
lated experiments (i.e., formative evaluations of PAL prototypes). Each
experiment had specific research questions concerning PAL functionality
and expected outcomes (claims) concerning (1) child’s knowledge, aware-
ness, attitude (towards PAL and T1DM), self-efficacy and skills (usage and
adherence), or (2), HCP’s trust and acceptance, or (3) parent’s attitude and
knowledge (see Figure 1). Several new PAL functions were developed that
were expected to enhance these three types of variables. In total, eight ex-
periments were conducted during the second year (the ”main evaluations”
were conducted from April to June 2016, and during the month of August
2016). Via the following hyperlink https://youtu.be/DlX6IfB2dtY, the
demonstrator video of the Cycle 1 prototype can be viewed.

Following the schedule of Figure 1. The first cycle focused on the fol-
lowing effects with the child: knowledge, awareness, attitude, self-efficacy
and skills. For professionals we looked at trust and acceptance and with
the parents we focused on attitude and knowledge. The situated Cognitive
Engineering method [14] was extended with a formal specification of the
situated Design Rationale [12], and applied to establish a theoretically and
empirically grounded development cycle. This research and development
cycle entailed formative analyses and assessments (e.g. interviews with the
Health Care Professionals about the usability of the control panel) and more
summative tests of the interactions of the child with the System.

Overall, the new PAL functions proved to support the three high-level
objectives that were derived from the Self-Determination Theory: auton-
omy, competence and relatedness. More specifically, task 1.4 provided seven
major outcomes. First, two ”long-duration” experiments showed that play-
ing PAL activities with the PAL actor in recurring sessions is associated with
increased child’s diabetes knowledge, awareness, attitude (i.e. relatedness),
self-efficacy (i.e., autonomy and competence) and skills to use the accep-
tance and PAL system. Second, diary support and self-disclosure support
seem to provide further enhancements of awareness (related to the time-
line), attitude, self-efficacy and skills. Third, conversational fillers proof to
enhance child’s attitude (i.e., relatedness) to the PAL robot. Fourth, Health
Care Professionals (HCPs) are positive about the opportunities of PAL, but
the system needs substantial improvement for acceptance and trust (i.e.,
improvement of the usability and goal structure). Fifth, parents are also
positive and prove to have a good attitude towards the PAL system and
seem to experience already some knowledge gain. Sixth, different classes
of child’s usage have been identified; enhanced personalization is needed to
establish adherence over these diverse user groups. Seventh, a number of
usability bottlenecks have been identified that need to be solved to improve
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Figure 1: Cycle 1 evaluation - First Phase of the project

the PAL usage.
This deliverable is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the role of

this Work Package; Section 3 describes the work done so far and the purpose
of the work to be done in the future, on the basis of the reviewer’s comments;
Section 4 describes the methodologies used during the second year of the
project to achieve the results of the Cycle 1 Experiments; Section 5 describes
the ontology Engineering; Sections 6 , 7 and 8 describe the results obtained
from the experiments held in this second year of the project; Section 9
describes the refinements of the PAL System; and Section 10 describes the
main conclusions.
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2 Embedding in project

One of the main pillars of the PAL project is that end users are really in-
volved in the project. This involvement concerns the acquisition of user
needs, opinions, preferences, feedbacks and behavioral responses during fo-
cus groups and ”real” human-PAL interactions. Especially by really using
the System many requirements are elicited, much more so then when talking
about it. These requirements are then used to improve the System within
WP2-5.

2.1 Role WP

WP1 contributes to the development of the PAL System by making sure
that theory and user inputs are used to design and evaluate a System in
a methodological manner. Expected effects are related to the implemented
functions and specific instruments are used to measure these.

EU H2020 PAL (PHC-643783) 6
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3 Tasks, objectives, results

3.1 Planned work

This year Milestone 2 had the focus. To complete this milestone, the claims
as listed in the ”Initial Phase” column of Figure 1 had to be evaluated (i.e.,
the expected effects on children and caregivers in Cycle 1). We expect for
instance an increase in knowledge of the children who use the PAL System.
This Milestone was reached in M15, which is a 3 month delay from the
original plan (caused by bottlenecks in the technical implementation and
scheduling of participants). The overall project planning has been adjusted
to deal with this delay and still meet the general objectives within the overall
project duration.

4 Actual work performed

In Y2 we looked at the planned work, but also tried to take the reviewer
comments into account:

1. More clarity in the relation between self-management and the design
and evaluation of the System

2. More clarity on the methodological tools that were applied

3. More clarity on privacy protection

Comments 1 and 2 have been addressed with a procedure to work-out
and assess research questions with the corresponding required functionality
and test measurements, the definition of a situated Design Rationale (see
also section 9, and the (incremental) construction of the PAL ontology de-
scribed in section 5. The paper on the method supports the understanding
of relations between the self-management objectives, and the design and
evaluation of the system (see [12], and section 4). Figure 3 provides the vi-
sual overview of these relations. Section 7 summarizes the research protocol:
By providing more information about the use of methodological tools, this
protocol has been made more explicit. In general, the questionnaires have
been filled out together with the children, and we noticed from experience
that this ensured the understanding of the questions. So far, filling out the
questionnaires was done on paper, we will do more digital questionnaires in
the future. Parents filled out the questionnaires unsupervised.

Concerning the privacy protection, we have added extra technical mea-
sures so that the servers in Italy and the Netherlands are more secure. More-
over each partner signed a Material Transfer Agreement (MTA) at the be-
ginning of the project in which is written what the partners can exchange to
whom and how, starting by making sure that all the video/data exchanged

EU H2020 PAL (PHC-643783) 7
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are anonymous (then nobody among the researchers could know any infor-
mation related to the participants). Furthermore a list of all the researchers
who can have the access to those data was created. Every partner is, how-
ever, in charge to create a copy of those anonymous data on two different
hard disks and all the paper files are locked in an archive. Next to this we
made sure to have one person per site responsible for the identifiers. Each
participant is numbered according to first evaluation he/she participated in
and then participant number. For example first evaluation during summer
camp Italy in 2016, second participant is 16SUMC02, this way we can keep
track of children participating in multiple evaluations. And of course the
protocols are evaluated by ethical committees.

4.1 Method

The situated Cognitive Engineering (sCE) method [15] supports incremental
design and evaluation. Its main strength lies in the explicit analysis of the
(theoretical, empirical and technical) foundation of design specifications and
the evaluation methods for refinement and validation. To make sure that the
functions of design specification contribute to the general objectives, sCE has
been extended with the situated Design Rationale (sDR) method [12]. sDR
explicitly relates the sCE concepts of the foundation, design specifications
and evaluation to these objectives, methods and instruments (see Figure 2)
in order to reason about the design decisions made. The sCE method did
not yet support this type of reasoning. There were for instance no explicit
relations between a specific method and therefore objective and a function.
Of course use cases take the objectives into account, but the relation was
not made explicit. Furthermore, the expected effects are related explicitly to
the functions and the instruments, but the interrelations between expected
effects and functions were not made explicit. One function can have multiple
effects, an effect can be related to different functions, multiple instruments
can be used to measure the same effect, but it can also happen that one
instrument measures multiple effects. These relations need to be explicated
so that we can disambiguate the design and evaluation as much as possible
by refining it, e.g. more specificity in instruments. Disambiguation will
not always be possible, but explicating all relations makes it possible to see
where there are still ambiguous relations. Knowing these ambiguities can
guide further design and evaluation.

Within the PAL project, we take the theory of Self Determination The-
ory (SDT) [7] and use the three objectives this theory describes: autonomy,
competence and relatedness to guide the methods we use (mainly from be-
havior change, educational and game theories). PAL functionalities and the
design of them are for a major part derived from these methods. The ef-
fects are based on the expected effects for the three main objectives next to
other child-PAL interaction effects (e.g. usability). These effects are corre-
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lated with each other. Finally instruments are chosen to evaluate effects as
specific as possible.

In [12] the sDR method is further explained. Figure 3 shows the sDR of
the first cycle evaluation. This also makes the implemented functionalities
of the first cycle more explicit.

Figure 2: Generic concept map of the situated Design Rationale (sDR).

4.2 Evaluations

The first PAL development cycle contains a number of related experiments,
which provide a coherent set of formative evaluations of PAL prototypes.
Each experiment has specific research questions concerning PAL functional-
ity and expected outcomes (claims). These research questions were derived
from the description of work: (1) child’s knowledge, awareness, attitude (to-
wards PAL and T1DM), self-efficacy and skills (usage and adherence), (2),
HCP’s trust and acceptance, and (3) parent’s attitude and knowledge (see
Figure 1). Several new PAL functions were developed that were expected
to enhance these three types of variables. Figure 3 provides an overview of
these functions for the PAL system, focusing on the PAL modules for the
children (i.e., the control and information panel for the caregivers are not
part of this Figure).

In total, eight experiments were conducted during the second year. Ta-
ble 1 provides an overview of these experiments. For the main research
questions, the Table gives an indication of the general outcomes. As indi-

EU H2020 PAL (PHC-643783) 9
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cated in the Table, the following sections summarize the background and
results.

5 Ontology Engineering

Engineering the PAL ontology is executed in a systematic, iterative, and
incremental development process. Because PAL covers a large domain of
interest, we have developed separate ontology models as high-level building
blocks for smaller, more specific areas of interest (frames). We have sub-
sequently modeled each frame by either developing a new ontology or by
selecting a relevant, existing model from (global) libraries that has a scope
similar to the frame of interest. Available ontologies and approaches are
therefore assessed on relevance and, possibly, adapted and integrated for
our purposes. In addition, relevant theories and models of the concerning
scientific research fields have been identified and formalized for adoption in
the ontology.

The frames we have identified and modeled so far are, among others: (1)
human-machine roles and actors involved in self-management, (2) tasks and
goals (including self-management tasks and associated goals), and results
and the setting they take place in, (3) diabetes self-management activities
and games, (4) issues related to medical examinations (e.g., lab values),
and (5) dialogue management through a combination of dialogue acts and
shallow semantic frames. A more elaborate PAL ontology may include in-
teraction and behavior models of robot and avatar, a model for privacy of
information of self-management activities, a model to cover the agreements
and social contracts between patient and PAL actor (avatar or robot), and
a model for emotion and sentiment that covers the emotional responses of
both PAL actor and child to interaction as well as the general state of mind
of the child.

EU H2020 PAL (PHC-643783) 10
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Table 1: Year 2 experiments
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Figure 3: situated Design Rationale Cycle 1 - PAL system children
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6 Pre-Cycle 1 evaluations

6.1 Pre-cycle 1 - Conversational fillers.

An extra evaluation focused on the effects of using conversational fillers
(CFs), such as ‘um’, ‘hmm’, and ‘ah’, which may help to improve the human-
robot interaction by smoothening the robot’s responses. The controlled
experiment with 26 (healthy) children showed that these CFs can improve
the perceived speediness, aliveness, humanness, and likability of the robot,
without decreasing perceptions of intelligence, trustworthiness, or autonomy.
This knowledge is not implemented in the cycle 1 evaluation, but is expected
to be used in the future cycles.

6.2 Pre-cycle 1 - Analysis Integrated Experiment Meander
Medical Centre 2015.

Within the ALIZ-e project we performed many evaluations and this accumu-
lated in an integrated experiment with end-users in the end of that project.
In the beginning of the PAL project, the data were further analysed to de-
rive relevant insigths from them. Children came to the hospital three times
to interact with the robot for about 20 minutes. Each session was around an
hour including questionnaires and interviews. They did three educational
child-robot activities (quiz, sorting game and video watching), two inter-
vening child-robot interactions (small talk and walking), and specific tests
to assess the children and their experiences. Seventeen children (age 6-10)
participated in the evaluation of this scenario, which provided new insights
of the combined social robot support in the real environment. Overall, the
children, but also their parents and formal caregivers, showed positive ex-
periences. Children enjoyed the variety of activities, built a relationship
with the robot and had a small knowledge gain. Parents and hospital staff
pointed out that the robot had positive effects on child’s mood and open-
ness, which may be helpful for self-management. The experiences of this
evaluation guided our first cycle protocol in having more knowledge on the
differences between the children and the usability of different instruments.
In Annex 11.2 the evaluation is described in more detail (note that robot
behaviour was controlled by a ”Wizard of OZ”, for a main part).

6.3 Pre-cycle 1 - Diary support and self disclosure.

Based on a thorough analysis of operational demands, human factor knowl-
edge and technological principles a selection of functions for an avatar that
supports the self determination theory [7] was derived. By autonomously re-
sponding to the added content in a social fashion, e.g. matching the gestures
and speech of the avatar appropriately to the mood of the child, children
feel more supported in their competence and relatedness (see also Figure 4).

EU H2020 PAL (PHC-643783) 13
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Figure 4: Functional table of MyPAL that lists all the relevant functions
and their relation to the interaction design patterns and human factor re-
quirements. The blue rows are functions executed by the avatar and the
white rows are executed by the web application.

EU H2020 PAL (PHC-643783) 14
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Figure 5: Example of avatar self-disclosure. A picture that was accompanied
by the text: ”Do you do groceries sometimes? I’m always allowed to sit in
the cart

A prototype was developed based on this, with for instance self-disclosure
by the robot (see Figure 5). The evaluation centered on the avatar behaviors
and its effects on the attitude of the children towards the robot, motivation
support and performance. Performance is measured in terms of the amount
and the consistency of the added content. A three-week user study with 13
children with diabetes was performed for this evaluation. Results show that
almost all the avatar behaviors are picked up by the children and that those
behaviors positively affect the motivation and performance of the children.

Finally, two design recommendations were derived that modulate the ef-
fectiveness of MyPAL. The first is avatar quality over quantity. The avatar
behavior must be appreciated by the children in order to be effective. Simply
showing more avatar behavior does not increase the appreciation. The be-
havior must match the childrens preferences. The second recommendation
is avatar sociability is key. The more social the behavior of the avatar is,
the more it is appreciated by the child and the more motivated the children
are to add more content consistently.

The evaluation also provided another way for filling in questionnaires,
we noticed in the Meander experiment that a more tangible way of filling
in, instead of setting crosses, improved the answers and the thinking about
answers. In this evaluation playmobil figures were used to put on the pre-
ferred answer. We are thinking about ways to combine this knowledge in a
digital/tangible questionnaire.

In annex 11.3 the complete report can be found for more background.

EU H2020 PAL (PHC-643783) 15
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7 Cycle 1 Experiment

7.1 Introduction and aims.

The cycle 1 experiments belong to the Initial Phase of the Project activities,
named First Development and Validation. The aim of this phase is to obtain
a first group of the results by the User Requirements Analysis implemented
within the first prototype of the PAL technology. To achieve this objective
an experimental campaign was set up during which the Consortium aimed
to:

• Have a first explorative evaluation of (i)the effects of the 1st PAL sys-
tem prototype on the User Experience of the participants (both chil-
dren, their parents and their Health Care Professionals) and (ii) the
Determinants characterizing the end-users involved (for more details
please consult the protocol PAL-643783-2 (see https://doi.org/10.

5281/zenodo.291470).

• Get a first qualitative indication of the possible effect on diabetes-,
health- and lifestyle-related behaviours of the children involved (see
Annex 11.4 and Annex ?? for more information).

7.2 Study’s participants

Participants were enrolled among patients of the three different hospitals of
the PAL Consortium (Meander Medical Centre Amersfoort and Ziekenhuis
Gelderse Vallei Ede in the Netherlands, and Ospedale San Raffaele Milan
in Italy). The inclusion criteria were set on an age from 8-10 and at least
6 months after diagnosis without other comorbidities. For the parents, at
least one should be involved in the experiments. The Dutch health care
professionals also recruited children that did not fall within this inclusion
criteria, which explains the difference in number of children between Table
2 and Figures 6 and 7. For the comparison between questionnaires only
the children and parents that met the inclusion criteria were evaluated, see
Annex 11.4. In regard to the usage all children were taken into account, even
when they did not meet the inclusion criteria, as they did provide relevant
information for improving the system, see Annex 11.6.

Taking into account the inclusion criteria, there were 10 Italian and 11
Dutch children, 19 Italian and 11 Dutch parents (excluding the parents of
older children). With the Health Care Professionals we had mainly informal
interviews that were in Italy extended during the camp (see also paragraph
8.3.6) and in the Netherlands with a post interview with several nurses (see
also Section 8.1).
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NL Sample (n=25) IT Sample (n=10) Total Sample (n=35)

M SD M SD M SD
Age (years) 9.44 1.635 8.80 0.919 9.29 1.482

Experiment length (days) 22.44 4.119 33.90 3.780 25.71 6.587

N % of NL N % of IT N % Total
Nationality 25 100% 10 100% 35 100%

Gender (girl) 11 44.0% 4 40.0% 15 42.86%
Gender (boy) 14 56.0% 6 60.0% 20 57.14%

Parents together 21 84.0% 10 100.0% 31 88.57%
Uses Pump 17 68.0% 2 20.0% 19 54.29%
Uses Sensor 3 12.0% 2 20.0% 5 14.29%

Previous experience Charlie 13 52.0% 4 40.0% 17 48.57%

Table 2: Characteristics of the children

Figure 6: Characteristics of the children who participated to the May Ex-
periments.
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Figure 7: Characteristics of the parents from who the children who partici-
pated to the May Experiments.
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7.3 Timeline and Settings of the experiments

The activities took place in the houses of the participants during the months
of May and June 2016. Children and their families scheduled two visits to the
hospitals (at the beginning and at the end of the study period), where each
child had the possibility to interact with the NAO robot and the families
met the research team and the Health Care Professionals in order to be
instructed about the activities proposed. Moreover, in between, children
and their families interacted with the 1st PAL System at home.

7.4 Technological components

The technological components of the 1st PAL System prototype consisted
of:

• The NAO robot with which children played the Quiz game. Children
and the NAO robot asked each other multi-choice questions (validated
by Diabetological Pediatric Units cooperating to the project) from
various domains, both general knowledge and diabetes-related.

• Tablets (one per child) with the MyPAL app which had the Quiz and
the Timeline functionalities. The MyPAL-Timeline is intended to be a
diary feature, in which children have the possibility to fill in a person-
alized report of their daily activities. Through the timeline children,
according both to their specific diabetes management objectives and
engagement in the System, could compile day by day: (i) the ther-
apy diary - with details of glycemia checks and insulin doses; (ii) a
nutritional diary - with the details of the meals; (iii) an activity and
emotion diary - in which they could freely describe what they did
during the day, also by uploading pictures, (e.g.: sports, party with
friends, excursions, etc.) and which feelings they experienced in these
occasions. The virtual avatar of the Nao interacted with the children
during the Timeline use, for example with greetings and personalized
motivational feedbacks tuned on the activities done (e.g.: Hi Sam,
its nice to see you today, or Good work, youre accomplishing your
objective very well today).

7.5 Instruments used to collect the data and information on
their validation

The activities concerning the data collection phase were conducted through
the use of several instruments, such as questionnaires and interviews (see
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.291473 for an overview). Below are
listed the kind of instruments used and their related purpose:
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• Semi-structured interview. This type of interview is typically used
in social sciences and in all the occasions in which the interviewer
has a framework of themes to be explored. While a structured in-
terview has a rigorous set of questions which does not allow the in-
terviewer to divert, a semi-structured interview is open, allowing new
ideas to be brought up during the conversation as a result of what the
interviewer says [4]. In qualitative research and explorative studies,
semi-structured interviews represent a flexible and effective method to
derive the desired insights [8]. During these experiments, there were
conducted three different interviews, on the base of the target. For ex-
ample children participated to the Initial Interview which aim was to
explore the attitude of the child towards robots before the experiments
starts, their expectations and their current use of technology and the
internet. They also participated to the Mid-term Interview which aim
was intended to derive the first impressions on the usage in a real life
setting of the PAL technology and its usefulness in achieving their
own personalized diabetes-management goals. And finally, both the
children and their parents participated in the Final Interview which
aim was to derive the final impressions of the interviewed on the PAL
System and discuss in detail their User Experience. The interviews
have been structured differently for children and parents, mainly for
the language implemented and detail of the questions submitted to
their attention.

• Questionnaires. In order to carry out a specific qualitative analy-
sis, many questionnaires were used during the experiments and, as
for the Final Interview, they were structured differently both for the
children and for the parents. For example, the Family demographic
questionnaire was set up only for the parents and was used to de-
rive a preliminary database of descriptors for the participating pool,
to see if there could be found any differences among them (e.g.: age
related, cultural related, etc). Another questionnaire used was the
PedsQLTM, which is a modular approach to measuring health-related
quality of life (HRQOL) in healthy children and adolescents and those
with acute and chronic health conditions (like T1DM in this case). It
integrates seamlessly both generic core scales and disease-specific mod-
ules into one measurement system (generic [19] and diabetes specific
[18] http://www.pedsql.org/index.html). The Consortium chose
this questionnaire both for the children and for the parents, using two
different versions bought from the editors. Other two questionnaires
were submitted to the parents: the Parents mid-term questionnaire
and the Parents final questionnaire. The first one was used to evalu-
ate the first impression of the MyPAL app and the last one to collect
their opinion on its usability and the experience at all.
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• The interactive Journey Map tool provides a graphic and structured
visualization about all the factors that influence the user experience,
constructed from the user’s perspective. In this occasion, the journey
map is used with the purpose to extrapolate qualitative and quan-
titative data, involving directly the users (children with T1DM) by
mapping their experience and telling their feedback and expectations
about the PAL system in a playful and stimulating environment. Al-
though the results were not analyzed in a structured way, the observa-
tions provided input for a subsequent system (see https://doi.org/

10.5281/zenodo.291471 for the guidelines on how to use the journey
map tool).

7.6 Results, Usage by children

All the instruments used to collect data were very helpful to evaluate a
lot of expectations, impressions and feedbacks of the children towards the
Robot and the Avatar. All the questionnaires were submitted to the child
before, and after the experiments started, in order to have a comparison of
the data. However, in the middle of the experiment children gave their first
impressions of the System through a phone call.

Below we summarize the results, but a more elaborated summary can be
found in annex 11.5 and the complete thesis on this subject is annex 11.6.

The results showed that in general, there is an overall perception of
a good quality of life related to diabetes and for children the mother is
the major referee for therapy management within the family. In regard to
expectations and motivation most children expected that the robot helped
them in the management of the T1DM. They looked forward to play with
both the Robot in the hospital and the Avatar on the tablet at home, and
all of them were willing to participate, so neither the parents or the medical
staff forced them. Results show also that there are no significant differences
between the Robot in the hospital and the Avatar on the tablet, as calculated
with a non-parametric paired Wilcoxon test.

Before the experiment, children mostly described the Robot as a techni-
cal toy and a helper and after the experiment most often as a helper and a
friend or pal. This difference was not significant, but all cells in the cross ta-
ble had a low expected count. Most children (around 70% or more) thought
that a robot move, talk or see you. Only a quarter of the children were con-
vinced that a Robot can show emotions. There are no significant differences
in what children thought a robot can do before and after the experiment, as
calculated with a non-parametric paired Wilcoxon test.

After the experiment ended, the children were asked how they felt to-
wards the Robot and the Avatar. The children had a significant more posi-
tive attitude towards the Robot met in the hospital, compared to the Avatar
on the tablet.
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The children indicated that they trusted the robot a lot, learned a lot
of new things by playing the Quiz game and think of the Robot as a friend.
They do not need the help of their parents, but they shared a lot with them.
For the nutritional diary instead, children sometimes needed help from their
parents to fill it in, especially to calculate carbohydrates.

During the interviews with the children we learned that the voice of the
Robot was sometimes unclear. The young children then had to read quick
and indicated needing help with this and the older children said it went too
slow. They like the appearance of the app, but they would like more colors
and that the Robot makes more movements.

They suggested to improve the voice (in terms of speed which should
be slower and more understandable) and the shape of the robot (e.g. more
bigger), to add more games (e.g. memory games), to let the robot move more
and respond to what they say or see. They also wished to interact with the
Robot, sharing emotions, to share photos and feelings (songs, poems), music
and have a nice screensaver on the tablet.

Three main trends were found in the system usage in which the major-
ity of the users showed an overall low usage or quickly decreasing usage. A
small number of users showed continuous and consistent usage throughout
the entire experiment. As the personalization was only minimally imple-
mented, the results are in line with common (digital) diabetes interventions.
The results did not allow us to explore possible system usage and knowl-
edge development predictors, but, however, they provided a solid baseline
for further versions of the System in which the personalization will be fur-
ther implemented. The main recommendations are to focus on the imple-
mentation of basic game design elements and personalized content to foster
user engagement and continuous use. Maintaining the used measures (while
adding some psychological predictors) and longitudinal experiment design
will allow for comparative analysis in the further research cycles.

8 Post Cycle evaluations

8.1 Post Cycle - User-friendly Support of Health Care Pro-
fessionals for Guiding Self-Management in Children with
T1DM

During the first research cycle, to assist the health care professional, we
aimed to study how PAL Control can aid them in guiding the children with
T1DM self-management in a user-friendly manner. PAL Control is 1) a
gatekeeper for information on the young patients to personalize their health
care, 2) a tool to author and control the PAL robot and its avatar and aid the
child in their self-management, and 3) a tool to provide explanations to the
informal caregivers (e.g. parents) on the desired activities of the children. A
first version of PAL Control (see Deliverable 2.1, PAL Control: a prototype
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Figure 8: Example design progression Page for Health Care Professional in
PAL Control and Assessment with PAL Robot or its avatar.

authoring tool interface for entering coaching protocols) enables health care
professionals to set learning goals for children during consults, whereby the
goals are visualized in a goal tree structure categorized by different levels.
Furthermore, it enables the health care professional to enter data of the
child including personal data and preferences such as sports and hobbies.
Next, education materials can be added manually.

To fulfill this aim, a redesign (prototype) of PAL Control was developed
and evaluated with end users (diabetes nurses) and an important stakeholder
(diabetes doctor), following the situated Cognitive Engineering approach
([10]). This approach included 1) literature research and needs assessment
to define the foundation; 2) specification of PAL Control redesign through
scenarios, storyboards, use cases and requirements, and 3) evaluation of
redesigned PAL Control prototype through think aloud, semi-structured in-
terviews with health care professionals (N=5) and administering the System
Usability Scale ([2]).

New functions of the the redesigned PAL Control were the following: an
knowledge and skill assessment of the child with PAL Robot or its avatar in
MyPAL, goals setting and actions selection, writing reports, an educational
database for children and parents, monitoring solutions and a progression
page (see Figure 8 for an example design).

Results showed that the Health Care Professionals (HCPs) evaluated
PAL Control as unfriendly. Also, they felt that a combination of an as-
sessment with a robot or its avatar, setting goals, selecting actions and the
progression page, is a suitable and effective approach to HCPs in guiding
children with diabetes self-management. It provided them support in mak-
ing the consult with children and parents more meaningful, in comparison
with the existing version of PAL Control, due to the fact that they can un-
derstand their needs better. In addition, valuable pointers were elicited for
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further development. The procedure and results are described more elabo-
rately in 11.7.

8.2 Post Cycle - Self-Disclosure for Social Bonding.

An experiment that was performed in the follow up of the Cycle 1 evaluation
looked at the development of a disclosure module. The idea is based on the
Social Penetration Theory, which says a bond can be welded through the
reciprocal disclosure of information about the self. The module was inte-
grated into a mobile application with avatar presence for diabetic children
and subsequently used by 11 children in an exploratory field study over the
course of approximately two weeks at home. It was found that the relative
amount of disclosures that children made to the avatar was an indicator for
the relatedness children felt towards the agent at the end of the study. Girls
were significantly more likely to disclose and children preferred to recipro-
cate avatar disclosures of lower intimacy. No relationship was found between
the intimacy level of avatar disclosures and child disclosures. Particularly
the last finding contradicts prior child-peer interaction research and should
therefore be further examined in confirmatory research. More information
on this study can be found in annex 11.8 and annex 11.9.

8.3 Post Cycle - Camp in Italy

8.3.1 Introduction and aims

After the Cycle 1 Evaluation the consortium participated also in the Summer
Camps organized by the Diabetes Associations for children with T1DM. The
experiments carried out in those occasions belong to the the Initial Phase
of the Project activities, named First Development and Validation.

The research aim of the experiments carried out in Italy was to inves-
tigate the usability of the MyPAL app in terms of its effectiveness, under-
standability, learnability, operability and satisfaction from the perspective
of the end user (e.g. children enrolled). In particular, its main objective was
to evaluate, in the most objective manner, the usability of the app, in order
to identify which were its still workable features and the functionalities that
have to be implemented in the future to create a second release of MyPAL
app.

8.3.2 Study’s participants.

Participants were children with an age between 10 and 14 y.o. and none of
them, as another inclusion criteria, used the MyPAL app in the past.
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8.3.3 Timeline and Settings of the Experiments

The Summer Camp was organized by the association SOStegno70 and the
experiments were carried out from the 25th of August 2016 to the 3rd of
September 2016 in Misano Adriatico (Rimini) in a scholastic district.

In particular, two kind of activities were held:

• MyPAL usability test

• Brainstorming with Healthcare Professionals

8.3.4 Technological components

During that Summer Camp experiments were carried out using tablets with
the MyPAL app, wich included Timeline and Quiz game functionalities, in
order to conduct the Usability Test. During the camp, the NAO robot was
not used.

8.3.5 MyPAL usability test

Usability testing is a technique used in user-centred interaction design to
evaluate a product or service usability (how easy it is to use) by testing it
with representative users. This technique can be seen as an irreplaceable
usability practice, since it gives direct input on how real users use the system
[16] The goal is to identify any usability problems in the use of the prod-
uct, collect the related qualitative and quantitative data and determine the
participant’s satisfaction with the product or service. Basically, the usabil-
ity testing focuses on measuring a human-made product’s capacity to meet
its intended purpose through the users interaction with it. The main aim
would be to judge what changes to make to remove design problems that
cause users frustration. Examples of products that commonly get benefits
from usability testing are web sites, web application, computer and mobile
interfaces and devices.

To carry on the Usability Test of the MyPAL app and provide an-
swers to the research questions (for more details please consult the Protocol
PAL643783-3), all the aspects belonging to three methods were considered
( PACMAD, NIELSEN and ISO methods). In particular,the hypothetical
positive aspects were identified that should be kept or emphasized, and the
negative aspects that might provide troubles (issues, risks, and concerns) to
the user. Then the following data were needed:

• Verbal responses provided by the spoken answers of user that demon-
strate what, if anything, was most frustrating about MyPAL app.

• Errors provided by the user actions, that demonstrate if an icon, but-
ton, etc., is misleading and can be cause of misunderstanding.
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• Rating scale (Likert scale) to collect the users satisfaction feedbacks

All these data were needed to quantify, through statistical analyses, the
following usability criteria:

• Navigability which measures, in terms of usability, how fast and how
many clicks does the user takes to complete the task

• Readability which measures, in terms of usability, how the contents
are legible, understandable and enjoyable.

• Task Success rate which measures, in terms of usability, how easily a
user completes the task (reach the goal) according to the number of
errors detected during the task.

All the children enrolled participated to the MyPAL usability test once
and for a duration of maximum 1 hour, in their spare time among all the
other activities scheduled by the association SOStegno70 and the Healthcare
Professionals involved.

The Usability Test required the presence of a two moderators: one Facil-
itator and one Observer. The Facilitator directly interacted and communi-
cated with the participant and was responsible for all aspects of administra-
tion. The Observer does not interact directly with the participant, in order
to avoid any changes of participants behaviour due to his or her presence.
THe observer focuses more on the technical aspects of the product to be
tested, ensuring that the product or service did not malfunction during the
test and ensuring a double check of the work done by the Facilitator.

8.3.6 Brainstorming with Healthcare Professionals

Brainstorming is a technique used to foster creative thinking about a prob-
lem. The aim of brainstorming is to produce numerous new ideas, and to
derive from them themes for further analysis [17]. This technique has been
used to exploit the possibility to have several Health Care Professional, like
for instance diabetologists and nurses at the same time during the Summer
Camp. Thanks to the participants heterogeneity, the brainstorming has
been used to focus all of them on a specific topic, in order to collect many
possible solutions from several points of view.

To succeed the activity there were projected a set of slides to guide
participants across the following topics:

• Feedback and suggestions about the MyPAL Control

• Health Care Professionals opinions about possible functionalities to be
implemented in the system

• Example of MyPAL control User Interface (UI): Create a childs profile
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Figure 9: Goal Tree activity during the Brainstorming.

• Example of MyPAL control UI: re-design of the Goals tree (e.g. see
Figure 9)

• Possibilities to improve the Quiz (considering both informative con-
tents and engagement aspects in order to foster children to have a
good management of the disease)

8.3.7 Instruments used to collect the data and information on
their validation

The activities concerning the data collection during that experiment were
conducted through the use of questionnaires. In details, the questionnaires
used were:

• The Technology Questionnaire Habits which is questionnaire specifi-
cally designed for the projects purpose, and used also during the pre-
vious experimental campaigns and it consists of six questions in the
form of multiple choices, to assess the level of confidence of the children
with the technology.

• System Usability Scale (SUS) which is a simple, ten-item Likert scale
(five points Likert scale from completely disagree to completely agree)
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that can give a global view of subjective assessment of system usability
[3].

For the brainstorming activity no questionnaire was used.

8.3.8 Results from the Italy Summer Camp

All the criteria quantified through the statistical analyses showed which
were the most difficult functionalities for the children who participated to
the Usability Test of the MyPAL app. We discuss the Quiz and the Timeline.
For the Quiz, the main errors were:

• Time to read and answer the questions was not enough;

• Children didn’t understand their role in turn with the Avatar;

• Children didn’t understand which were the correct answer after have
played a turn;

For what about the Timeline, the main errors were:

• Children didn’t specify the day related to the activity they wanted to
insert in the Timeline;

• They didn’t recognize the Activity section of the Timeline;

• They didn’t use properly the meal section (e.g. they didn’t recognize
the meanig of servings, or they filled all the foods eaten in the same
string)

• They confused to define the time by AM/PM;

• They didn’t recognize the link between the meals and the glycaemia
check or the insulin injection;

• They didn’t recognize some icons (e.g. the sickbed status in the emo-
tional diary, or some icons related to the meals of the day);

Instead, the Brainstoming activity allowed researchers to collect many
inputs about the PAL system.

According to the Healthcare professionals the gamification is very im-
portant for children since it gives the possibility to teach very important
topics on T1DM through the entertainment.

The Goal Tree structure could be improved but it is hard to define a
common structure for different countries, since the practices related to the
management of the T1DM could be different.

The glycaemic diary could be useful only if there could be an integration
with the glucometers, while the nutritional diary could be useful if it could
be facilitate children and family in the carbohydrates counting.
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8.4 Post Cycle - Camp in Netherlands

8.4.1 Introduction and aim

In the Autumn of 2016 an field test was conducted of PAL, during a four-
day diabetes camp for children diagnosed with T1DM in the Netherlands (21
children (13 males and 8 females), aged 8 to 11 (M=9.24, SD=1.09)). The
camp was hosted by the project partner Diabetes Association the Nether-
lands (DVN). The title of the camp was Robots & Heroes (http://sugarkidskampen.nl/robots-
en-helden/). During the camp, multiple robot buddies were introduced, as
part of the PAL system, to be childrens heroes and help them with their
diabetes. A video was made that captures the atmosphere during the camp
https://youtu.be/7-Em2SHPbu8. During the camp we had different re-
search questions for which we got input during different activities. Each
child got a personal tablet.

1. Interact with and evaluate the different activities (timeline, objectives,
games)

2. Compare between robot and avatar (are they the same)

3. Perception of competence and warmth

4. Provide input on what the robot/avatar can do (drawing activity)

5. Provide input on what the robot/avatar should say in reaction to time-
line input (theatre)

6. Evaluate what kind of explanation about robot/avatar is preferred
(parents and children)

7. What do parents expect from PAL

Next to this, the NAO also provided fun activities, by telling a bed time
story each evening and of course a performance at the last evening.

The results of these research activities are analyzed and written at this
moment. Below we summarize in short the main findings.

8.4.2 Interact with and evaluate different activities

During the camp there were multiple interaction moments with the system.
On the first evening the different activities of MyPAL were explained, the
quiz, the timeline, the objectives and the break & sort. The objectives were
personal and based on input from the parents before the camp.

During the four camp days, activities with both embodiment and virtual
PAL Actor were organized by the research team. On day 1, the five robots
held a plenary talk, introducing themselves and the system, followed by small
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talk conversations in groups of four or five children. On day 3, robot-rounds
were organized with four different games (1: playing the quiz with the robot,
2: playing the quiz in the My PAL app, 3: playing the Break&Sort game
with the robot, 4: playing the Break&Sort game in the My PAL app). All
children participated in groups of two in all four games. By the end of day
3, there was a disco night with the robot giving a dance performance. In
addition, every night two robots came to tell a bedtime story to the children
with some funny anecdotes of their experiences that day. Finally, children
could play with the My PAL app every evening of the camp after dinner.
All children were given the same opportunities and playtime with robot and
avatar.

The questionnaires are not analyzed yet, but the interactions were ob-
served by the team and we noticed that some activities were quite hard to
do (e.g. filling in the time line, understanding sort & break). Furthermore,
children provided a lot of feedback on things they liked and disliked. This
is really and advantage of being present during the camps as the children
are really honest.

8.4.3 Compare between robot and avatar

A main idea from the PAL project is that the bond between robot and avatar
is transferable. During the camp we tested three hypotheses related to this
(also see Figure 12). First, children perceive the robot and avatar as the
same entity (i.e., migration). Second, the more the children interact with
the robot and avatar of a PAL Actor, the more they develop a bond with
that PAL Actor. Third, a stronger bond with PAL Actor leads to a higher
motivation to play on activities with that PAL Actor and higher usability
of MyPAL.

To evaluate this the children were introduced to five PAL actors each
with a different personality based on the BIG 5 [9]. Each robot represented
an extreme end of one of the five personality. Each robot represented an
extreme end of one of the five personality traits. In addition, we gave each
robot a name and a different colour t-shirt. Robots that participated in
the camp were: Charlie, the diligent/careful robot (conscientiousness), Alex,
the happy robot (emotional stability), Sam, the sweet robot (agreeableness),
Robin, the creative robot (openness to experience) and Kees, the shy robot
(extraversion).

The children then had the interactions as described in the previous para-
graph. To answer the hypotheses of this research we focused on four vari-
ables: similarity, friendship, usability and motivation. These were scored
quantitatively on a Likert-scale with questionnaires. Children were asked to
rate the PAL robot and avatar on the first and last day.

Qualitative aspects of our study consisted of childrens opinions about
the PAL Robot and Avatar and were measured by open questions in the
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Figure 10: Five PAL Actors, their name, color and personalities

questionnaire as well as observations during the camp.
All children preferred the physical PAL Robot over the PAL avatar,

when they were asked to choose. Children preferred the physical robot
mostly because he was real, talked more often and showed more body move-
ment and was able to dance. In regard to our hypothesis, results show the
following (also see Figure 13). In general childrens scores on similarity be-
tween physical robot and avatar was not very high (M=1.76, SD=0.83). The
open questions on this subject indicate that the main reasons for perceiv-
ing differences, were again the capabilities, talking and movements of the
agents. Perceived similarity between PAL Robot and PAL Avatar positively
affects the level of bonding between the children and PAL Avatar (R2=.79,
p=.016). The level of bonding between the children and PAL Avatar affects
children’s motivation to play with MyPAL (R2=.39, p=.036) and children’s
rating of MyPAL’s usability R2=51, p¡.001). Results also showed an inter-
action effect, as shown in Figure 12, of the age of children with perceived
similarity on bond with the PAL Avatar. For older children, the perceived
similarity had a additional effect on the bond with PAL Avatar (F(2,21)=
6.44, p=.02).
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Figure 11: PAL Activities at camp

Figure 12: Relation between Perceived Similarity between PAL Robot and
Avatar, Bonding between Child and PAL Avatar, Usability of MyPAL and
Motivation to Play with MyPAL
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Figure 13: Interaction effect of the age of children with perceived similarity
on bond with the PAL Avatar.
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8.4.4 Perception of competence and warmth

In the PAL project we want to present the information in such a way that
children pay most attention to it and learn from it. One way to do this in a
personalized manner is to adapt the teaching style to the learners preference.
As a first step towards this we evaluated if the teachers style was perceived
as we intended it. For this we now looked at two dimensions, warmth and
competence. All four possible combinations were evaluated in a class room,
only the two extremes during camp. Low warmth, low competence had the
following characteristics:

• Closed

• Gaze away

• Wobbling

• Fiddling

Where High warmth, high competence was open and up-front.
After the presentation the two different robots gave on the first day chil-

dren were asked to rate the two robots using 20 words on a three point scale.
The words were rated by experts on four dimensions (warmth, competence,
dominance and affiliation).

The results show that the robot hat intended to express high competence
was also perceived this way. The warmth was only perceived when there
was also a high competence. We also saw that at camp the overall scores for
perceived warmth and affiliation were lower. This is an interesting results,
but we must take into account the small effect size.

8.4.5 Provide input on what the robot/avatar can do

To get input on how a robot can help and what it should do we did a creative
co design session. Children were asked to finish a cartoon. The hypotheses
was that the children would provide input on functions of the robot, the style
it should interact and the non-verbal behavior. Unfortunately this seemed
quite hard. Although we did get some good ideas from the discussion with
the children during the drawing.

8.4.6 Provide input on what the robot/avatar should say in re-
action to timeline input (theatre)

The question here was: What should the robot say and/or do in specific
scenarios with input on the timeline?

To answer this question children were paired. One of the children got
into a robot suit and played the NAO. The other was asked to reenact a
specific scenario. The robot then had to react on the inputs from the child.
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In the end 5 pairs performed this session and it resulted in an overview
of what kind of feedback they preferred: immediate, context specific, mo-
tivational. This means that the feedback types that have been chose for
the system are encouragement, mood matching, praise, and confirmatory
response.

Furthermore, because the children spoke with each other it resulted in
example sentences that can be used in the system. At the moment the final
hand is laid on an overview of relevant sentences and triggers so this can be
implemented in the PAL system and evaluated in the future.

8.4.7 Evaluate what kind of explanation about robot/avatar is
preferred (parents and children)

The question here was: What explanation best helps child/parent to under-
stand why the robot/avatar performed a certain action? To evaluate this
both goal based and belief based feedbacks were proposed to the children
during the 3rd day robot round and to the parents on the fourth day. Both
groups preferred goal based feedback.

8.4.8 What do parents expect from PAL

The final day, parents of participating children were invited for group dis-
cussions on how PAL could support them in the care of their children with
T1DM. Results of these group discussions provide input for PAL Inform,
the support tool for informal care givers, such as parents. Results of the
group discussion with parents (N=18) were the following.

Parents felt that PAL is for the children. Parents appreciate the possi-
bility to monitor the development and health of the child, but do not want
to be too strongly involved in the child-PAL interaction. PAL is fun for the
children and this should not change. In addition, they experienced that in
daily life some topics were difficult to discuss, such as challenges due to and
feelings about T1DM. PAL Robot could help the child to voice them, as
they are more likely to disclose this type of information to a ’robot buddy’
than to their parents.

9 Refine specification

PAL follows a systematic design and evaluation process that aims at specific
knowledge increments. The design specifications entail objectives, methods.
use cases, requirements, claims, and interaction design patterns (with some
additional illustrations like personas and storyboards; see Figure 2). These
specifications are refined based on new insights that are derived from theory-
and data-driven analyses of recent research. First, the analysis of specific
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outcomes of the cycle 1 evaluations lead directly to adjusted design specifica-
tions to improve, for example, the usability of MyPAL and the goal-structure
in PAL control. Second, additional proposals for new functionalities (i.e.,
user requirements) will be worked out to improve PAL’s support as described
in research questions.

To guide the second process, the research questions are reified via so-
called claims, which specify the specific functionality (requirements) and
expected effects (measures) in the envisioned contexts-of-use (use cases). At
the highest level, claims are structured as follows:
<preposition><use case><functionality><preposition><component><verb><noun><measure>

Currently, the following claims are being considered to be worked-out in
a next design-test cycle:

1. Immediate Feedback. During all activities, immediate feedback by
PAL-actor improves childs motivation, bonding and learning.

2. Self-disclosure. During small talk, self-disclosure by PAL-actor in-
creases childs self-disclosures.

3. Goal Structure.

• During all activities, the hierarchical goal structure representa-
tion improves childs understanding and motivation.

• During goal selection, the hierarchical goal structure representa-
tion improves HCPs goal selection efficiency.

4. Timeline. During all timeline activities, the new mobile user interface
improves usability.

5. Guidance. During all activities, the activity introduction and fading-
out” guidance by PAL Actor, improves childs (a) understanding of
the activity, (b) motivation to do the activity and (c) activity-related
learning.

6. Emotion annotation. During emotion annotation, the affect button
(a) is easy-to-use and (b) senses emotional state variety of the child.

10 Conclusions

The general iterative process from needs analyses, via design generation
& specification, prototyping, to evaluation will be done in 3 cycles. This
report reports the results of the first cycle and the setup towards the next
cycles. In this report the results from MS9 (First evaluation completed) are
reported. MS 10: design specifications, ontology and test protocol for cycle
2 is partially fulfilled. The design specifications and ontology are described,
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but the test protocol is expected to be finished beginning of M25, and the
evaluation is expected to start in M27.

The different evaluations and large involvement of the different end user
parties have provided us with lots of input. Conducting the experiments in
the first year, as exploratory and formative evaluations, was a good decision:
It provided us with feedbacks, but also discovered technical problems that
we couldn’t have uncovered without diverse and relatively long-duration
usages. An example of this is the input from the HCPs on the control
panel. First, they assessed a PAL prototype via expert reviews and walk-
throughs, but only when they had to really use it they were able to provide
sound and detailed requirement feedbacks. Participants knew they were
working with a work in progress and were in generally quite forgiving and
very enthusiastic. For a large part they are interested in participating again
in next experiments and also the camp participants were really enthusiastic.
In comparison with other camps in the Netherlands, the PAL camp has no
trouble with finding volunteers and already has many applications (although
it only is in October).

Overall, PAL functions were developed that proved to support the three
high-level objectives that were derived from the Self-Determination Theory:
autonomy, competence and relatedness. More specifically, the WP-tasks
provided the following major outcomes:

1. The Meander hospital and cycle 1 experiments showed that playing
PAL activities with the PAL actor in recurring sessions is associated
with increased child’s diabetes knowledge, awareness, attitude (i.e.
relatedness), self-efficacy (i.e., autonomy and competence) and skills
to use the acceptance and PAL system.

2. Diary support and self-disclosure support seem to provide further en-
hancements of the first observations mentioned above: Awareness (re-
lated to the timeline), attitude, self-efficacy and skills.

3. More specifically, conversational fillers proof to enhance child’s atti-
tude (i.e., relatedness) to the PAL robot.

4. HCP’s are positive about the opportunities of PAL, but the system
needs substantial improvement for acceptance and trust (i.e., improve-
ment of the usability and goal structure).

5. Similar to the HCP’s, parents are positive and prove to have a good
attitude towards the PAL system and seem to experience already some
knowledge gain.

6. There is a large diversity in child’s usage of the PAL system; different
classes of child’s usage have been identified. Enhanced personalization
is needed to establish adherence over the diverse user group.
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7. A number of usability bottlenecks have been identified, which need to
be solved to improve the PAL usage.

The different topics of this workpackage are on the cutting edge of current
developments. This can be seen for instance by the different workshops we
are organizing or invited to. Just a quick look at the workshops during HRI
2017 shows one about Child-robot interaction (co-organized with PAL part-
ner), a workshop on benchmarking where we (in an earlier year) presented
our methodology, robots for learning workshop that of course also discusses
interesting aspects for the PAL project, and a workshop on socially assistive
robots and data collection and sharing. Next to this our work on ontologies
was presented during a workshop on Artificial Intelligence for Diabetes.
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11 Annexes

11.1 Specifying and testing the design rationale of social
robots for behavior change in children

Bibliography Looije, R., Neerincx, M. A., & Hindriks, K. V. (2016).
Specifying and testing the design rationale of social robots for behavior
change in children. Cognitive Systems Research.

Abstract We are developing a social robot that helps children with di-
abetes Type 1 to acquire self-management skills and routines. There is a
diversity of Behavior Change Techniques (BCTs) and guidelines that seem
to be useful for the development of such support, but it is not yet clear how
to work out the techniques into concrete robot support functions and be-
haviors. The situated Cognitive Engineering (sCE) methodology provides
guidance for the design and evaluation of such functions and behaviors,
but doesnt provide a univocal specification method of the theoretical and
empirical justification. This paper presents an extension of sCE: a formal
template that describes the relations between support objectives, behavior
change theory, design specifications and evaluation outcomes, called situ-
ated Design Rationale (sDR) and the method to get this. As test case,
the European ALIZ-e project is used to instantiate this design rationale
and to evaluate the usage. This case study showed that sDR provides con-
crete guidance (1) to derive robot functions and behaviors from the theory
and (2) to designate the corresponding effects with evaluation instruments.
Furthermore, it helps to establish an effective, incremental and iterative,
design and evaluation process, by relating positive and negative evaluation
outcomes to robot behaviors at the task and communication level. The
proposed solution for explicating the design rationale makes it possible for
others to understand the decisions made and thereby supports replicating
experiments or reusing parts of the design rationale.

Relation to WP This paper describes the design methodology of the
PAL project.

Availablity Unrestricted. Available for download author copy (https:
//drive.google.com/open?id=0BxB4LoFiKK5hX1VyNlB5bk5lOFU)

11.2 Integrating Robot Support Functions into Varied Ac-
tivities at Returning Hospital Visits

Bibliography Looije, R., Neerincx, M. A., Peters, J. K., & Henkemans,
O. A. B. (2016). Integrating Robot Support Functions into Varied Activities
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at Returning Hospital Visits. International Journal of Social Robotics, 8(4),
483-497.

Abstract Persistent progress in the self-management of their disease is
important and challenging for children with diabetes. The European ALIZ-
e project developed and tested a set of core functions for a social robot
that may help to establish such progress. These functions were studied in
different set-ups and with different groups of children (e.g. classmates at
a school, or participants of a diabetes camp). This paper takes the lessons
learned from these studies to design a general scenario for educational and
enjoying childrobot activities during returning hospital visits. The resulting
scenario entailed three sessions, each lasting almost one hour, with three ed-
ucational childrobot activities (quiz, sorting game and videowatching),two
intervening childrobot interactions (small talk and walking), and specific
tests to assess the children and their experiences. Seventeen children (age
610) participated in the evaluation of this scenario, which provided new in-
sights of the combined social robot support in the real environment. Overall,
the children, but also their parents and formal caregivers, showed positive
experiences. Children enjoyed the variety of activities, built a relationship
with the robot and had a small knowledge gain. Parents and hospital staff
pointed out that the robot had positive effects on childs mood and openness,
which may be helpful for self-management. Based on the evaluation results,
we derived five user profiles for further personalization of the robot, and
general requirements for mediating the support of parents and caregivers.

Relation to WP This evaluation provided knowledge on doing evalua-
tions with (diabetic) children and provided input for improving and focusing
the PAL system.

Availablity Unrestricted. Available for download (http://dx.doi.org/
10.1007/s12369-016-0365-8)

11.3 MyPAL: A Digital Diabetes Diary with a Responsive
Social Avatar

Bibliography Mike Ligthart. (2016). MyPAL: A Digital Diabetes Di-
ary with a Responsive Social Avatar, Masterthesis Radboud University Ni-
jmegen.

Abstract Diabetes Mellitus type I is an incurable disease that can be
diagnosed at a young age. A structured lifestyle, where insulin use, carbo-
hydrate intake and blood glucose are regularly monitored, is the only path
to a relatively normal life. Children and their parents must remain vigilant.
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This lifestyle is especially demanding for children and not every child is as
good in self-management as they need to be. They can use some help with
this. MyPAL is a digital diabetes diary that children can use to record their
insulin use, carbohydrate intake and blood glucose values as well as write
something about their day and how they feel. With that information the
children can more easily link their diabetes values, what they eat and how
they feel together. With this insight they can manage their insulin use and
diet more efficiently. Besides children also medical professionals, parents and
researchers benefit from this information. For example, a diabetes nurse can
improve the treatment plan, parents can get a better idea how their child is
doing and researchers can investigate the relationship between food, mood
and blood glucose values more closely

Relation to WP This internship report and evaluation provides a design
guideline and evaluation for the MyPAL diary/timeline.

Availablity Unrestricted. Available for download (https://doi.org/
10.5281/zenodo.268913)

11.4 Report of the Cycle 1 May Experiments

Abstract An overview of the data from the year 1 experiment

Relation to WP Detailed description of all questionnaire data in Y1
cycle.

Availablity Restricted.

11.5 PAL Cycle 1 experiment child usage results

Abstract An overview of the data from the year 1 experiment

Relation to WP Detailed description of data children participating in
Y1 cycle.

Availablity Restricted.

11.6 Analysis of system usage and knowledge development
of the current PAL system for children with Type 1
Diabetes Mellitus

Bibliography Anika Boelhouwer. (2016). Analysis of system usage and
knowledge development of the current PAL system for children with Type
1 Diabetes Mellitus, Masterthesis Radboud University Nijmegen.
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Abstract Children who are diagnosed with type 1 diabetes mellitus need
to learn a lot about diabetes and selfmanagement in a short period of time.
A large problem in the support of this process is that health institutions
cannot provide help at any given moment in the child life and are bounded
by set face to face appointments. While digital interventions may address
this issue by providing help and knowledge online which may be used at all
times, this help and knowledge is general and not tailored to the individual.
Also, actual usage of (digital) diabetes interventions has shown to be either
extremely low or quickly decreasing. The Personal Assistant for a healthy
Lifestyle project (PAL) strives to address these issues by providing a digital
application with personalised communication and content. This study eval-
uated the current PAL application during a prolonged period of time with
children diagnosed with type 1 diabetes mellitus between the ages of 6 and
12 years old. The main goals were to identify trends and possible predictors
for both system usage and diabetes knowledge development. Three main
trends were found in the system usage in which the majority of the users
showed an overall low usage or quickly decreasing usage. A small number of
users showed continuous and consistent usage throughout the entire exper-
iment. As the personalisation was only minimally implemented the results
are in line with common (digital) diabetes interventions. The results did
not allow us to explore possible system usage and knowledge development
predictors. They do however provide a solid baseline for further versions of
the system in which the personalisation is further implemented. The main
recommendations are to focus on the implementation of basic game design
elements and personalised content to foster user engagement and continu-
ous use. Maintaining the used measures (while adding some psychological
predictors) and longitudinal experiment design will allow for comparative
analysis in the further research cycles.

Relation to WP This internship report provides the usage results of the
PAL Cycle 1 system

Availablity Unrestricted. Available for download (https://doi.org/
10.5281/zenodo.268909)

11.7 Healthcare professionals gain control of childrens dia-
betes self-management

Bibliography Jet Shin Hong. (2016). Healthcare professionals gain con-
trol of childrens diabetes self-management, Masterthesis University of Am-
sterdam.

Abstract Children aged 8 to 12 with diabetes type I are motivated to get
involved in their diabetes management to reduce the impact of their illness
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on their short- and long-term health. Self-management of diabetes is an ac-
tive and proactive process and it involves shifting and sharing responsibility
for diabetes care tasks and decision-making in frequent collaboration with
healthcare professionals. The research question this study sought to answer
is: How can a healthcare management tool support healthcare professionals
in guiding children with diabetes self-management involving a social actor
(robot/avatar)?. To answer this question, a prototype of a healthcare man-
agement tool was developed and evaluated with end users (diabetes nurses)
and an important stakeholder (diabetes doctor), following the situated Cog-
nitive Engineering approach. Overall, this prototype of a redesigned PAL
Control was perceived positively by the healthcare professionals and the
findings suggested that a combination of an assessment with a robot or its
avatar, setting goals, selecting actions and the progression page, is a suit-
able and effective approach to healthcare professionals in guiding children
with diabetes selfmanagement. Healthcare professionals mentioned that this
system has provided them support in making the consult with children and
parents more meaningful due to the fact that they can understand their
needs better on forehand. However, evaluations for a longer period of time
is needed in order to validate if the needs are completely fulfilled. Nonethe-
less, useful suggestions were found during the evaluation of the prototype
and provided important pointers for further development

Relation to WP This internship report provides the user requirements
of the control panel for the health care professionals based on their initial
use during cycle 1.

Availablity Unrestricted. Available for download (https://doi.org/
10.5281/zenodo.268911)

11.8 Agents Sharing Secrets Self-Disclosure in Long- Term
Child-Avatar Interaction

Bibliography Franziska Burger. (2016). Agents Sharing Secrets Self-
Disclosure in Long- Term Child-Avatar Interaction, Masterthesis Radboud
University Nijmegen.

Abstract A key challenge in developing companion agents for children is
keeping them interested after novelty effects wear off. Self-Determination
Theory posits that motivation is sustained if the human feels related to the
agent. According to Social Penetration Theory, such a bond can be welded
through the reciprocal disclosure of information about the self. As a result
of these considerations, we developed a disclosure dialog module to study
the self-disclosing behavior of children in response to that of a virtual agent.
The module was integrated into a mobile application with avatar presence for
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diabetic children and subsequently used by 11 children in an exploratory field
study over the course of approximately two weeks at home. It was found that
the relative amount of disclosures that children made to the avatar was an
indicator for the relatedness children felt towards the agent at the end of the
study. Girls were significantly more likely to disclose and children preferred
to reciprocate avatar disclosures of lower intimacy. No relationship was
found between the intimacy level of avatar disclosures and child disclosures.
Particularly the last finding contradicts prior child-peer interaction research
and should therefore be further examined in confirmatory research.

Relation to WP This internship report provides the model and evalua-
tion of self-disclosure in interaction between avatar and child.

Availablity Unrestricted. Available for download (https://doi.org/
10.5281/zenodo.268912)

11.9 A Disclosure Intimacy Rating Scale for Child-Agent In-
teraction

Bibliography Franziska Burger. (2016). A Disclosure Intimacy Rating
Scale for Child-Agent Interaction. In: Traum D., Swartout W., Khooshabeh
P., Kopp S., Scherer S., Leuski A. (eds) Intelligent Virtual Agents. IVA 2016.
Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol 10011. Springer, Cham

Abstract Reciprocal self-disclosure is an integral part of social bonding
between humans that has received little attention in the field of human-agent
interaction. To study how children react to self-disclosures of a virtual agent,
we developed a disclosure intimacy rating scale that can be used to assess
both the intimacy level of agent disclosures and that of child disclosures. To
this end, 72 disclosures were derived from a biography created for the agent
and rated by 10 university students for intimacy. A principal component
analysis and subsequent k-means clustering of the rated statements resulted
in four distinct levels of intimacy based on the risk of a negative appraisal
and the impact of betrayal by the listener. This validated rating scale can
be readily used with other agents or interfaces.

Relation to WP This paper provides the model and evaluation of self-
disclosure in interaction between avatar and child.

Availablity Unrestricted. Available for download (https://doi.org/
10.1007/978-3-319-47665-0_40)
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Abstract

We are developing a social robot that helps children with diabetes Type 1
to acquire self-management skills and routines. There is a diversity of Be-
havior Change Techniques (BCTs) and guidelines that seem to be useful for
the development of such support, but it is not yet clear how to work out
the techniques into concrete robot support functions and behaviors. The sit-
uated Cognitive Engineering (sCE) methodology provides guidance for the
design and evaluation of such functions and behaviors, but doesn’t provide a
univocal specification method of the theoretical and empirical justification.
This paper presents an extension of sCE: a formal template that describes the
relations between support objectives, behavior change theory, design specifi-
cations and evaluation outcomes, called situated Design Rationale (sDR) and
the method to get this. As test case, the European ALIZ-e project is used to
instantiate this design rationale and to evaluate the usage. This case study
showed that sDR provides concrete guidance (1) to derive robot functions
and behaviors from the theory and (2) to designate the corresponding effects
with evaluation instruments. Furthermore, it helps to establish an effective,
incremental and iterative, design and evaluation process, by relating positive
and negative evaluation outcomes to robot behaviors at the task and com-
munication level. The proposed solution for explicating the design rationale
makes it possible for others to understand the decisions made and thereby
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supports replicating experiments or reusing parts of the design rationale.

Keywords: Social robot, Cognitive engineering, Design rationale, Diabetes

1. Introduction

There is a need for social robot design methods, which provide theoret-
ically and empirically founded implementations that can be systematically
reused, compared and built upon progressively (cf., [1]). Current design
methods do not (yet) meet these needs, holdings back the coming of age of
the research field.

This paper focuses on the development of robots for behavior change. Al-
though there is a substantial amount of research in social robots and behavior
change techniques, it is hard to compare the results of studies due to a lack
of agreement on (1) the (definitions of) relevant theoretical concepts, (2) the
design specifications, (3) the methods for validation (or evaluation), and (4)
the approach to relate these concepts, specifications and methods. Literature
from the social robot domain on classification of robots (e.g. [2]) and eval-
uation (e.g. [3]) provides valuable information for design specifications and
their evaluation. However, it is unclear how they relate and can be linked to
behavior change theories. On the other hand, for behavior change techniques
there is a taxonomy in development [4] which supports disambiguation of re-
sults, and therefore validation of effective techniques, but it does not relate
these to design specifications (such as use contexts). Use contexts are taken
into account in the research of Behavior Change Support Systems (BCSS),
for instance in the persuasive systems design (PSD) model [5]. This model
emphasizes the translation between method and design patterns for func-
tionalities related to the context. Although method, requirement, design
and implementation are related in PSD, it does not model the correlations
and interrelations between different implementations.

An open question remains: “How can we conduct experiments in such
a manner that it will be really possible to pinpoint a change to have been
caused by a BCSS, or even more precisely, by a specific software feature in
it?” [6] . Our social robot is in essence a BCSS and the question we want to
answer is quite similar:

• How can we design and evaluate in such a manner that a) robot behav-
iors are derived from theory and b) evaluation effects can be designated
to specific robot behaviors?
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The situated Cognitive Engineering (sCE) methodology [7] can partially
answer this question. sCE has been used in different domains, amongst
which to systematically design and evaluate robot systems [8]. Although
sCE supports iterative and incremental design and evaluation, it does not
provide precise and concise translations and relations between the theory,
functionalities of the system, hypotheses and instruments to evaluate (i.e.
the concepts).

The situated Design Rationale (sDR) was developed as a refinement of
the sCE methodology. This formal template supports the design of function-
alities, the planning and performance of evaluations, and makes it possible
to reason about the evaluation effects and decisions afterwards. To come to
this formal template, we distinguish three sub-questions all in the context of
the development of a social robot for supporting behavior change:

1. Which minimal set of concepts is needed to describe the what, when
and why of design decisions?

2. How do these concepts relate to each other?

3. What is an adequate, concise and coherent, representation for describ-
ing the concepts and its relations for the design and evaluation process?

The research took place in the context of the development of a social robot
that provides self-management support for children with diabetes (i.e., the
European ALIZ-e project1). The structure of this paper is as follows: First
in section 2, we provide background on diabetes, social robotics, behavior
change and situated Cognitive Engineering. Second in section 3, we describe
the sDR template, that describes the concepts and it relations, followed by
the instantiation of sDR in section 4. In section 5 the use of the sDR is further
exemplified with an experiment performed within the ALIZ-e project. And
we finish with the conclusions and discussions on future work in section 6.

2. Background

Type 1 diabetes has an enormous impact on the daily life of children with
this illness as we will discuss in section 2.1. There is a need for support of self-
management and behavior change. A social robot might provide this support
for this user group (age 7-12) (section 2.2). The behavior of the robot should

1www.aliz-e.org
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be based on knowledge from behavior change theories and systems (section
2.3), and the design of the robot should be based on a state-of-the-art design
methodology (section 2.4). Based on this background we can conclude what
is lacking to come to a concise and precise situated Design Rationale.

2.1. Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus

To understand why we want to develop a social robot to support children
with diabetes to increase their self-management it is necessary to understand
what diabetes is and what this means for the life of the children, and their
environment. There are two types of diabetes, Type 1 and Type 2 [9]. Type
1 typically presents itself at a young age, while Type 2 often occurs at a later
age. Where Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus (T1DM) is a result from destruction of
the insulin-producing cells in the pancreas by the autoimmune system, Type
2 is a metabolic disorder where the body does not make and absorb enough
insulin. We will further focus on T1DM, because that is the type that is
most prevalent in children and the incidence is rising [10]. For these children
it is very important to keep their blood glucose levels as steady as possi-
ble. To reach this objective, children and their social environment (parents,
teachers, siblings, friends etc.) need to have knowledge and skills to manage
the disease. Examples of these are: Regularly measuring of blood glucose,
counting of carbohydrates, calculating needed insulin and injecting (when
pen is used) or bolusing (when pump is used) accordingly, and discounting
the (interactive) effects of food intake, physical exercise, mental stress and
hormones. Furthermore, a child and his or her environment need to be able to
recognize symptoms of high and low blood glucose to act accordingly. Even
when managed properly, a child will have periods of high imbalance due to
for instance hormones or growth spurts. The effects of T1DM, even with our
modern treatment, are quite severe. More than 50% of the children develop
complications with regard to major organs like the heart and blood vessels
12 years after diagnosis [11]. The life expectancy of children diagnosed by
age 10 is 19 years shorter than that of healthy children [12]. There are also
effects on psychological well-being, feelings of embarrassment and on school
performance [13]. The effects on psychological well-being are not limited to
the children themselves, but also their parents are hugely influenced, because
they understand the long-term effects better than a (young) child [14]. Other
research suggests that high family stress negatively affects glycemic control
[15]. To lower family stress it is important that children learn to manage
their illness at a young age and that parents let them do this. A social robot
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can support in this, because it has a non-hierarchical relation with the child
unlike a (in)formal caregiver. A social robot for changing the behavior of
and/or educating children is not new as is shown by [16, 17] where they are
applied for autistic children, [18, 19, 20] for education and [21] to acquire a
healthy lifestyle. Aspects of behavior change and motivational theories can
be, dependent on the features and form of the robot, implemented on the
robot and applied to improve self-management.

2.2. Social robots

Below we provide a short overview of design and evaluation methods that
are used in the field of personal social robotics on context, behaviors, appear-
ances, and effects. We exclude work-oriented human-robot interaction (e.g.,
human-robot teamwork; [22, 23, 24]), because we focus on (non-work) social
settings of the child. Robots can be classified according to their appearance
(from mechanical to human-like for instance [25]) and their behavior. Bart-
neck et al. [26] for instance classify social robots on five factors: Form (ab-
stract - anthropomorphic), modality (unimodal - multimodal), social norms
(no knowledge on social norms - full knowledge on social norms), auton-
omy (no autonomy - full autonomy) and interactivity (no causal behavior -
fully causal behavior). Fong et al. [1] provide a more elaborate classification
specifically for socially interactive robots, robots for which social interaction
plays a key role. First they identify two primary approaches to build socially
interactive robots, biologically inspired or functionally designed. Decisions
on the design and evaluation need to take the context into account. Fong
et al. further identify other aspects that can be used to classify robots,
e.g. embodiment, emotion, dialogue, personality, perception of humans, user
modeling, socially situated learning and intentionality. It is meant as support
for people designing socially interactive robots to make decisions on the form
and behavior of the robot for the use in a specific context. This is further
explained by providing different applications and examples of robots used in
every application and a short indication of what aspects of the classification
they adhere to. Dautenhahn [27] looks at the aspect of consistency of design
and behavior. Examples are provided what happens when it is not consistent
(e.g. very humanlike appearance of robots induces the uncanny valley effect,
because it cannot perform as expected), but reaching consistency seems to
be a matter of trial and error. With the design space provided it is possible
however to place robots on the two dimensional axis of appearance (machine
like vs. human like) and behavior (non-social and non-interactive vs. social
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and interactive). Spiekman et al. [28] uses the axis of machine to human
like, next to an indication of toy like, body and facial realism to categorize
and evaluate 3 robots (iCat, NAO and Nabaztag) and a human-like avatar.
These different ways of classifying (social) robots shows that designers of
robot systems make many choices, and these choices should be formalized to
understand why these choices were made and also decide on the validity of
the choices after evaluation.

It is important for comparability between different robot designs to mea-
sure the same type of effects and preferably also use the same measures.
Weiss et al. [3] propose to use the following evaluation factors: Usability,
social acceptance, user experience and societal impact. Which factor to use
depends on the hypotheses. Furthermore, they propose, for the evaluation
of hypotheses, to use a mix of interdisciplinary evaluation methods: Expert
evaluation, user studies, (standardized) questionnaires (e.g. unified theory
of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) questionnaire [29]), physio-
logical measures, focus groups and interviews. Bartneck et al. [30] provides
an instrument toolkit to measure how users perceive a robot on five factors
relevant for HRI: Anthropomorphism, animacy, likeability, perceived intelli-
gence and perceived safety. They developed five validated questionnaires for
these five factors. These questionnaires are all relevant for evaluating the
design of a social robot, but do not provide measures that are related to the
objective of the robot use, e.g. education.

2.3. Behavior change

Behavior change is a large research field. We will focus on two topics: A
taxonomy developed to describe behavior change methods and a model to
design persuasive systems for behavior change. The taxonomy is interesting,
because it is an effort to describe components of a behavior change method
in a way to derive effectiveness in a similar way we want to describe the
components of the robot. The persuasive systems model is of added value,
because we also want to create a persuasive system, where we use the robot
as ICT component.

Interventions to change behavior are complex and have many interacting
components [31]. Therefore, the same problems occur as in social robot
research: Research outcomes are hard to replicate, to implement in practical
applications and to use for building theory [4]. We therefore need a better
understanding of which components are effective within a behavior change
intervention.
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A first step is to get a common understanding of the components in an
intervention. This helps in recognizing overlap between different interven-
tions and identifying effective components. In Michie et al. [4] a hierarchi-
cally structured taxonomy of behavior change techniques (BCTs) is construed
with the help of 55 experts in delivering and/or designing behavior change
interventions from different countries. This resulted in 93 BCTs that were
clustered in 16 groups of which 26 were used 5 or more times in different in-
terventions. An example of a group is “Reward and Threat” covering seven
BCTs (e.g., material reward, threat, incentive).

A selection of BCTs can be implemented in a social robot where the so-
cial robot is used instead of, or as a complement of, a human. The robot can
be viewed as the IT artifact of a behavior change support system (BCSS).
BCSS is defined by Oinas-Kukkonen [6] as a socio-technical information sys-
tem with psychological and behavioral outcomes designed to form, alter or
reinforce attitudes, behaviors or an act of complying without using coercion
or deception. A BCSS is a complex system that is developed using theories
of behavior change and persuasive technology by explicating functionalities
of a system.

To support the design of a BCSS, Oinas-Kukkonen suggests the use of
the Persuasive Systems Design (PSD) process. The design of a BCSS takes
postulates from User Centered Design which are also used in persuasive de-
sign (e.g., ease of use), uses these in context (intent, event and strategy) and
then a decision on the design of software features needs to be made. During
the context step the intended outcome is decided on, using the outcome &
change design matrix, which also influences the strategies. The combination
of the PSD process and the outcome & change matrix provides a way of defin-
ing the system, context and intent clearly. This is necessary because these
influence the outcomes, e.g., different IT systems will be able to implement
persuasive strategies on different levels.

The behavior change literature provides objectives and methods that can
be used to guide implementation of a social robot for behavior change. The
PSD model guides the design of a BCSS by relating functions to behavior
change techniques and always keeping the intended outcome in mind. The
design thus takes as a starting point the intended outcome, but due to a lack
of formalization between design decisions and evaluation measures the PSD
model cannot pinpoint the effects to specific functions. This is also explicitly
indicated by Oinas-Kukkonen who sees this as one of the open questions on
the BCSS research agenda [6].
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2.4. Situated cognitive engineering
The situated Cognitive Engineering (sCE) [32] methodology has its main

strengths in the analysis of three system development components: the foun-
dation, specification and evaluation. It has been applied, for example, in the
domain of behavior change [33] and robots [8]. In sCE functions are incre-
mentally developed. It can be viewed as a refinement of classical cognitive
engineering methods [34, 35, 36], addressing the reciprocal adaptive behav-
iors of both human and machine (i.e., emergent human-machine cooperation
patterns).

The classical methods are mostly focused on a thorough domain and
task analysis, but the sCE method adds explicitly technology and human
factor knowledge (methods, instruments) to establish a sound foundation.
Technology is added for two reasons. First it provides focus in the process of
specification and generation of ideas. Second, the effects of technology are
made explicit and are integrated into the development and thereby evaluation
process. The explicit use of human factors knowledge, e.g. knowledge on
developmental age, behavior change, education and so forth, supports the
development and the embedding of functions and experimental results in
theories. Moreover, the sCE method is situated in a domain that is made
explicit in use cases that contextualize the (robot) functions. The explication
from foundation (e.g., tasks analysis, value sensitive design) to specification
is guided by use cases.

The specification component encompasses, among other things, functions
(requirements), interaction design patterns, use cases and expected effects
(claims). Key (recurring) functions are shaped in interaction design patterns
(i.e., the “look-hear-and-feel” of robot behaviours) and applied in specific use
cases (i.e., contexts). The functions are justified by the expected effects.

In the evaluation components, experiments test the expected effects (claims)
and provide guidelines about what to use and when to use it. As such, the
results of the evaluation also provides input for theory development.

Our research aims the development of a social robot with the objective
to enhance child’s self-management by applying different behaviour change
methods as the theoretical foundation, and to establish the empirical foun-
dation via sound evaluation instruments that show how far this objective has
been achieved. We have to explicitly relate the sCE concepts to these objec-
tives, methods and instruments (see Figure 1) in order to reason about the
design decisions made. The sCE method does insufficiently support this type
of reasoning. There are for instance no explicit relations between a specific
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method and therefore objective and a function. Of course use cases take the
objectives into account, but the relation is not made explicit. Furthermore,
the expected effects are related explicitly to the functions and the instru-
ments, but the interrelations between expected effects and functions are not
made explicit. One function can have multiple effects, an effect can be related
to different functions, multiple instruments can be used to measure the same
effect, but it can also happen that one instrument measures multiple effects.
These relations need to be explicated so that we can disambiguate the design
and evaluation as much as possible by refining it, e.g. more specificity in in-
struments. Disambiguation will not always be possible, but explicating all
relations makes it possible to see where there are still ambiguous relations.
Knowing these ambiguities can guide further design and evaluation.

Figure 1: Generic concept map of the situated Design Rationale (sDR).

3. Situated design rationale

To create a situated Design Rationale (sDR) that specifies the relations
between functional aspects and expected effects in a manner such that we
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can reason about the design decisions made and the interactions between
effects and functions, we extend the sCE method. The concepts come from
the sCE method and some of the relations also, but we add relations to make
all relevant relations explicit in an sDR.

3.1. Concepts

In the previous section we distinguished the relevant concepts that have
to be related to each other. The first relevant concept is objectives (e.g. sup-
port the forming of a relation between robot and user), second are methods
(e.g. adapt the robot to the user’s behavior) that are derived from litera-
ture or experiments to reach these objectives. The methods then have to be
translated into, the third concept; functions (e.g. adapt the robot system
to the state of the child) of the robot. The functions are shaped by, fourth
concept, interaction design patterns (e.g. use of prosody to express emotions
by the robot). Fifth, use cases (e.g. a quiz between the robot and child in
which they act as peers) are used to contextualize the methods and show
which effects (sixth concept) we expect towards the objectives (e.g. children
relate more to the emotional expressive robot). But also the effects in re-
lation to the implemented functions and design patterns are described (e.g.
an expressive robot supports emotional contagion - i.e. the child is more
expressive, emotions are recognized). Seventh and last instruments are then
used to measure these effects (e.g. arousal and valence observations by the
child). In Figure 1 the seven generic concepts and their relations are shown.
In the following paragraph we explain how the generic sDR is developed.

3.2. Situated design rationale template

The situated Design Rationale is developed to support design of func-
tionalities and evaluation before an experiment and reason about the effects
and decisions afterwards. The explication from theory (objectives and meth-
ods) to functions and then to effects should thus be made clear. To make
this possible we have to relate the concepts to each other, and as is said
“a picture is worth a thousand words” we decided to use concept mapping
[37] as a tool to describe the relations. In a concept map, relations between
ideas, images, or words are linked with meaningful arrows. In our case the
meaningful words are the concepts and the meaningful arrows the relations
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between the concepts2.
The objectives come from the foundation of sCE, relevant theories (be-

havior change, education) are taken into account as well as knowledge on
human factors (what are the capabilities of a child in the age group 7-10)
and technology (what are the robot (in)capabilities) to come to a selection
of objectives. Also based on the foundation of sCE methods are selected
to achieve the objectives and which are supported by literature or derived
from empirical experiments (e.g. provide variation, which supports compe-
tence and comes from educational theory). Use cases are then described to
contextualize the methods and to show which effects are brought about.
Functions are related to the methods. Only functions that serve a method
are relevant here. In some cases, explicating the relation between method
and function is quite straight forward. An example of this is a method that
prescribes variation and a function“Provide multiple activities”. Functions
are shaped into interaction design patterns. An example of this is the inter-
action design pattern “Recognizable emotion expression” that supports the
higher level functions “Exhibit social behavior” and “Adapt robot to child
state within boundaries”. The interaction design pattern shapes the func-
tion and defines what is needed to reach, in this case, “Recognizable emotion
expression”.

Then we specify the effects that the interaction design patterns and the
functions bring about. This is a very important step. If a function cannot
be related to an effect it should bring about, that function or interaction
design pattern has to be reconsidered. The reason for this is that the relation
between functions, patterns and effects is also the relation back towards the
objectives. The effects demonstrate the result on objectives. An equally
important relation is that from effects to instruments that measure the
effects. When there is no instrument to measure an effect, the effect might
be too specific or generic. The design is also guided by this step, because when
there is one instrument that is used to measure many effects the results
cannot be used to disambiguate between different functions. Therefore, either
the effects have to be made more specific, or the functions need to be made
more distinguishable from each other so that there is less ambiguity between
the effects.

2Using yEd https://www.yworks.com/en/products/yfiles/yed/ we created a gen-
eral concept map of sDR 1 in which the concepts and their relations are visualized
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When there is a first complete version of the sDR, it has to be checked and
decided on what will be the focus of an experiment. The sDR can support
deciding where experiments are needed to get more information, but also
review the instruments to see if they are specific enough to derive conclusions
from the results. The results can then be used to reason about the decisions
made and refine and extend the sDR. Figure 1 provides a generic sDR, which
we will instantiate using an experiment performed within the ALIZ-e project
in the next section.

It’s interesting to see the similarities between Worth Mapping [38] and
sDR. Both take into account the values of the end users; in Worth Mapping
these are the objectives of the design while in sDR these are part of the
methods to reach the objectives and used to enrich the use cases. To satisfy
the values both identify needed elements or methods and functions to reach a
worthwhile outcome. This means that Worth Mapping guides the interaction
design by making relations between values, elements and attributes clear,
while sDR makes the transition to context and effects. sDR uses the values
and attributes to describe the use cases and contextualize the methods which
in its turn constrains the functions and interaction design patterns. The
measured effects then demonstrate the progress towards the objectives, but
also if user values are met.

4. Instantation of a sDR

We will now show how sDR can be used to describe the design and eval-
uation activities of the ALIZ-e project by instantiating the concepts with
specific examples. We do this by going through the concepts, explaining de-
cisions and showing parts of the sDR to exemplify the concepts. The complete
sDR of the ALIZ-e project can be found here: https://goo.gl/0HgUC8.

In the complete sDR there are many intersecting lines, in a limited way
this is also the case in the figures presented in this paper. As this problem
can not be eliminated we used different arrows to make clear what the origin
of lines are. In Figure 6 we added the outgoing arrow form to the text of the
functions.

4.1. Objective

The overall objective of ALIZ-e is behavior change for self-management,
with a focus on children with diabetes. The objective is thus behavior change
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and a decision needs to be made on which theory we will use to relate our
progress to.

4.1.1. Choice for behavior change objective

Many theories for behavior exist, and the choice of one over the other
guides the priority of objectives. We will briefly discuss Theory of Rea-
soned Action II [39], the Extended Parallel Process Model [40] and the Self-
Determination theory [41].

In the Theory of Reasoned Action II (TRA II) behavior is determined
by intention, which is determined by attitude, perceived norm and perceived
behavioral control (similar to self-efficacy). Actual control is determined by
environmental factors and skills to deal with these.

The Extended Parallel Process Model (EPPM) argues that changing be-
havior, attitude and intention results from an attempt to control threat,
while not changing behavior comes from fear. According to EPPM people
deal with threats and fear in three different ways. First, a threat can be seen
as insignificant so there is no motivation to change. Second, a threat can
be perceived as so serious they feel not able to deal with it, because they
dont have enough perceived self-efficacy and response efficacy. The third
option is that the threat is perceived as serious and they feel empowered to
do something about it because of high self-efficacy and response efficacy.

The Self-Determination Theory is a motivational theory that supports
a continuum of motivation, from external regulation (completely extrinsic)
towards more and more internally motivated to end in intrinsic motivation
[42]. The motivation can be influenced by supporting three basic psycho-
logical needs: autonomy, competence and relatedness. Autonomy is about
the willingness to do a task, competence is the need for challenge and feel-
ing of effectance, and relatedness refers to the connection with others [43].
Long-term interaction is seen as a prerequisite for behavior change in the
long run and several behavior change methods endorse the reasoning that for
long-term interaction there is a need for a bond with the interaction partner
(e.g. Motivational Interviewing [44]).

All three example theories show differences, but also similarities (e.g.
self-efficacy is important in all three). Because of these similarities and the
complexity of these theories, there is an ongoing effort to analyze behavior
theories until the level of behavior change techniques and then evaluate those
on effect [4]. As a decision had to be made we chose Self-Determination
Theory as our starting point (see objectives in Figure 2), because this theory
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Figure 2: Objectives and methods that achieve them

is used not only in behavioral change but also in education [45], for children
in the relevant age group (7-11) [46] and in games where it showed to be a
predictor of enjoyment and future game play [47].

4.2. Methods

Another advantage of SDT is that there is an ongoing effort to connect
the methodology of Motivational Interviewing (MI) to the theory of SDT
[48]. Motivational Interviewing (MI) is a proven effective counseling style
for promoting behavior change, but it is not grounded within a theoretical
framework, SDT can provide this framework. MI techniques have also been
used in persuasive technologies as the Health Buddy [49] and techniques from
MI have been implemented in a social robot for adults with diabetes [50].
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ID Use case Description
1 Competitive quiz

with robot peer
The robot and child play a competitive Triv-
ial Pursuit based quiz where they alternate in
answering questions.

2 Collaborative sort-
ing game with
robot peer

The robot and child play a collaborative game
on a large touch screen on which they have to
swipe images, that are on the screen, to the cor-
rect categories (most of the time 2, that are on
the left and right side of the screen).

3 Imitation memory
game with robot
peer

The robot makes a movement (e.g. arms up)
and then the child imitates this and adds an-
other movement, which the robot has to im-
itate. The string of movements gets longer
and longer, so its both a movement and mem-
ory game. Variations are: that the robot can
only add movements, some movements are pro-
hibited, and there are different levels of se-
quences (more complex) and movements (more
difficult).

4 Watching educa-
tional video with
robot peer

Robot and child watch a video together.

5 Providing a combi-
nation of activities

Provide multiple activities as described in Use
Case 1-4

6 Engaging in small
talk with robot
peer

Some interaction about hobbies, activities,
friends, diabetes.

7 Support robot from
one activity to an-
other

The child has to help the robot from one activity
to another, by walking with it (holding hands)
or carry the robot.

8 Helping robot to
stand up

When the robot falls over the child helps it in
getting up.

Table 1: Overview of the ALIZ-e use cases.

To reach the objectives we can thus draw upon methods of MI, we further
draw upon (amongst others) educational, gaming and persuasive methods
and methods used for rapport building in human-human interaction. These
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Figure 3: Use cases and how they contextualize methods.

methods are overlapping; for instance Vygotskys educational theory [51] and
gaming theory [52] both endorse the importance of having challenging, rel-
evant activities to support intrinsic (long-term) motivation. Literature sup-
ports the relation between challenging activities and self-determination the-
ory [53]. Vygotsky and MI also state that the teacher/therapist should build
up rapport with the student or client; in MI this is further elaborated in
methods to build this up (e.g. express empathy). In Vygotsky the teacher
can also be a peer in a collaborative learning sessions; the peers learn from
each other and need each others help. In such a setting the rapport building
will have another dimension than with a teacher/therapist, e.g. the shared
experiences and matching the personal norm will be differently implemented.
In Zhao et al. [54] an overview of methods to reach rapport is provided.

Figure 2 shows the methods used within the ALIZ-e project and their
relations to the objectives. All methods come from literature; MI [48], ed-
ucational [51, 55], gaming [52] and relation theories [54]. In some of this
literature the methods are explicitly linked to SDT objectives (e.g. [48, 53]),
other relations need to be derived.

As can be seen, there are three different objectives. These objectives are
not completely unrelated, but all have their main focus which is depicted in
the figure. The functions will connect the different methods to each other.
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4.3. Use cases

The objectives, methods and (later on) related effects and measures wont
change a lot during the course of a project. A method can be added, but as
the objectives are the starting point these will be relatively stable. The choice
for a method also guides the expected effects and with these the measures.
This is different for the other concepts we discuss, the use cases, functions
and interaction design patterns. The instantiations of these concepts will be
refined and added on during the whole project. Within the ALIZ-e project we
focused on developing a social robot for long-term interaction with children
and as the domain we chose behavior change for improving self-management
of children with diabetes. To further specify this setting, taking into account
the knowledge on the domain and users, we created eight use cases over
the course of the project (see Table 1) describing the interaction in more
detail. For more information on how these use cases were incorporated in
experiments we refer to [56], in which an experiment is described containing
most of the use cases.

Each use case contextualizes the methods and provides situational context
of the effects that are measured. The competitive quiz for instance contex-
tualizes methods which focus on competence, while providing a combination
of activities is related to provide variation (see Figure 3).

4.4. Functions

Based on the methods and use cases a selection of functions was im-
plemented during the project. In Table 2 the functions used in the ALIZ-e
experiments are named with a short exemplification next to it. We evaluated
(parts of) these functions. Some of the more complex social behaviors like
maintain social relationships are encompassed in for instance the function
“personalize activities”. Choosing the right level of function description is a
bit of trial and error. We don’t want the functions on implementation level,
because this would complicate the picture sDR too much. The functions
should be with enough detail to be able to relate them to specific methods
and specific effects. You dont want the functions to encompass too little or
too much, because the sum of the parts can be different than the sum of
the whole. Some functions contribute to one method, others contribute to
multiple methods. In Figure 4 this is shown, the functions related to the
methods of Figure 3 are shown, but it is also shown that most functions
are related to multiple methods and that these methods can be related to
different objectives (see Figure 2).
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Function Exemplification
Personalize activities
(based on personal
info, performance,
history etc.)

A game should be challenging and relevant, and
small talk should be relevant

Provide multiple activ-
ities

The child should be able to switch between activ-
ities and the same objectives should be presented
in different ways

Provide open questions The child should have the opportunity to express
him/herself

Disclose robot informa-
tion

The robot should disclose personal information
about itself, a background story

Adapt robot to child
and activity within
boundaries

The robot should adapt its emotions to child and
activity state. Be happy together with child, but
also a bit sadder when losing. Recognizable emo-
tion expression is necessary for this.

Provide acknowledge-
ments

The robot should acknowledge what the user is
doing

Provide compliments The robot should provide compliments to the
user on its actions

Exhibit social behavior The robot should behave according to stan-
dard social norms; look behavior, turn taking,
use of natural (non-verbal) cues (e.g. thinking
behavior- uhmmm and gestures)

Show imperfection The robot should not be all knowing and also
need the help of the child sometimes

Table 2: The different functions and an exemplification

4.5. Interaction design patterns

There are many interaction design patterns possible for the use cases we
looked at in ALIZ-e, but as social behavior and the emotions that come with
this are very important. We looked at this in more depth. We looked for
instance at the recognition of robot emotion expression for different robots
(iCat and NAO) [57] and at the effect of embodiment (virtual or physical)
on the effectiveness of social behavior [58]. Figure 5 shows how the different
aspects of the voice and body influence the emotion expression and thereby
the social behavior.
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Figure 4: Methods and functions that serve them

4.6. Effects

The expected effects are derived from literature about the objective and
used techniques and from the functional design. Both the up- and downsides
of an implementation should be defined so that in an experiment it can be
validated if the upsides outweigh the downsides. We identified three lev-
els on which these up- and downsides can be reported within human-robot
interaction (leaving out pure technical evaluation):

1. The child perceives and comprehends the intentions of the robot

2. The robot perceives and comprehends the intentions of the child

3. The situated Human-Robot interaction

Within the ALIZ-e project we looked at “perceive and comprehend ‘in-
tentions’ of robot” (1) and “situated human-robot interaction” (3) in the
experiments. The experiments on recognizable emotion expression were on
level 1, while the situations where there was interaction with the robot dur-
ing an activity (quiz, sorting game, small talk etc.) were on level 3. On level
1 the interaction design patterns are evaluated and on level 3 the functions.
The effects of the interaction design patterns are related to the functions
they shape and of course the interaction design patterns. The effects of the
functions are not only related to the functions, but also to the methods and
objectives where the expected effects are derived from.
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Figure 5: Interaction design patterns shape functions

In Figure 6 a selection of the effects, and their related functions and in-
struments are shown. The effects show a direct relation with the objectives
as effects on competence, autonomy and relatedness are expected. Next to
this it can be seen that it is expected that most of the implemented func-
tions, even all for this specific set of functions, contribute to the acceptance,
trustworthiness, enjoyment and the robot being seen as empathetic. This set
of expected effects is derived from the objective relatedness, from which this
set is derived as being important. The relation back to the objectives is not
drawn to make the sDR not unnecessarily complex, as these relations can
also be found going back in the sDR. The interaction design patterns relate
to their specific effects directly and indirectly via the function it shapes. The
rules to adapt prosody for instance has a direct effect on understandability
and an indirect, together with other patterns that shape the social behavior,
on for instance trust.

4.7. Instruments

After the expected effects are described there is a need to measure these.
We prefer using objective instruments in combination with subjective instru-
ments. Especially because it is known that children have the tendency to
score extreme on questionnaires and there is thus a high chance on a ceiling
effect. In Figure 7 it can be seen that although we would like to have ob-
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Figure 6: Functions and interaction design patterns bring about effects

jective measures, many are still subjective. Enjoyment is measured with a
questionnaire and observations and emotional appearance and understand-
ability both have questions for the child to check recognition of either emotion
or spoken text of the robot. Having a forced choice question does eliminate
some of the problems of a questionnaire, but it also means there is a need
for a within subject design and this is not always feasible with specific user
groups.

5. Evaluation of the sDR

The previous section described the sDR using the ALIZ-e project as an
example. This section will show how a specific design and evaluation cycle
can be supported by the creation of an sDR. In this cycle, a model for adap-
tive emotion expression for a NAO robot was developed. The robots internal
valence and arousal values were influenced by emotional state of the child
and emotional occurrences in the activity (e.g. winning the game). This
adaptation of internal values led to a change in voice, posture, whole body
pose, eye color and gestures to express its emotional state. In an experiment
18 children (mean age 9) played a quiz with two NAOs consecutively (within
subject design). One of the NAOs adapted its emotions according to the
model and the other did not. A more detailed description of the method is
provided in [59]. The objective this experiment focused on relatedness and
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Figure 7: Effects are measured with specific instruments

the method adapt to others’ behavior. The function to serve this method
was adapt robot to child and activity within boundaries in the use-case quiz.
Effects were expected on emotional contagion, preference, relatedness, empa-
thy, acceptance, trust, fun and motivation. Relatedness as effect is directly
related to the objective of relatedness, the other expected effects are derived
from literature on relatedness as being contributing factors to relatedness.
The instruments were arousal and valence observations, forced choice prefer-
ence, specific questionnaires for relatedness, empathy, acceptance, trust, fun
and motivation and open questions related to these aspects. Figure 8 shows
the sDR of this specific experiment, we limited the number of relations in
comparison to Figure 1 by excluding the relation between effects and objec-
tives and use cases and functions, both can be derived by following the other
relations.
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Figure 8: situated Design Rationale of emotional contagion experiment. The use cases
”bring about” the effects, but for readability reasons we excluded this line from the
overview as we did with the ”demonstrate” lines from effects to objectives. [59]

5.1. Results

The objective results on arousal and valence observations showed that the
children were significantly more expressive (smiling more) when interacting
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with the affective robot in comparison with the non-affective robot (M=33.59,
SE=17.34) than for the non- affective robot (M=29.06, SE=13.53), (t)(16)=2.156,
(p) <0.05, (r)= 0.47 (one-tailed). The answers on the questionnaire on robot-
child interaction showed a ceiling effect. Both robots scored very high and
the difference was not significant for any of the question topics. In the second
questionnaire the children had to choose between one of the two robots on
different aspects (e.g. fun, trust) and in the end prefer one of them. There
were differences, but non were significantly different, although on trust there
seemed to be a trend in favor of the non-affective robot. Finally they were
also asked about their motivations to choose one or the other. The most
noticeable motivations were clearly that the non-affective robot was more
understandable, while the affective robot was preferred most often because
it showed emotions.

5.2. Experiment and sDR conclusions

The expression results are quite clear and show a significant effect for the
emotional contagion, but this positive effect is not supported by the ques-
tionnaires. These suffer from the ceiling effect; only with forced choice some
differences can be seen, but still not large. Notwithstanding these ceiling
effects we can conclude from the observations that adaptive emotional ex-
pressivity influences children to engage in more positive expressivity.
Another interesting result is “trust” where we see that the non-affective robot
scores (non-significantly) higher than the affective one. Looking back at the
sDR this means that a robot that adapts its state to the child is less trust-
worthy and might involve lower relatedness. Based on the results we are not
ready to conclude this, because it could also be that the sDR is not complete.
Reinvestigating literature we see that emotional voices can suffer from under-
standability issues [57]. This is also supported by the responses the children
provide, where they indicate the non-affective robot is more understandable.
Understandability is a known factor for trust in automation [60]; in addi-
tion, literature on trust of children in caretakers with an unfamiliar accent
[61] indicates that understandability influences trust. We have to add under-
standability thus as a possible downside for prosody which can be measured
asking directly about understandability and in concurrence look at effects on
trust and acceptance. Figure 9 shows the changed portion of the sDR.
The sDR shows the decisions made for the design of the experiment, this
makes it possible to relate the negative result on trust back to the function
that was implemented. It shows the sDR is not discriminatory enough on
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Figure 9: Refinement of sDR, based on emotional contagion experiment.

the effects and that this can be improved by adding a branch to indicate that
an interaction design pattern could have influenced the trust. Finally, the
experiment provides confirmation that adapting the emotion of the robot to
the emotion of the child and activity has a (mainly) positive influence, which
can be used for theory building on emotional adaptivity.

6. Conclusion and discussion

The objective of this paper was to provide a formal template that supports
the systematic design and evaluation of an experiment and reason about the
effects and decisions afterwards. We reached this objective by formalizing the
relations between theory, design specifications and evaluations and guidelines
for creating it. The developed sDR supports the systematic, iterative and
incremental design and evaluation of social robots for behavior change.

To come to this sDR we had to answer three questions. First, we had to
specify the relevant concepts. We used the concepts as defined in the sCE
method. Second, the relations had to be identified. For this identification we
used knowledge on behavior change, social robotics and design specifications.

To make the decisions visible and to support reasoning about the effects
and reusability we had a third question on representation of the concepts
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and their relations. We decided on using concept mapping to visually relate
the concepts.

After answering these three questions the sDR method was explained by
instantiating the generic sDR template with the European ALIZ-e project.
We walked through every concept and its relations to other concepts and
also showed how the knowledge from theories and empirical evaluations are
taken into account in this process. The complete sDR of the ALIZ-e project
can be found here (https://goo.gl/0HgUC8). It is interesting to see that,
when multiple experiments are concatenated in one overall project sDR, the
objectives, methods and their related effects and instruments stay stable over
the course of the project. Use cases, functions and interaction patterns on the
other hand are added, removed and refined according to the projects progress.
This relatively stability of the sDR supports adapting and extending.

At this moment it is not hard to create an sDR for one experiment, as
the decisions that are described in the sDR are decisions you take anyway.
Which objective do you have with the project, what methods can be used,
what functionalities do you want to address in this specific experiment and
what effects do you expect and how do you measure these effects? By creating
the sDR before performing the experiment shortcomings in the experimental
setup can be found.

After the experiment is finished and you would like to do another ex-
periment with the same objectives but other functionalities the sDR can be
extended, the easy thing is that the sDR already shows decisions you don’t
have to think about anymore, the hard thing is to incorporate the new ex-
periment in the old sDR. Sometimes this is easy, e.g. when the functions and
expected effects are really different. Other times this is harder, when new
interrelations between for instance functions and effects appear. When this
happens it means you have to rethink the definitions and try to concatenate
or split functions to make the relations less complex or ambiguous. This
stipulates the importance of having an ontology in which the concepts are
defined, so others also know what is meant by it and can reuse it.

The use of sDR was further exemplified with a specific experiment. In
this experiment we could see how sDR supports design and evaluation, the
sDR can be adapted after interpretation of the results of the evaluation.
With sDR we can reason on why a certain effect occurred (e.g. why did the
effect on trust differ from the other effects?). As can be seen Figure 6 there
is quite some overlap in effects for different functions in the current sDR of
the ALIZ-e project, showing the interactions but also resulting in ambiguous
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results. This could be improved by identifying claims that are specific for a
function or by changing the level of function description, but it will never
be perfect needs continuous improvement. By making this possible it also
creates the opportunity to identify elements that need to be added to aid the
design and evaluation (e.g. experimental support on the design pattern of
prosody).

Finally, sDR supports iterative and incremental theory building by show-
ing which elements are validated, which are invalidated and which need more
research and/or validation, all within a specific context. Theory building is
possible, because the reasoning of the whole chain, from theory to instrument
is clarified in the sDR, making it also possible to transfer the ideas to other
domains and evaluate it there for more generalizable theories.

Although this is all desirable, it asks for well thought over decisions of
the chosen effects and instruments. A further complication that we will not
solve is that there can be relations we did not foresee resulting in unexpected
effects or incorrect attribution of effects to certain functions.

Notwithstanding these complications sDR provides a method to evaluate
a complex system, such as a social robot for behavior change, meanwhile
getting an idea of the interaction between functionalities. These interactions
are important, because a complex system is never just a combination of its
parts. The awareness of interrelations makes it possible to create theories
on a level that is fitting to what is “really” known. Furthermore, we will be
able to distinguish between groups of outcomes and combine this with user
characteristics to develop user profiles which can be used for fast adapta-
tion of the interaction. This will be further explored in the PAL project, a
H2020 project on behavior change for self-management of children with di-
abetes. We foresee reuse of the objectives, most of the methods, effects and
instruments with refinement and extension of functionalities more focused on
behavior change from the ALIZ-e sDR.
Next to this, by putting relations and concepts in an ontology we further
formalize the sDR and make it in this standard format available for people
outside the projects. This way, the research community can make use of the
knowledge progress on social robots and avatars for children. The complete
overview and the experiment specific sDR provide an elaborate guidance in
understanding the decisions and the possibility to replicate it. We believe
this will open the way to generalizing the results and applying it in other
domains.
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6.1. Future work

This paper focused on formalizing, reporting and sharing of the design
rationale. It’s essential to share this rationale with the research and design
community and for this we will need an easy to use, preferably interactive,
tool. This tool should support the creation of sDRs so they are easier to cre-
ate, extend and understand. The sDR is now lacking a tool for visualization,
the structuring of lines is currently a (mostly) manual and labour intensive
job. This is a drawback for creating, adapting and extending an sDR. We
would therefore like to develop a tool like sCE has for relating use-cases, ex-
pected effects and functions to each other www.scetool.nl. This should be
extended with a good visualization tool, like they exist for network analyses
(e.g. cytoscape.js - js.cytoscape.org). With the addition of the related
ontology, code and information on the experiment it should then be possi-
ble to reproduce the experiment. At the moment the experimental code for
the PAL project is stored at a GitHub repository with version numbers for
each experiment, and we have the relevant sDR. Sharing this to the research
community in a more structured manner should be possible in the future.

Another addition could be to visualize the expected positive and negative
effects, this would be similar to sCE where positive and negative claims are
made explicit. This will make the sDR both more informative and more
complex, so we should think about how to visualize this.
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Abstract Persistent progress in the self-management of
their disease is important and challenging for children with
diabetes. The European ALIZ-e project developed and tested
a set of core functions for a social robot thatmayhelp to estab-
lish such progress. These functions were studied in different
set-ups and with different groups of children (e.g. class-
mates at a school, or participants of a diabetes camp). This
paper takes the lessons learned from these studies to design
a general scenario for educational and enjoying child–robot
activities during returning hospital visits. The resulting sce-
nario entailed three sessions, each lasting almost one hour,
with three educational child–robot activities (quiz, sorting
game andvideowatching), two intervening child–robot inter-
actions (small talk and walking), and specific tests to assess
the children and their experiences. Seventeen children (age
6–10) participated in the evaluation of this scenario, which
provided new insights of the combined social robot support
in the real environment. Overall, the children, but also their
parents and formal caregivers, showed positive experiences.
Children enjoyed the variety of activities, built a relationship
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with the robot and had a small knowledge gain. Parents and
hospital staff pointed out that the robot had positive effects
on child’smood and openness, whichmay be helpful for self-
management. Based on the evaluation results, we derived five
user profiles for further personalization of the robot, and gen-
eral requirements for mediating the support of parents and
caregivers.

Keywords Diabetes · Children · Social robots

1 Introduction

1.1 Diabetes Type 1

The growing burden of chronic illness on health and health
care has globally led to health policy responses increasingly
referring to self-management. This applies to the increas-
ing number of children and adolescents in Europe with a
chronic illness. For example, the incidence of childhood type
1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) in Europe, now ranging from
3.9/100,000 cases per year in Macedonia to 57.4/100,000 in
Finland [26], is rising rapidly. In the below 5-year-old age
group, there is a doubling time of less than 20 years [13].
T1DM is associated with serious physical and psychologi-
cal complications [8,27], which may appear sooner or later,
cause high morbidity and mortality, affect the quality of life,
and increase health-care costs [14]. Complications can be
prevented by performing self-management (e.g., monitoring
blood glucose, recognizing symptoms and injecting insulin).
However, self-management is not an easy goal to attain for
young patients. First, it requires motivation and long-term
perseverance, in order to become a way of life. However,
children’s illness regularly causes feelings of embarrassment
(approximately 25% of the youth involved in a study of
Peyrot [27]), and negative effects on school performance
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and psychological well-being. Improving the way they feel
about diabetes, might be a first step in improving the self-
management. Second, the children need not only to learn to
self-manage their lifestyle-related diseases to improve their
situated health-related habits, but also to be prepared for the
physical and social changes at adolescence. Third, the spe-
cific self-management goals of children and adolescents are
strongly affectedbyadiversity of personal and environmental
factors, such as the childs developmental stage, parents sup-
port and health care providers. So, children and their social
environment have to find a personalized strategy to establish
pervasive self-management.

1.2 Improving Self-Management

There is a broad source of literature on theories that are
relevant for self-management support: Changing behavior
[9,20,30], persuasive design [11], gaming theory [7], educa-
tion [40] and behavior change support systems [24]. These
theories have some common principles. According to the
first principle, intrinsic motivation is key and requires that
someone feels in control of the situation (experience auton-
omy). This can be reached for instance by providing variation
and influence of dialog. The second principle emphasizes the
feeling of competence: The user should feel capable of reach-
ing an objective. This principle originates from educational
and gaming theory [7,40], and from behavior change litera-
ture [9,20,30], stating that relevant activities and objectives
should be provided, which are challenging and achievable,
and for which positive feedback should be provided. The
third and final principle concerns relatedness: Education
and self-management are improved when there is a relation
between tutor and trainee. The tutor can be a peer or teacher
with whom a form of relatedness (or rapport) is build up
[20,25,40]. The three factors: autonomy, competence and
relatedness are the building blocks of the self-determination
theory (SDT) [9].

1.3 Social Robots

Social robots show human-like (social) characteristics, e.g.
they express emotions and use natural cues as gaze to share
point of focus [12]. For prolonged self-management support,
rapport should be build up between child and robot resulting
in a positive effect on relatedness [4]. In Zhao et al. [25],
several behaviors are identified to create rapport between an
agent and a person. Examples are the initiation ofmutual self-
disclosure, praise and acknowledgement, and referring to
shared experiences. It is interesting to note that these behav-
iors are also prescribed in behavior change methods, e.g.,
express empathy in Motivational Interviewing [21]. So, the
social robot can be viewed as an embodiment of a behav-
ior change support system [24]. Such robots are being used

for behavior change support, for instance, to support per-
sons with autism [1,29], to acquire a healthy lifestyle [33],
and to educate persons (e.g. [18,35,36]). A robot has a rich
set of possibilities to incorporate behavior-change methods
from social sciences, but the specific translation from these
methods to a coherent and concise set of robot functions is
complex and difficult to evaluate.

1.4 Situated Cognitive Engineering

The EuropeanALIZ-e project aimed at a social robot that 7 to
11 year old children could use recurrently and possibly help
these children to progress on self-management (i.e., auton-
omy, competence and relatedness, [2,3]; see Sect. 1.2). An
iterative situated Cognitive Engineering method was applied
[22], to (i) derive use cases, requirements and claims for the
self-management support (i.e. the design rationale), and (ii)
build prototypes to test and refine the design rationale. The
tests were conducted at schools and hospitals, focusing on
specific parts of the design rationale, i.e. one or more “core
functions” of the social robot that were hypothesized to have
effect on relevant SDT-factors. For example, the idea that
relatedness is stimulated by having a background story for
the robot [39]. These functions were studied in different set-
ups and with different groups of children (e.g. classmates
at a school, or patients in a hospital). Often it was not (yet)
required (for a first test and refinement cycle) to involve the
target group, children with diabetes. This paper takes the
lessons learned from these tests to design a general scenario,
incorporating a variety of use cases. This way, an integrated
set of core functions was prototyped and tested with children
with diabetes in a hospital (i.e. the real target environment).

The next sections provide an overview of the earlier
experiments conducted and their results. The current study
incorporates the “proven” functions and makes use of the
insights on the experimental setup that we built up in these
experiments. The resulting social robot and scenario are eval-
uatedwith diabetic children in a hospital setting, studying the
influence on autonomy, competence and relatedness. Fur-
thermore, the perceptions and opinions of the children, their
parents and their medical caregivers on the short and long-
term are investigated. Conclusive evidence on the effects of
the specific metrics could not be found, but the interactions
with the children, parents and caregivers during the eval-
uation and afterwards gave valuable insights. Parents and
caregivers became more enthusiastic over time and reported
results in increased self-management and lower thresholds
in hospital visits.

2 Lessons Learned from Previous Experiments

Over four years, several tests were conducted, in which chil-
dren interacted with a social robot (Philips iCat or Aldebaran
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Fig. 1 The games: quiz and sorting game (a) The quiz (b) The sorting
game

NAO) and performed one or several activities with the robot.
These activities were designed to examine the effects of spe-
cific support functions, e.g. on specific learning objectives.
Four educational activities were developed. The first was a
Trivial Pursuit®based quiz in which robot and child played
against each other. This educational quiz had a textual and
competitive nature Fig. 1a. The second activity was an edu-
cational sorting game Fig. 1b, in which the child and robot
classified objects in categories and could cooperate to reach
the highest classification score.Due to its collaborative nature
and visual orientation, the sorting game involved another
learning style than the competitive and textual quiz (whereas,
they could support the same learning objective). The third
educational activity entailed different versions of movement
games [31], which could address the same learning objective,
but in a kinesthetic learning style. The fourth activity used
educational videos that are both visual and aural. With this
variety of activities, the social robot could support a variety of
learning styles [10].Next to these educational activities, there
were “intervening” activities, such as small talk, to estab-
lish continuous child–robot interactions. All robot support
functions were designed to address the objectives of SDT:
autonomy, competence and relatedness. Table 1 provides an
overview of the relevant experiments, their relations to the
objectives of SDT, the context (setting and users) in which
the experiment was conducted, the results and the transfer
of these results into the integrated social robot (that will be
tested subsequently).

According to SDT, a feeling of autonomy can be enhanced
by providing choices. To stimulate this, the ALIZ-e project
aimed at providing numerous activities that robot and child
could do together. The quiz and sorting gamewere developed
to support this. They both focus on education, but where the
robot and child are playing against each other in the Trivial
Pursuit®based quiz, in the sorting game they have to coop-
erate to get the highest score. In [15] it was shown that the
possibility to switch between activities is beneficial for the
motivation (see experiment 1 in Table 1).

The second factor of SDT, competence, can be supported
by adapting the difficulty of the exercises to the child [16].
This adaptation proved to be beneficial for the motivation
of the children (see experiment 2). It should be noted that
the robot was not an expert in this interaction, i.e., the robot

made the same amount of errors as the child [32]. Showing
that the robot was not an expert was emphasized by making
the robot exhibit thinking behavior [42].Overall, this resulted
in a positive experience of the robot (see experiment 3 and 4
in Table 1). In addition to competence, experiment 3 and 4
also addressed relatedness by encouraging self-confidence.

The third pillar of SDT is relatedness, meaning that the
robot is experienced as a “pal”. Firstly we made sure that the
robot can exhibit recognizable emotions [6,19] (see exper-
iments 5 and 6). We also looked at adapting the robot to
the personality of the child [38], but we found that person-
ality is probably not a good aspect to adapt to (experiment
7). We still expect that adapting to energy level, and per-
haps modulating the energy level of the child will support
the relatedness, but this was not evaluated. We did evalu-
ate the adaption of robot’s emotional state to the state of
the user and state of the situation (within boundaries) [37].
The results from this experiment showed that children who
interacted with the robot that adapted its emotional state to
the child and situation, showed more, and more positive,
emotional expressions than children who interacted with a
robot that did not adapt its emotions to the child and situa-
tion (experiment 8). However, recognizing child’s emotions
in an interactive situation is still very hard. Therefore, we
studied the effects of remembering small facts about their
life (e.g. name, hobbies, information provided in a previous
session) [5]. This is rather easy to implement and proved to
have a very positive effect on the children (see experiment
9). Another easy to implement functionality is that the robot
tells something about itself (e.g. age, hobbies), which proved
to increase the willingness of the children to disclose infor-
mation about themselves [39] (experiment 10). Finally, we
looked at the willingness of children to touch the robot [34];
experiment 11 showed that they are quite willing.

In addition to the conclusive results, interesting observa-
tions were acquired during the experiments that are relevant
for the further development of the robot. For example, chang-
ing activities by the robot and the child themselves proved
to be stimulating (e.g., to transfer from quiz to sorting game
without the help of the experiment leader [15]; see results
experiment 1 in Table 1). Another observation was that pro-
viding a confined, shared environment for the robot and child
proved to reduce child’s feeling of being observed and part
of an experiment [34] (experiment 11).

3 Constructing an Integrated Set of Child–Robot
Activities for Hospital Visits

Table 1 provides an overview of the 11 experiments that
examined the specific robot support functions for child’s self-
management with their relations to the self-determination
theory (SDT), the location of the experiment, the participants
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and the results. The following subsections will elaborate on
these results and describe how they will feed into the next
version of the robot and the set of child–robot activities for
returning hospital visits.

3.1 Child–Robot Interaction Environment

Based on the knowledge gathered in experiment 11 [34] we
developed a physical setup for this evaluation. Firstly, we
used the robot playground as used in [34] again. The play-
ground (see Fig. 3) consists of three walls of 150cm high on
which a robot landscape is depicted in soft grays. The floor
consists of grey playtiles and one red and one blue depict-
ing the positions the child should sit for the different games.
All cables are hidden under the floor and behind the walls
and two cameras are unobtrusively placed behind the walls
so they just peek over it. The playground provides a shared
environment for robot and child and since we did this experi-
ment inside the hospital it also makes the surroundings more
friendly. Furthermore, because children sit on the ground
with the robot they are naturally on the same level as the
robot, which is different when the robot stands on a table and
the child sits at the table, which is also more static. Finally,
the shared environment closes of the rest of the environment
more, so the experimenter, who is in the same room, is easier
to forget about.

3.2 Child–Robot Activities

Next to the environment we made sure the interactions were
in concordance with what we learned from previous experi-
ences. The evaluation was a wizard-of-oz evaluation, which
meant that the experimenter/wizard did the speech and state
recognition of the child and there was a protocol that was fol-
lowed that described the possible dialog andbehavior actions.
The wizard had some freedom to put in new text for the robot
to say. The wizard had camera images from the playground,
could switch from camera dependent on the activity, and had
an elaborate wizard interface to direct the interaction. Over-
all, the activities consisted of three educational child–robot
activities (quiz, sorting game and video watching), two inter-
vening child–robot interactions (small talk andwalking), and
specific tests to assess the children and their experiences.

3.2.1 Educational Activities

The child and robot could do three activities together, fol-
lowing experiment 1 that concluded that multiple activities
are beneficial [15]. The two games as developed within the
ALIZ-e project and an educational video. The quizwas based
on Trivial Pursuit®. Child and robot each stand on opposite
sides of a tablet in a kind of see-saw construction (see Fig.
1a). The tablet is turned towards the robot and it can then ask

the first multiple choice (A–D) question. After posing the
question the robot turns the tablet towards the child and the
child can answer, by saying the answer out loud (no touch).
The robot reacts on the answer and congratulates when it is
correct and provides the argumentation when it is incorrect.
There is no judgment when the answer is incorrect. Then the
next question appears on the tablet and the child can pose
it to the robot. The robot thinks about the answers it pro-
vides (experiment 4) [42] and makes errors (experiment 3)
[32]. The game can be set up competitive, but we did not
incorporate a scoring mechanism.

The sorting game shows pictures on a large touch screen
(see Fig. 1b), the pictures need to be swiped into one of
two categories that are named/depicted on the sides of the
screen. The categories are for instance “high in” and “low
in” carbohydrates and pictures shown on the screen are “a
salad”, “chips”, “bread”, “sweets”, “milk” etc.. Child and
robot stand on opposite sides of the table and they can both,
one at the time, swipe a picture in the correct category. The
aim here is to get a high score together, so it is a collaborative
game setup. During the game the robot acknowledges the
actions of the child with exclamations as “too bad”, “you did
great”.

The difficulty of both the quiz and the sorting game was
not adapted to the users’ performance although it was found
to be effective (experiment 2) [16]. We did not do this
because of a limited number of questions/assignments per
session and a high variability between children. The ques-
tions/assignments were related to diabetes and thus relevant
for the children.

The final activity is not a game, but an educational video
the robot and child can watch together. The video is for
instance about the symptoms of high blood glucose levels
(a “hyper”).

After a certain number of questions of the quiz (8), or a
certain amount of time with the sorting game (5 min) the
robot initiated a change activity dialog. The child could then
choose to proceed or change activity, although in the first
and second session they had to do all activities so there was
a time limit on how long they could do each game (10min
max). The child could also initiate the dialog to change the
activity. When this was really soon after starting the activity,
the robot tried to convince the child to do it a little longer
(“just a few more questions”), otherwise it would agree on
changing.

3.2.2 Small Talk

Based on experiment 9 and 10 [5,39] we incorporated small
talk in the evaluation. At the start of the evaluation the
robot asked the child some personal information: Name, age,
hobby. The robot did also ask if the child had questions for
the robot, so it could also answer questions about its age
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Fig. 2 Walking with the robot

and hobbies. Furthermore, the robot asked at the end of the
first and second session if the child had plans for the com-
ing weeks (until the next session) and referred back to these
in the next session. Finally, during the activities the robot
asked questions about diabetes. The robot for instance said
“The holiday period seems to be really hard to me, with all
the candy and strange food, how do you deal with that?”.
During the small talk and the activities the robot displayed
emotions that correlated with the situation (experiment 5, 6
and 8 [6,19,37]).

3.2.3 Walking

Because we did not want a detrimental effect on the interac-
tion when switching activities, because of interference of the
experimenter (experiment 1 [15]), we decided the child was
responsible for getting the robot from one activity to another
(see Fig. 2).We thought this would work because experiment
11 [34] showed no hesitation of most children to touch the
robot. We explained how to walk with the robot, but when
some children started to lift the robot we also accepted this.
Something else that came up after a few of the first sessions
were finished, was that the robot fell over sometimes and
most children felt the need to help it up. Therefore we added
a function that made sure the robot would not hurt the child,
shutting down the automatic stand up function and remov-
ing motor stiffness, so that the child could support the robot
standing up.We also explained to the children how they could
help the robot in standing up by putting it in sitting position.

4 Evaluation

In order to get a feeling of how diabetic children interacted
with the NAO when different activities are offered and phys-
ical interaction is possible we carried out an experiment.

Fig. 3 The robot playground

4.1 Evaluation Method

4.1.1 Participants

17 diabetic children in the age of 6–10 (M= 8.24, SD= 1.25)
participated in the experiment. They were selected by their
diabetic nurses of the Meander Medical Centre (Amersfoort,
the Netherlands) and on basis of the parents willing to come
three times extra to the hospital. All children got the diabetes
diagnosis more than a year and a half ago, the range was
23–108 months (M= 51, SD= 29,64). Most children used
a pump to regulate their insulin intake (11), the others used
insulin injections (6).

4.1.2 Materials

To execute the experiment in an adequate way the following
materials are needed for the experimental setting: The child
with the robot on the robot playground and the execution of
the experiment including measurement material.

– Robot playground: playtile floor of 2 × 3m2 with walls
(Fig. 3)

– See-saw tablet holder, a device enabling turntaking by
flipping the tablet

– Samsung Tablet
– 15′′ screen to watch little movies about diabetes
– 27′′ television touch screen with table legs, to play the

sorting game
– Questionnaires
– Wizard Laptop
– Movie Laptop
– An extra screen to watch interaction
– Cameras to record interaction
– 3 NAO robots (2 minimum needed for third session and
backup when technical failures occur)

4.1.3 Measures

We used observations, tests and questionnaires to quantify
and qualify the interaction with the robot.Tests
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Knowledge test This questionnaire is used to assess
whether there is knowledge improvement. This test is
filled out before the first and after the last interaction
and consists of 32 knowledge questions (e.g. What is
important for you to know about your physical education
class? (a) If you’re going to do something fun, (b) If it
is active or calm what you’re going to do, (c) If you are
going to play football, (d) If you’re clothes look good:
b is correct). The questions one until eight occur in the
first session of interaction on the tablet, questions nine
until 16 in the second session and questions 17 until 24
in the third session (for the children who chose the quiz).
When questions or answers were not understood or the
children were not able to read they received help.
Self-efficacy test The SE card-sorting questionnaire is
used to assess the current autonomy of the child. To mea-
sure SE, a card sorting questionnaire based on Karoly
and Bay [17] is used together with diabetes-care activi-
ties proposed by the diabetes specialists of the Meander
Medical Center.
Memory testWith the aid of a memorizing task we exam-
ine whether children memorize more information given
by a familiar robot, as is expected when intrinsic moti-
vation is higher due to a peer teacher that applies SDT
strategies [23]. In the third session every child listens
to two robot stories. One story is based on the English
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for adults (Williams [41])
and the other one thought up using the same build up.
One story is given from the familiar robot (called Char-
lie) and the other story is provided by another NAO robot
(called Robin), who is introduced as a friend of Charlie.
This robot is exactly the same as Charlie, but has a dif-
ferent voice and wears a grey striped shirt. The order of
the stories and the robots is counterbalanced. After each
story there is a short recall memory test. First the children
are asked to reiterate the story as best as they can (imme-
diate free recall). After this they are asked nine questions
about the story (Immediate cued recall). An example of
such a question is: “what was the name of the lady in the
story?”

Questionnaires

Fun Questionnaire To measure the pleasure and fun the
children experienced the children filled in a Likert scale
questionnaire about the robot and the activities. First there
were three 7-point questions on fun with the robot, quiz
and sorting game, afterwhich four 4-point questionswere
asked related to different aspects of the robot. The ques-
tionnaires usedwere based on the Smileyometer from the
Fun Toolkit of Read and MacFarlane [28].
SDT Questionnaire To measure the feeling of self-
determination we asked the children 10 questions on a

7-point Likert scale. Question 2,3,8 and 9 were regard-
ing feeling of competence, question 4,6,7,10 were about
feeling of relatedness and question 1 and 5 were related
to feeling of autonomy.

Observations

Game preference In the second session the children could
say which game they preferred and were asked if they
wanted to start with this game and in the third session
they could only choose one game.
Online analysis and offline video and logging analysis
For the analysis of the whole interaction in each session
we used notes that were taken during the interaction,
video analysis and analysis of the logs. We looked at
walking, time with activities, game order, attention of
child, interaction with robot (talking general, talking dia-
betic related, touching), reaction on technical failures,
empathywith robot, and howmuch the experiment leader
is involved.

4.1.4 Procedure

Every child had three sessions of about anhour in the hospital.
These appointments were at least 14 days apart (see Fig. 4).

In the first session the NAO robot, called Charlie, is intro-
duced as a robot that helps children to manage their diabetes
but still has to learn many things about diabetes himself. The
experiment leader explains the activities in short and shows
how the children can walk with Charlie. The interaction with
Charlie starts with small talk and walking followed by one of
the games.With the quiz Charlie has to be put exactly in front
of the bars on the ground to be able to turn the tablet. In each
session at least eight questions are played so that after three

Fig. 4 Planning for the three sessions
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sessions they practiced 24 of the 32 knowledge test ques-
tions (if they chose to do the quiz in the last session). The
sorting game is on the other side of the playground on a large
touchscreen. Several pictures are shown and the child and
NAO have to put them in the correct category (on one of the
sides of the display). Examples of categories are: hyper/hypo,
low/high carbohydrates. During each game open questions
related to diabetes are asked to support self-disclosure (e.g.
“Did it ever happen to you that you had a hypo or hyper and
did not notice? How come did this happen?”). In between
the games in the first and second session the children can
watch an 1-min movie about dealing with typical diabetes
situations, which is presented on a 15” screen. Dependent on
the time left another short movie can be presented to the child
after the games. After the interaction with the robot the chil-
dren always fill in a questionnaire concerning judgment of
the robot and the games they have played. The first session
starts with the quiz. In the second session the children are
allowed to choose with which game they want to begin with
but they have to play them both. In the third session only one
game is played, chosen by the child, because of a new sce-
nario where the children meet Charlie’s friend Robin. Both
Robin and Charlie tell a short story after which the children
have to do a test with free and cued recall about the story.

5 Results

Belowwewill describe the results from the evaluation. These
results are divided in results that can be directly derived from
the instruments and observations used in the evaluation and
in feedback we got afterwards.

The tests were analyzed using t-tests and the question-
naires using the non-parametric Wilcoxon and Friedman
tests. Game preference was counted and compared between
the second and third session. The video and logging analysis
was performed usingGroundedTheory as starting point. This
was because the 17 children differed in age, phase in their ill-
ness and interaction with the robot so much that we couldn’t
compare between them. What we could do was analyzing
the data looking for similarities and differences, to create
preliminary user profiles, on which the robot could adapt its
interaction in the future. All videos and logging files were
watched and we looked at similar behavior between the par-
ticipants on aspects as speech and touch interaction (time
spent, manner of interaction, extravert behaviour etc.).

5.1 Tests

The self-efficacy test is excluded because most children had
some difficulty filling it in. Furthermore, the test took too
long to do a pre- and post test.

Fig. 5 Story recall comparison between Charlie and Robin

Knowledge test Questions 7, 8 en 18 are excluded because
we noticed that multiple answers were correct. A paired sam-
ple t-test shows that there was a significant difference in
knowledge acquisition between the pre- and post test for the
questions that were presented during the experiment (1-24).
First session M=11.35, SE=.77, second session M=13.7,
SE=.66 and a paired t test t(16)=5.6, p<0.001 (2-tailed).
The final eight questions (25-32) did not show significant
improvement t(16) =1.19, p=.25 with M=5.94 and SE=.34
for the first session and M=6.29 and SE=.44 for the second
session.

Memory test We did an independent samples t-test to test
whether there is a significant effect of the robots in the imme-
diate free recall and in the immediate cued recall (see Fig.
5). There are no significant differences assessed between the
scores reached after the stories told by Charlie and the scores
reached after the story told by Robin in the immediate free
recall (p = .114, p = .521) and in the immediate cued recall
(p = .869, p = .306).

5.2 Questionnaires

Fun We had separate questions on fun with robot, quiz and
sorting game. Over the sessions these did not change sig-
nificantly. The same was true for the separate questions on
interaction with the robot (see Table 2).

Self-determination For the self-determination question-
naire we aggregated the questions related to competence, to
relatedness and to autonomy per session.

CompetenceOverall, 49% of the children rated their feel-
ing of competence a 7 (highest) and only 4% rated their
competence under 4. In session 2 this was 56 and 7% and
in the third session 50 and 4%. This means that no improve-
ment was possible for almost half of the children and only
very little for the children who scored initially under 7.

RelatednessWeperformed the sameprocedure as for com-
petence and counted the number of times a 7 (highest) was
chosen. 69%of the time children felt very related to the robot
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Table 2 Fun questionnaire means and (SD) [* 1 NA due to technical
failure sorting game, ** for quiz: 2 NA and 6 children who filled in
something while they didn’t play the quiz, for sorting game: 3 NA and

6 children who filled something in while they didn’t play the sorting
game, *** 1 NA (missed question)]

Question (scale) Session 1 Session 2 Session 3

How much fun did you find Charlie the robot? (1–7) 6.5 (0.87) 6.8 (0.43) 6.8 (0.44)

How much fun did you find the quiz? (1–7) 5.8 (0.88) 6.2 (0.66) 5.7 (1.16)**

How much fun did you find the sorting game (1–7) 5.9 (1.14) 6.1 (1.12)* 5.7 (0.73)**

How friendly did you find Charlie the robot (1–4) 3.9 (0.33) 3.8 (0.39) 6.1 (0.40)***

How well could you play together with Charlie the robot? (1–4) 3.6 (0.51) 3.8 (0.39) 3.8 (0.47)

How “cosy” is Charlie? (1–4) 3.7 (0.44) 3.9 (0.33) 3.8 (0.62)

How warm (hospitable) is Charlie? (1–4) 3.5 (0.62) 3.4 (0.61) 3.8 (1.35)

and only 6% chose a rating under 4. In the second session
this was 76 and 1% and the third session 74 and 3%. So as
with competence the ratings were already so high in the first
session there was little room for improvement, 54% of the
questions were rated a 7 on all three sessions.

Autonomy The autonomy was rated a 7 (highest) for 38%
of the time in the first session (15% under 4), 44% in the sec-
ond session (6% under 4) and 53% in the third session (6%
under 4). Because of this increase we performed a Friedman
test, but this was not significant p=0.29 (df=2, chi2 =2.45).

5.3 Observations

Game Preference In the second session 9 of the 17 children
chose the sorting game as their favorite and 8 chose quiz and
they also agreed starting with this game. In the third session 8
children chose to play the sorting game and 9 the quiz. 16 of
the 17 children chose the game they preferred in the second
session to play in the third. Only one child switched from
sorting game to quiz.

Video and logging analysis From the video and logging
analysis we extracted five user profiles as shown in the fol-
lowing and we did some additional observations.

User profiles The profiles were based on observations
made during the experiment itself and observations from
the videos afterwards. During the experiment the wizard,
who was the same in almost all sessions, made notes about
the behavior of the child in the experiment. Afterwards the
same person identified some aspects, based on the notes and
rewatching a few videos on which the children could be
categorized in profiles. The scoring aspects were discussed
with colleagues. Then taking these aspects all sessions were
watched and scored.Aspectswe looked atwere related to dia-
log and actions of the robot, e.g. naming the child, falling. But
also to dialog and actions of the child, e.g. reaction on falling
of the robot, attention towards robot, time spent in activities,
talking with robot (only telling or also listening), walking
with robot, reaction on diabetes related questions. Finally

we did also some general observations about the child, e.g.
happy, open, shy, technology minded.

1. Children who “just deal with it”(pp3, pp10, pp12, pp13,
pp16) In this group there are children who know very
much about diabetes and how to deal with it. They can tell
about it in an open manner, even about the difficult parts
(see Table 3). They seem to feel good and domany things
on their own. In the group of children who “just deal with
it” there are also children whose parents have diabetes.
The children who indicated that their parents have dia-
betes seem to bemuchmore relaxed and open for diabetes
related questions and providing information to Charlie in
a positive way. Diabetes for these children seems to be
a shared (and not problematic) lifestyle together with a
parent.

2. Children who feel to fall outside the group(pp2, pp9,
pp11) Children who seem to feel not that comfortable
yet with having diabetes and the integration of it in their
life belong to this group. Different reasons can be listed
for this feeling. For example when children do not know
enough about their diabetes, cannot connect the conse-
quences of the diabetes to their feelings and are therefore
more dependent on their parents. In the interaction this
becomes clear by difficulty answering the open questions
related to diabetes. They also see Charlie immediately as
a friend, this is shown by having a picture of Charlie
above the bed at home (pp2), having lots of empathy for
Charlie when it falls (pp9) and more then passing interest
in how many friends Charlie has (pp11).

3. Children who are afraid to make errors(pp4, pp5, pp14,
pp17)When children look away very often during inter-
action, give answers which are not consistent with their
behavior or are ashamed to say anything, it seems that
children react only like that because of someone listen-
ing or watching (for example Table 4). These children
seem not that sure in what they know about diabetes and
do not dare to say something, because it could be wrong.
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Table 3 Example of ‘children who “just deal with it”’

Kind (pp12) Ik ga heel goed opletten, wat ik eet en ik kijk
goed op de verpakkingen. En dan onthou ik
dan. Als ik bijvoorbeeld bij Sinterklaas
pepernoten wil eten, weet ik hoeveel in 50g
zit en dan hou ik dat in mijn hoofd als ik
dan de volgende keer 100 g wil eten weet ik
dat dubbele moet doen

Charlie Oh, wat goed zeg! Nu ik dat weet, kan ik het
ook aan andere kinderen leren

Kind (glimlacht) Oh dat is fijn!

Translated

Child “I’m very careful with what I eat, look on the
packaging and remember that. So If I want
to eat ginger nuts at Sinterklaas for example
I know how much sugar there is in 50g. I
keep that in mind and when I want to eat
100g I know that I have to do twice as
much insulin”

Charlie “Oh, great! Since I know that now, I can tell it
to other kids”

Child (smiling) “Oh, that is good”

Table 4 Example of ‘children who are afraid to make errors’

Kind (lijkt arrogant/onzeker en
kijkt vaak weg) (pp4)

Nou, als ik iets wil eten, dan spuit
ik gewoon

Translated

Child (seems arrogant/unsure,
often looking away)

So, when I want to eat something, I
just inject insulin

4. Children who are shy (pp7, pp8, pp16) These children
take a longer time to tell something or do something with
the robot. Often they whisper their answers, or just laugh
a bit uncomfortable.

5. Children who have difficulty with multitasking (pp1, pp5,
pp6, pp17) Some children in this experiment were still
very young and had difficulties with talking with Char-
lie and playing the games at the same time. Sometimes
these children could not read the quiz questions them-
selves. The experiment leader plays a big role in these
interactions. Social desirable behavior is almost unpre-
ventable in those situations. In the most cases they also
know less about diabetes than the other children and do
less diabetes related actions on their own.

Other observations In general some children touch the
robot from the first meeting on, curious about how it feels.
Especially in the last session Charlie gets many questions
of how it works. All children are interested in unpredictable
facts about Charlie as for example the name and colors of
Charlie’s soccer club and the outcome of the last game. Fur-
thermore, compliments seem to support all children: They

Fig. 6 Drawing and paper craft gifts

react positively on them, some react more reserved whereas
others give the robot compliments in return immediately.

Walking the robot is not very easy, at least not to bump
into anything, but it is appreciated by most and when it goes
not fast enough they just carry it to the intended spot. Also the
falling seemed to support most children in feeling useful, but
not all children liked to help the robot after it fell. All children
had to help the robot to the other activities and all children
experienced at least one fall during their three sessions. For
some children this occurred more often than for others. Our
feeling was that although helping to stand up was beneficial
the falling had a negative influence when it occurred often.

In the dialogs we saw some progression in what was dis-
closed towards the robot, they really wanted to tell the robot
about their experiences in between the visits. Very notewor-
thy is that 4 children gave a present to the robot (drawing,
paper craft, loom bracelet and World Football Cup goodie)
(see for example Fig. 6).

5.4 Feedback After Evaluation

At the moment of completing this paper the experiment has
finished a year and a half ago; since that time we received
great feedback from parents and medical staff. Parents have
told us of more independence since the three 20-min inter-
actions session. Medical staff tells us that children still ask
when the robot returns and that they notice children are more
at ease at the hospital since the experiment. In follow up con-
tacts we noticed that parents, children and medical staff are
morewilling to participate in a followup study than theywere
to participate in this study. This is also apparent in the fact
that the Meander Medical Centre is now part of the H2020
project PAL that also looks at the use of the robot, in physical
and virtual form, for children with diabetes.

6 Conclusions and Discussion of the Evaluation
Results

6.1 Tests

After negative experiences with other questionnaires, we
decided to use this self-efficacy questionnaire with the sort-
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ing cards. This method seems to work well: It encourages
the children to think about their answers and vary them. But
the questionnaire was not enough adapted to the target age
and took too long to fill in. So although it did not have the
desired result now, we would like to refine it and use it as
pre- and posttest for self-efficacy in the future. In the Nether-
lands there is a list of “Know and Do” objectives for different
age groups (6/7, 8/9, etc.); we are looking in to using this
to measure the level of self-management. Of course we will
also look for alternatives to measure variation in self-efficacy
related to diabetes over time. It should be noted that parents
and medical personnel indicated (after the experiment) that
self-efficacy was improved. One of the parents for instance
told that their daughter made more decisions on her own,
like adapting the insulin before a meal because she wouldn’t
eat a lot of it. The parent said that the fact the robot made
errors did have a positive effect. Furthermore, although not
significant, there was an increase in autonomy according to
the questionnaire.

The knowledge test had good results, but improvements
are possible. Some (more interesting) questions had multiple
possible answers, because in many situations there are mul-
tiple solutions for the problem at hand for diabetics (this is
just one of the things we want to learn the children). Also
the reaction to high or low bloodsugar is dependent on the
situation: Illness, stress, physical activity and food influence
the bloodsugar and to keep the variation at a minimum it
is necessary to know why the body reacted in this way to
come to the best reaction. Furthermore, we noticed that chil-
dren answered lifestyle questions truthfully. So when asked
how they handled a situation like telling a parent of a friend
they had diabetes, they did not provide the “correct” answer,
which was very obvious (“I do x because then I show I’m
the boss of diabetes”), but said they rather not tell because it
would make them different. We were very suprised, but also
happy with this. We rather have the answer about how they
handle such a situation so that we can make them understand
why they should change behaviour than that they provide the
“correct” answer.

The memory test did not result in a significant difference
between the familiar (Charlie) and unfamilair robot (Robin),
but we did see some opportunities to improve the test. First
we need to make absolutely sure that both robots are equally
understandable, while speaking with different voices and we
should use a validated, for the specific age group, verbal
memory test.

6.2 Questionnaires

All questionnaires suffered from the same problem, a ceiling
effect. A score below the 6 was low which makes it impos-
sible to have an increase over time. Next to this we saw that
the sorting of cards in the self-efficacy test had a positive

effect on thinking about a question, whereas some items of
the questionnaires stimulated putting crosses automatically.
This could be seen for instance in the questions of session 3
where many of the children (12 out of 17) answered ques-
tions about the activity they did not perform. It keeps being
a challenge to have questionnaires that are informative, but
they are still an important measurement method, so we will
keep adapting them and hope to create an informative ques-
tionnaire. Furthermore, we will look further into ways to
decreasing the effect, like make the answering more tangible
(e.g. no cross but moving something to the answer), more
forced choice, implicit association tests, providing parents
with questionnaires for some effects, longer evaluation peri-
ods, and more.

6.3 Observations

6.3.1 Game Preference

It was nice to see that some children preferred the quiz while
others preferred the sorting game. This encourages us to pro-
ceed with having different activities that are performed with
the same robot to reach the same objective and that which
activity is performed depends on the child’s preference, state
and current objective.

6.3.2 Video and Logging Analysis

User profiles The user profiles indicated in this experiment
are a starting point for us to focus on some parts of the inter-
action and see if we can recognize these same profiles in
another experiment or that they need to be adapted. The pro-
files as they are now, are solely based on the interpretations
of one coder and thus need to be verified. After a set of stable
user profiles is identified we want to use these profiles in the
future to make a fast adaptation to the user possible. Below
we provide per user profile a first idea on how the user profile
influences the adaptation.

1. Children who “just deal with it” (pp3, pp10, pp12, pp13,
pp16) The robot can tell the children who are more
uncomfortable with their diabetes how these children
could deal with it. The children mention that the robot
needs to know more and get a teacher role which can
give them more self-confidence. This group is challeng-
ing for the interaction because in particular the children
who are easily comfortable in the interaction with the
robot are also the first who get bored by the robot and its
games. Fortunately, this group seems to be interested in a
robot and how it works. In the interaction with this group
this could be taken advantage of. Although the children
in this group are already quite confident with their dia-
betes theymight benefit fromshort interactions to provide
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them with a bit more confidence to take the next step in
self-management. This idea is fed by the feedback we got
from some parents with children in this group.

2. Children who feel to fall outside the group (pp2, pp9,
pp11): For these children the robot has to be a real
friend. Remembering what the children said adds great
value. It seems to be nice especially for these children to
share interests with the robot, for example playing cards
(pp2) orwearing bracelets (pp11). The robot should com-
bine friendship and dealing with diabetes. To not break
the bonding with the child, the robot has to be careful
with its questions and for example not ask a question
like “What do you do with Santa-Claus, so many weird
food, how do you deal with it?” in the beginning of the
interaction to not bring the child in an unpleasant situa-
tion.

3. Children who are afraid to make errors (pp4, pp5,
pp14, pp17) The robot can show the children that it
doesn’t matter to make errors by making errors itself.
It can give the children self-confidence through playing
the games and praise when the children did something
good. The bonding can grow and the child can grow
too.

4. Childrenwho are shy (pp7, pp8, pp16)When children are
very shy, the robot should be patient, and should play and
walk with the children instead of talking too much. Some
children need more time to talk about difficult issues.
The robot has to try to estimate such children’s state
and help themmanaging their diabetes without being too
pushy.

5. Children who have difficulty with multitasking (pp1, pp5,
pp6, pp17) To improve self-efficacy and knowledge with
children who have difficulty with multitasking, the robot
should catch the attention and hold the attention of the
children. That is very challenging especially because
children are very good in ignoring other things when they
are engrossed in something else. The bonding with the
robot could grow in first instance via playing and later
via dialogue.

6.4 Feedback After Evaluation

The feedback after evaluation provided us with lots of infor-
mation, but in a semi-structured manner. Our experiences
during this experimentwith small talkwith parents and health
care professionals when they were watching the sessions and
afterwards has shown us the importance of involving them
in a more structured manner. In the future we will do this by
involving them more in the design and evaluation via focus

groups, structured interviews, participation in the experiment
and questionnaires.

7 General Conclusion and Discussion

7.1 Main Outcomes

Overall, the general scenario for educational and enjoying
child–robot activities during returning hospital visits, proved
to capture the lessons learned well. The children had very
positive experiences in the three sessions of almost one hour
(i.e., quiz, sorting game and video watching, and small talk
and walking). The children, but also their parents and formal
caregivers, showed positive experiences. Children enjoyed
the variety of activities, built a relationship with the robot
and had a small knowledge gain. Parents and hospital staff
pointed out that the robot had positive effects on child’smood
and openness, which may be helpful for self-management.
Based on the evaluation results, we derived five user profiles
for further personalization of the robot, and general require-
ments for mediating the support of parents and caregivers.

More specifically, personalization to developmental age,
interests and objectives of a specific child, proves to be
important for both the interaction as the questions asked.
Furthermore, we should not only focus on improving self-
efficacy of the child, but also on improving confidence of
the parents in their child. Many of the parents were over-
protective. Involvement of children, parents andmedical staff
is thus essential. Fortunately we have seen that formal and
informal caregivers changed from skeptic to enthusiastic,
based on the reactions of the children who showed increased
self-management andmore positive hospital experience. The
robot showed to have a new role for self-management that
is different from that of the caregiver and peer. If the long-
term effects follow the same line is to be seen, the positive
attention the children received now in relation to their illness
can already explainmany of the beneficial effects of the robot
intervention. On the other hand, if we can have such an effect
with three 20-min sessions with a robot it is worth the effort.

7.2 Importance of Evaluation “in the Wild”

Performing an evaluationwith childrenwith diabetes in a care
environment provided us with knowledge and experiences
we could not have acquired doing evaluations at schools. We
noticed that diabetic children’s experiences with the robot
differed from “healthy” children. They seemed to be more
open for social interaction with the robot and also the fact
that the robot was not all-knowing and dependent on the
child seemed to influence these children more than healthy
children. This was the first evaluation the robot received
gifts from children, which shows that there is some kind
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of bond/relationship forming. The shared space of child and
robot added to this experience as did the dependence of the
robot on the child when it fell or had to go to another activity.

Because the children were brought to the experiment by
their parents who often waited in the same room as the exper-
iment leader (outside the experiment room) it was the first
time we could interact with parents for a longer period. We
of course knew that parents of children in this age group are
of a huge influence on the child, and that this might be even
more so with chronically ill children, seeing it first hand does
change how you look at this influence. There were parents
who already said at the beginning that they did not know if
their child could perform well in the evaluation and we saw
this back in the shyness of thementioned child that changed a
lot during the three sessions. Furthermore, having a childwith
diabetes has tremendous influence on family life. So caretak-
ers and social environment influence the child, but the child
also influences his or her environment. In future research we
will take the influence and experiences of family and social
environment into account.

The evaluation took place in the room next to the coffee
corner of the hospital staff involved in the care of the diabetic
children. This was great because they could look through a
window and see what was happening, but also talk to par-
ents and experiment leaders while getting coffee and thereby
getting a better feel of the aim of the robot. They could see
the enjoyment of the children, and also see and hear that the
robot will not substitute them.

One of the main challenges we found is that because of
the bond the children seemed to form and the things they dis-
cussed with the robot it did not feel ethically right to strictly
follow protocol. For example when a child discussed his or
her problems with diabetes because of a birthday party the
robot did not react with “I don’t understand”, but the wiz-
ard typed in a relevant comment for the robot to say. Due to
this and technical problems, no session was the same and the
applicability of inferential statistics was limited.

7.3 Future Work

This evaluation showed that parents, medical staff and chil-
dren enjoyed working with the robot and saw advantages of
the use. The next step is now to develop a prototype that can
stand alone, might also be used at home (in virtual form)
because there are only a few hospital visits, and that involves
all stakeholders. This means we need at least a solution to
deal with speech recognition and dialog management, per-
sonalization on at least child interests, developmental age and
objectives towards self-management, and evaluating effec-
tiveness so that care institutions can argue for the costs of
using the robot. Currently, these aspects are being addressed
in the European H2020 project PAL (www.pal4u.eu).
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Abstract 

Children who are diagnosed with type 1 diabetes mellitus need to learn a lot about diabetes and self-

management in a short period of time. A large problem in the support of this process is that health 

institutions cannot provide help at any given moment in the child life and are bounded by set face to 

face appointments. While digital interventions may address this issue by providing help and 

knowledge online which may be used at all times, this help and knowledge is general and not tailored 

to the individual. Also, actual usage of (digital) diabetes interventions has shown to be either 

extremely low or quickly decreasing. The Personal Assistant for a healthy Lifestyle project (PAL) 

strives to address these issues by providing a digital application with personalised communication and 

content. This study evaluated the current PAL application during a prolonged period of time with 

children diagnosed with type 1 diabetes mellitus between the ages of 6 and 12 years old. The main 

goals were to identify trends and possible predictors for both system usage and diabetes knowledge 

development. Three main trends were found in the system usage in which the majority of the users 

showed an overall low usage or quickly decreasing usage. A small number of users showed 

continuous and consistent usage throughout the entire experiment. As the personalisation was only 

minimally implemented the results are in line with common (digital) diabetes interventions. The 

results did not allow us to explore possible system usage and knowledge development predictors. 

They do however provide a solid baseline for further versions of the system in which the 

personalisation is further implemented. The main recommendations are to focus on the 

implementation of basic game design elements and personalised content to foster user engagement 

and continuous use. Maintaining the used measures (while adding some psychological predictors) and 

longitudinal experiment design will allow for comparative analysis in the further research cycles.            
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1. Introduction 
 

During the end of the 20th and beginning of the 21st century, the number of children with type 1 

diabetes mellitus has steadily increased (Gale, 2002). This disease has a great impact on both 

individual as societal level. For a patient, it can lead to severe short- and long term health 

complications such as nerve-, eye- and foot damage or cardiovascular diseases (Tsukuma et al., 1993). 

Furthermore, the onset of the disease can induce prolonged stress not only for the patient, but also for 

their parents and siblings as the recent study of Streisand, Swift, Wickmark, Chen and Holmes (2005) 

showed. For the society, an increase in patients who need intensive and chronic patient support and 

medication means an increased amount of healthcare costs, and need for healthcare professionals. 

Accurate self-management and continuous self-care is required of both the patient and parents in 

order to reduce risks on serious health care complications (Shrivastava, Shrivastava, & Ramasamy, 

2013; Diabetes Control and Complications Trial Research Group, 1993) and to increase the patients 

and parents overall quality of life (Jaser et al., 2012). Fewer health problems due to poor self-

management in diabetes patients may then also reduce societal health costs (Boren, Fitzner, 

Panhalkar, & Specker, 2009). 

  Although diabetes self-management skills play a large role in preventing health 

complications, acquiring these skills can be particularly hard for children as they are still developing 

physically, mentally and emotionally. They need to control their carbohydrate intake, physical 

activity, monitor blood sugar levels and manage the insulin that needs to be injected. Calculating 

carbohydrate intake and the needed insulin dosage, combined with self-care and other activities such 

as school and social life can be complex and overwhelming for (recently) diagnosed children. Even 

though they are supported by healthcare professionals, these appointments are 

provide tailored help at all times. As a result, taking over the diabetes management causes many 

parents to experience paediatric parenting stress. This may increase risk of mental health problems 

(Streisand, Swift, Wickmark, Chen, & Holmes, 2005), -

management skills by reducing their autonomy (Streisand, Swift, Wickmark, Chen, & Holmes, 2005).  

  In order for diabetes education to be as effective and efficient as possible it should be 

available throughout the daily life of the child, and take the independent development of the child and 

his self-management skills into consideration. The PAL system, which consists of a NAO robot, 

mobile avatar of the robot, mobile quiz and mobile timeline, gives an opportunity for the child to learn 

about diabetes and diabetes management by play and social interaction. Children can get more insight 

in their disease and may improve their self-management by adding their activities, meals, glucose 

values and emotions on a timeline. Also, their knowledge about diabetes may be improved by playing 

the quiz and answering diabetes related questions. Parents and health care professionals are supported 
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The Personal Assistant for a healthy Lifestyle project (PAL) of the European Horizon 2020 research 

program strives to induce active user engagement through personalization. The system will use the 

and learning goals to personalise communication and education 

through a robot and application and ensure a long term relationship between the robot (avatar) and the 

child (Janssen, van der Wal, Neerincx, & Looije, 2011). By providing a learning style that keeps 

nged 

in his learning but not overwhelmed (Kozulin, Gindis, Ageyev, & Miller 2003). By automatically 

elements of the self-determination theory: autonomy, competence and relatedness (Ryan & Deci, 

2000). This theory is the base for many of the PAL project design choices to stimulate motivation. 

The children are supported in their autonomy, as they are presented with and asked how they would 

solve complex (diabetes related) situations in the quiz. Competence is stimulated by offering new 

tasks and goals for the child to reach. The relatedness to the social robot is created as it both behaves 

towards the preferences of the user, and engages in mutual self-disclosure to create a personal bond. It 

important to note that the current system includes a minimal amount of personalisation. This includes 

the incorporation of personal goals but excludes any personalized communication or feedback.  

  In the PAL system, a robot for initial play and support was chosen as a physical 

conversational agent as it was shown to have a considerable impact on initial motivation, feelings of 

relatedness and learning (Blanson Henkemans et al., 2013). As it is not practically feasible to supply a 

great number of children with a robot over a long period of time, a digital version of the robot and 

interaction was chosen in the form of an application (with a quiz and timeline) and an avatar of the 

robot. This combination ensures the motivational benefits of a physical robot, with the prolonged 

interaction possibilities of the application. The quiz was chosen as a first game within the application 

as this was identified as one of the most positively rated games during a previous PAL pilot study, 

while also providing a platform for validation and development of diabetes knowledge in the 

participating children (Blanson Henkemans et al., 2013). Other apps like MySugr (http:// 

mysugr.com) have been using a similar construct of a quiz and timeline but have not incorporated 

personalised communication and learning.   

  Two main challenges arise in the development of the PAL system which need to be addressed 

for the system to be developed as effective as possible in further stages. The first challenge in the 

development of the PAL system is that it is unclear to what extend the current system contributes to 

actual knowledge development about diabetes and self-management in children. Also, there might be 

factors that directly influence differences in knowledge development. Some of these may be 

addressed by personalised communication to foster the most effective knowledge development for 

different kinds of users. For example, cognitive differences like preferred learning style have been 

shown to relate to differences in learning performances (Lynch, Woelfl, Steele, & Hanssen, 1998). 

One of the main goals of the PAL system is therefore: to improve diabetes management and 
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knowledge by providing a personalised learning environment with tailored communication and 

learning challenges. The second challenge is that recent human computer interaction (HCI) research 

has revealed that the actual continuous usage of digital (health) interventions is scarce. Many patients 

show a severe decrease in usage as time passes or even show an initial low use of health interventions. 

For most intervention products to be beneficial, prolonged optimal use is deemed necessary for it to 

have a long-term effect. However, whether this prolonged use is actually performed by the patients is 

often not researched in a longitudinal study due to practical reasons like costs (Gerken, 2011). Any 

trends in system usage of the PAL system over time need to be identified to see if the system can 

accurately motivate children to keep using the system over a prolonged period. Also, in order to 

improve the personalization of the system communication and stimulate a prolonged use in children, 

possible predictors for system usage need to be identified. For example, perceived fear has been 

identified as a factor that promotes positive health behaviours (Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis, 

2003). The perceived threat of their diabetes and possible complications may influence the motivation 

of a patient to perform positive health related behaviour, which in this case is using the PAL system. 

  

system usage and knowledge development patterns arise during a prolonged use of the current PAL 

Which factors may contribute to individual differences in system usage and knowledge 

. At the start and end of the 

experiment, the children will interact with the PAL robot and application at the hospital. During the 

experiment, children will be free to interact with the PAL application for four weeks at their own 

home. Any patterns in system usage and knowledge development are researched through repeated 

measuring of the system data during the experiment. This use of repeated measures will allow for 

inspection of individual system use and knowledge developments. In order to identify specific factors 

which may contribute to differences in system usage and knowledge development, this study will first 

perform a literature research to get a global overview of possible factors. Main criteria for these 

factors are that they may be (indirectly) addressed by the personalised system, or are general mediator 

variables to take into account. Including additional factors could be interesting in a research point of 

view but will result in an incomprehensible amount of factors and may most likely not be useful for 

the practical further development of the system.  

 In conclusion, this study will tterns of system 

usage and knowledge development arise during prolonged voluntary use of the current PAL system, 

and which factors might contribute to individual variances in system use and knowledge 

a literature research on possible predictors for 

system usage and knowledge development, with a longitudinal experiment with the current PAL 

system for the identification of patterns possible predictors for system usage and knowledge 

development. With this knowledge, the system may be further personalised to optimize the usage and 

learning experience for different users.  
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Abstract   Children aged 8 to 12 with diabetes type I are motivated to 
get involved in their diabetes management to reduce the impact of their 
illness on their short- and long-term health. Self-management of 
diabetes is an active and proactive process and it involves shifting and 
sharing responsibility for diabetes care tasks and decision-making in 
frequent collaboration with healthcare professionals. The research 
question this study sought to answer is: How can a healthcare 
management tool support healthcare professionals in guiding children 
with diabetes self-management involving a social actor 
(robot/avatar)?
management tool was developed and evaluated with end users 
(diabetes nurses) and an important stakeholder (diabetes doctor), 
following the situated Cognitive Engineering approach. Overall, this 
prototype of a redesigned PAL Control was perceived positively by the 
healthcare professionals and the findings suggested that a combination 
of an assessment with a robot or its avatar, setting goals, selecting 
actions and the progression page, is a suitable and effective approach to 
healthcare professionals in guiding children with diabetes self-
management. Healthcare professionals mentioned that this system has 
provided them support in making the consult with children and parents 
more meaningful due to the fact that they can understand their needs 
better on forehand. However, evaluations for a longer period of time is 
needed in order to validate if the needs are completely fulfilled. 
Nonetheless, useful suggestions were found during the evaluation of 
the prototype and provided important pointers for further development. 
 
Keywords - Healthcare management, diabetes self-management, social 
robotics, usability. 
 

1. Introduction  
1.1 Diabetes self-management 
 Type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) is the most common type of 
diabetes affecting children globally (Scott, 2013). With T1DM the 
body mistakenly destroys its own cells in the pancreas that produce 
insulin. Unfulfilled blood glucose targets are still a crucial concern 
(McKnight, 2015). Children aged 8 to 12 with diabetes type I are 
motivated to get involved in their diabetes management to reduce the 
impact of their illness on their short- and long-term health (Dedding, 
2009). Self-management of diabetes is an active and proactive process 
and it involves shifting and sharing responsibility for diabetes care 
tasks and decision-making in frequent collaboration with healthcare 
professionals. Self-management of diabetes consists of many different 
activities related to e.g. monitoring metabolic control, dosing insulin, 
and regulating diet and exercise (Schilling et al., 2002). 
 When children grow older their self-management skills and 
knowledge will develop. Although their self-management performance 
improves accordingly, they are still developing cognitively and 
emotionally at this age. Therefore, children are not always able to 
apply their skills and knowledge optimally. Activities related to giving 
the correct amount of insulin or handling low glucose levels in 
unfamiliar situations can be demanding. Furthermore, to keep a good 
quality of life, children will have to obtain a balance between self-
management activities and experiences in important aspects of life, 
such as school and social life (Dedding et al., 2004). From a medical 
perspective, this may cause mismanagement of diabetes (Snoek and 
Skinner, 2007).   
 

1.2 PAL & PAL Control for healthcare professionals 
 In order to support children with diabetes self-management, the 
European PAL (Personal  Assistant for healthy Lifestyle) project 

started in 2015. The goal of PAL is to assist the child, healthcare 
professional and parents, to jointly perform diabetes management. As 
such, the child aged between 7 and 14 learns to be more self-reliant 
before adolescence. Figure 1 provides an overview of the components 
in the PAL system: PAL Control, PAL Inform, MyPAL, PAL robot 
and its avatar.              
 This study focuses on the component PAL Control, which is the 
functionality designed for healthcare professionals in guiding  the 
children with T1DM self-management (blue circle in Figure 1). From 
the healthcare professional perspective, PAL Control is intended to be 
1) a gatekeeper for information on the young patients to personalise 
their healthcare, 2) a tool to author and control the PAL robot and its 
avatar and aid the child in their self-management, and 3) a tool to 
provide explanations to the informal caregivers (e.g. parents) on the 
desired activities of the children (PAL 2016). The current state of PAL 
Control (version: 17-02-16) enable healthcare professionals to set 
learning goals for children during consults, whereby the goals are 

 
Furthermore, it enables the healthcare professional to enter data of the 
child including personal data and preferences such as sports and 
hobbies. Next, education materials can be added manually. Print 
screens of this current state  can be found in 
appendix A.             
 The current state of MyPAL App (version: 17-02-16) on the tablet 
for children consists of three functionalities:  playing a quiz, filling in a 
diary and seeing the progress of quiz. For the parents a monitor & 
inform tool will be developed, which is also referred to as PAL Inform. 
Furthermore, the PAL system is composed of a social robot (NAO) and 
its (mobile) avatar, which all connect to a common knowledge-base 
and reasoning mechanism. This provides the possibility for children to 
make use of PAL in different settings, for example in the hospital and 
diabetes camps. Furthermore, children can interact with the social 
robot at home and/or at school through the virtual avatar of the robot. 
This project will take in total four years and involves the research 
partners TNO (coordinator), DFKI (Deutsches Forschungszentrum Für 
Künstliche Intelligenz), FCSR (Fondazione Centro San Raffaele), 
Imperial College, Delft University of Technology, next to end-users 
(the hospitals Gelderse Vallei, Meander, the Diabetics Associations of 
Netherlands and Italy), and SME's (Mixel and Produxi) (PAL, 2016).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. PAL system 
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1.3 Research question 
 This study aims to improve the current version of PAL Control 
through a needs assessment amongst healthcare professional, setting 
design specifications, prototyping and evaluating a clickable high-
fidelity prototype of a healthcare management tool. This tool aims to 
support the healthcare professional in guiding children with diabetes 
self-management and authors the PAL robot and its avatar. The 
development is based on requirements collected during previous 
research in the PAL project (PAL, 2016). It will further contribute to 
fulfil the needs of children with T1DM, stimulate self-management, 
and enlarge their health and wellbeing through personal, pleasurable 
and social interaction under the guidance of healthcare professionals in 
PAL Control. The issue this study wished to address was: How can a 
healthcare management tool support healthcare professionals in 
guiding children with diabetes self-management involving a social 
actor (robot/avatar)?   

2. Background 
2.1 Situated Cognitive Engineering 
 The design and evaluation of PAL Control follows the situated 
Cognitive Engineering (sCE) approach (Neerincx and Lindenberg, 
2008), which aims to establish and test theories from the domain for 
which the application is developed. Furthermore, this approach 
provides quick, incremental, and iterative generate-and-test cycles. It 
has been previously applied in a wide variety of application domains 
and in multiple projects, such as a support system for human-robot 
team performance in complicated tasks (Mioch et al., 2014). Moreover, 
sCE maintains the sharing and reusing of design knowledge by a 
heterogeneous, multidisciplinary development group. Crucial is the 
generation, refinement, validation, maintenance, and reuse of 
consistent and brief design specifications. Such design specifications 
outline what the technology should do and the underlying design 

distinguished: foundation, specification, and evaluation. As can be seen 
in figure 2, each of these sections has a small set of obligatory 
components that must be specified (Neerincx and Lindenberg, 2008). 
 The foundation section in the sCE methodology outlines the design 
rationale with regards to operational demands, relevant human factors 
knowledge, and envisioned technologies. The operational demands 
describe the current practice as it is. The human factors knowledge 
component in sCE describes available knowledge elicited from 
previous research about how to solve the problems that have been 
identified in the problem analysis. The component envisioned 
technology outlines the available possibilities of using existing 
technology and/or the need to elaborate new technology in order to 
achieve a system solution. Together, these three components describes 
the problem to be solved, the existing knowledge on ways to solve the 
problem and the technology needed to implement that solution 
(Neerincx and Lindenberg, 2008).        
 The section specification consists of design scenarios, use cases 
and requirements. It outlines the solution to the problem in the form of 
a system design that is based on the described relevant human factors 
knowledge and the envisioned technology. Design scenarios are short 
stories that gives a clear description of how the user will use the 
technology. Next, these scenarios  are used to create more specific 
descriptions of step-by-step interactions between the technology and its 
users in the form of use cases. Thereafter, use cases are used to acquire 
functional requirements, which are specific functionalities the 
technology should give to its user (Neerincx and Lindenberg, 2008).
 The last part of the sCE method is the evaluation, which aims to 

design. It consists of the artefact, the evaluation method, and the 
evaluation results. The artefact is a prototype that integrates a given set 
of requirements, technological means and interaction design patterns. 
The evaluation method can be done in many different ways, such as an 
expert review. The evaluation results outline the results of the test. Due 
to the iterative and rapid research cycles, the evaluation does not 
necessarily integrate all requirements and use cases described in the 
system specification (Neerincx and Lindenberg, 2008). 

 

Figure 2. Situated Cognitive Engineering Method 

2.2 Diabetes care 
 Optimal diabetes management begins with establishing the 
foundations of care. The healthcare professional preferably takes a 
holistic approach in providing care, considering all aspects of the 

es. A team approach to diabetes management 
gives a thorough assessment and a development plan that describes the 

 components for the 
comprehensive medical evaluation that consist of aspects related to 
medical history, physical examination and laboratory evaluation, 
provides the healthcare team with information to optimally guide a 
patient with diabetes. Furthermore, information related to nutrition and 
psychosocial assessments should also be acquired (ADA, 2016). 
 The foundation of successful diabetes management consists of 
behavioral changes, an ongoing individual lifestyle, engagement of the 
patient, and assessment s level of understanding about 
the disease and level of preparedness for self-management. The core 
concepts of diabetes management are: diabetes self-management 
education (DSME), diabetes self-management support, counseling on 
stopping with smoking, medical nutrition therapy, education on 
physical activity, support on routine immunisations, and psychosocial 
care. Patients should also receive recommended preventive care 
services, such as immunizations. Furthermore, podiatric, 
ophthalmological, and dental referrals should also be provided. 
Healthcare providers should make sure that individuals with diabetes 
are screened for complications and comorbidities (ADA, 2016). 
 Patients with diabetes should receive medical care from a 
integrated team that may consist of physicians, nurse practitioners, 
physician assistants, dietitians, exercise specialists, nurses, 
pharmacists, dentists, podiatrists, and mental health professionals.  The 
patient, family and healthcare professionals should work out the 
management plan. Different strategies and techniques should be used 
to enable patients to self-manage diabetes, which includes giving 
education on problem-solving skills for all aspects of diabetes 
management. Treatment goals and plans should be individualised, 
while considering patient preferences. In developing the plan, 
healthcare professionals should take the following aspects into account: 

 schedule and 
conditions, social situation, eating patterns, cultural factors, diabetes  
complications, health priorities, other medical conditions, preferences 
for care and self-management, and life expectancy (ADA, 2016). 
 Current best practice of DSME is an approach based on skills that 
focuses on supporting those with diabetes to make informed self-
management choices (Jensen et al., 2009; Charron-Prochownik et al., 
2013). DSME has changed from a didactic approach, which is focused 
on giving information, to an empowering approach, which is focused 
on supporting those with diabetes to make informed self-management 
decisions (Charron-Prochownik et al., 2013). Diabetes care has moved 
to an approach that is more patient-centered and places the patient with 
diabetes and his or her family at the focus of the care model, working 
in collaboration with healthcare professionals. 
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2.3 Needs in children with diabetes  
 Children living with a chronic disease, such as diabetes, need 
additional support to enable them to achieve the main outcomes 

 one of the most important 
policy initiative and development programs in relation to children and 
children's services of the last decade. These outcomes are: be healthy 
(enjoying good mental and physical health), stay safe (being protected 
from suffering), enjoy and achieve (getting the most out of life), make 
a positive contribution (being involved with the society and 
community) and achieve economic well-being (not being prevented 
from achieving prospects due to disadvantage. Nurses need to take 
these outcomes into account when working with children with diabetes 
(Owen, 2006).              
 The American Diabetes Association (ADA) (2016) announced that 
children have characteristics and needs that require different standards 
of care. However, the literature on self-management seldom makes a 
difference between self-management in children and in adults 
(Schilling et al., 2002). Research has shown that children with diabetes 
have a double greater prevalence of depression, and adolescents up to 
triple greater than youth who do not have diabetes (Grey et al., 2002). 
For patients diagnosed at a very young age with T1DM, having a 
strong support network is important for managing their diabetes 
effectively. It was found that often contact with certified healthcare 
professionals could improve the HbA1c value (glycated hemoglobin) 
and decrease hospitalisation rates (Howells et al., 2002; Svoren et al., 
2003).               
 The goal of managing diabetes in childhood is to support the child 
in becoming an emotionally mature and physically healthy adult, free 
from difficulties associated with diabetes (Clarke, 2011). Children 
should be supported to manage their diabetes as part of their daily lives 
and most importantly, children must be involved in the decision-
making of their management (NCC-WCH, 2004). A combination of 
specialist pediatric and diabetes care is needed for children with 
diabetes to be well-adapted and lead long and healthy lives in families 
which have come to accept the condition. Progressive accomplishment 
of self-management happens as developmental changes develop during 
childhood. It is crucial to be aware of the cognitive, psychosocial, and 
emotional skills needed to support the child with diabetes in 
accomplishing age-appropriate self-management. Appropriate 
expectations for the child with diabetes can be established through an 
understanding of normal growth and development as it relates to 
diabetes self-management tasks. Appropriate expectations and support 
in achieving self-management skills can support the child with diabetes 
move to self-management (Scott, 2013).      
 Self-monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG) has a critical role  in the 
management of insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus. Patients have to 
test their blood glucose levels at least four times a day and set insulin 
doses for high and low blood glucose levels. Furthermore, frequent 
measurements, accurate record keeping of SMBG results is necessary 
for the patient and health care practitioner to evaluate diabetes control 
and make appropriate treatment adjustments on the long term. 
However, there is proof that adherence to both of these requirements is 
problematic for many patients (Gonder-Frederick et al., 1988).  
 Freeborn et al. (2013) conducted focus groups with 16 children in 
order to discover challenges and to understand experiences in the 
school setting of children and youth with T1DM from their own 
perspectives. They discovered that the three main challenges for 
children with T1DM are: self-care activities, low blood glucose and 
feeling lonely and/or different.          
 In a recent study  it was concluded that living a good life with 
diabetes is demanding for the individual. However, experienced 
barriers can be relieved by aid from others in the personal sphere, and 
by professional support from diabetes care. Diabetes care was an 
important resource to develop the ind
manage diabetes, and to ease life with diabetes by giving support, 
guidance, medical treatment and technical devices tailored to 
individual needs (Engström et al., 2016). In the next paragraph 
technical tools used by healthcare professional in the guidance with 
diabetes self-management are discussed. 

2.4 Diabetes management tools 
 Robots are becoming more inherent into everyday life. Time-
critical domains, such as emergency response (Murphy, 2014) will 
include human-robot teams into missions, and robots will function as 
peer team members (Scholtz, 2003). One of the projects that provided 
valuable insights about how human-robot teams act in the healthcare 
domain is the ALIZ-E project, which started in 2010 to build the 
artificial intelligence (AI) for small social robots and to study how 
children would react to these robots (Aliz-e, 2014).  
 Another related project is REACTION (REACTION, 2014). Their 
goal is to develop an integrated ICT platform that facilitates improved 
long term diabetes self-management based on wearable, continuous 
blood glucose monitoring sensors and automated closed-loop delivery 
of insulin. This platform provides professional, integrated remote 
monitoring and therapy management to diabetes patients. Looking 
further at the functionalities within REACTION for healthcare 
professional, this platform can connect legacy healthcare systems, 
medical expert knowledge systems and provide closed-loop feedback 
in hospital environments to healthcare professional. Furthermore, it can 
aim at the outpatient regime and offer personalised feedback to 
healthcare professional.            
 A recent new monitoring system is the FreeStyle Libre Flash 
Glucose Monitoring System, which is a small sensor that automatically 
measures and continuously saves glucose readings day and night and is 
intended as a replacement for blood glucose meters (FreeStyle Libre, 
2016). From the healthcare professional perspective it is useful that this 
monitoring system consists real-time glucose values, trend information 
and comprehensive reports, such as a summary of glucose data into 
percentiles throughout the day.  Another monitoring system is 
COMMODITY12 (Commodity, 2015). It consists of ambient, wearable 
and portable devices. This project built a multi-layered multi-
parametric infrastructure for continuous monitoring of diabetes type 1 
and 2. The system used multi-parametric data to provide healthcare 
professional and patients, with clinical measurements for diabetes 
treatment. Therefore, it integrates software interoperation, state-of-the-
art networks and artificial intelligence approaches in order to achieve a 
Personal Health System.          
 According to Catherine et. al (2012), who reviewed web-based 
diabetes guidance for patients and healthcare professionals, the quality 
of the support varied and showed a moderate impact on psychological 
and health outcomes. Another research showed that healthcare 
professionals have a positive perception towards web-based support for 
adolescents with T1DM (Nordfeldt, 2012). 

3. Approach 
 Figure 3 provides an overview of the approach of this study which 
is based on the situated Cognitive Engineering (sCE) approach. In 
accordance with the sCE approach, the study was divided along three 
parts.                 
 The first part is the foundation and consisted of a literature research 
and needs assessment (paragraph 2 and 3.1). Literature were 
researched about the diabetes care as usual and state of the art of 
technical tools used by healthcare providers in guiding children with 
diabetes self-management. The findings are described in the 
background section. A needs assessment of children was based on 
literature and the needs assessment of healthcare professionals were 
conducted through semi-structured interviews with four diabetes 
nurses.                 
 In the second part the system redesign was specified (paragraph 3.2 
and 3.3). Problem and design scenarios of how healthcare professionals 
interact with PAL Control were created based on the insights of the 
needs assessment, literature research and observations. Thereafter, the 
scenarios were visualised into storyboards, which were used to create 
more specific descriptions of step-by-step interactions in the form of 
use cases. Next, requirements were obtained from these use cases. The 

the core functionalities of a redesign of PAL Control.     
 In the last part of the sCE approach, the evaluation, the specified 
core functions were prototyped and evaluated with six healthcare 
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Design scenario  

John (child) plays assessment with robot at the hospital, which can 
support Sarah (nurse) to decide which goals John should be working 

 

to play a quiz on the tablet with 
the robot in the hospital. After playing the assessment John will see his 
scores of the topics (icons) and the robot would ask him if there are 
topics that he would like to work on. John can select the icons. If not, he 
can go to Sarah to discuss it. Sarah can discuss together with John by 
looking at the scores which goals he should be working on. After 
selecting the icons a preset of actions are presented and Sarah can 
personalise the actions or add new ones by discussing it with John. 
When both Sarah and John agree on the goals and actions, she can click 

 

Problem scenario  

(nurse) has difficulties in selecting the appropriate goals for 
John (child)  

 difficulties in deciding which goals she should select 
in the goaltree of PAL Control for John (age 9), while talking to John at 
the same time. Furthermore, she finds the description of the goals not 
clear and some goals are missing. She tries to ask John several open 
questions in order to understand the needs of John, but he only answers 
in short sentences. Sarah tries to find a balance in making it a fun 
conversation for John, while testing his knowledge. Due to time 
limitation of the consult she can only ask a few questions. Therefore, she 
is still not certain if she has chosen the right goals for John to work on.  

 

professionals (paragraph 4). The perceived usability of the prototype 
was evaluated qualitatively, with think-aloud method and semi-
structured interviews, and quantitatively with the System Usability 
Scale (SUS). 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Overview approach 

3.1 Needs assessment  
 A needs assessment of children is based on literature. The 
databases PubMed and Google Scholar were used and the keywords 

 self-
management. Also, h
self-management were analysed. A needs assessment of healthcare 
professionals was conducted face-to-face in a semi-structured 
interview. Four healthcare professionals (diabetes nurses) were 
interviewed with the aim of understanding the values and needs of 
healthcare professionals in guiding children with T1DM with the help 
of a healthcare management tool. Furthermore, based on observations a 
first pilot with PAL Control (version: 17-02-16) was analysed. 
Diabetes nurses were asked to fill in the basic profile page of the child 

observations consisted of screen recordings and videos, whereby the 
interaction between child and the diabetes nurse and parents was 
filmed while using PAL Control. 
 Participants were recruited from the two Dutch hospitals Gelderse 
Vallei and Meander. Eligibility criteria were participation in the 
experiments and experience of using PAL Control with a minumum of 
five children. Each interview was between 30 to 60 minutes and the 
topics for the semi-structured interviews were: functions, expectations, 
satisfaction, usability, setting goals and future improvements. The 
interviews were audio taped and transcribed for further analysis. The 
transcriptions were thematically summarised and analysed with codes, 
which gave an overview of the values and needs of the healthcare 
professionals. Figure 4 illustrates the most often mentioned problem 
scenario, which the nurses experienced when using the current version 
of PAL Control.  

3.2 Scenarios and Storyboards  
 The values and needs (see table 1) elicited from the interviews, 
observations and literature are used as the foundation of the design 
specification, i.e., scenarios, storyboards, use cases and requirements. 
Based on the interviews and observations design scenarios could be 
created, which are described briefly in table 1. A more detailed design 
scenario (Fig. 5) illustrates how the new version of PAL Control can 
help the healthcare professional in selecting the right goals and the 
corresponding actions for the child, which resulted from the problem 
scenario described earlier in figure 4.  
 Furthermore, a visual representation of the scenarios was designed 
in storyboards in order to make the functionalities of PAL Control easy 
to understand for healthcare professional in the evaluation stage. The 
complete storyboards can be found in appendix B. The storyboards are 
based on the scenarios of how healthcare professional can use PAL 
Control in the situation before the first consult, during the consult and 
at the next consult. 

3.3 Use Cases and Requirements 
 The scenarios and storyboards are used to create more specific 
descriptions of step-by-step interactions between PAL Control and 
healthcare professional in the form of use cases. Figure 7 illustrates the 
use case of the interaction between the healthcare professional and the 
child in setting goals and selecting actions after the child has played the 
assessment with the robot in the hospital.  The other use cases can be 
found in appendix C. Thereafter, use cases are used to obtain 
requirements (see table 1).  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Problem Scenario 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Design Scenario 

4. Evaluation  
4.1 Prototype 
 The scenarios, storyboards, use cases and requirements derived 
from the interviews with healthcare professional, observations and 
literature provided input and focus for the prototype development. The 
selected requirements (see table 1) were being prototyped as core 
functionalities in PAL Control. 
 It was decided to create a prototype consisting of four main 
components: PAL Control on desktop; assessment with PAL Robot at 
hospital; assessment with PAL avatar at home; and MyPAL 

The interface was designed to allow healthcare professional to 
develop a rapid understanding of the value of new functionalities of 
PAL Control in their practices. Furthermore, in order to get a complete 
impression of functionalities that the healthcare professional might find 
useful, it was decided to prototype a complete PAL Control including 
redesigning features such as select child, sign out/sign in page, 
language option and a redesign of the profile page where healthcare 
professional can enter basic information of the child. These redesign 
requirements were elicited from the observations and requirements of 
previous research in PAL project. The goal of evaluating a complete 
PAL Control was to facilitate a more consistent  and realistic system for 
the healthcare professional. 
 A paper prototype was created first to rapid sketch out the main 
ideas. Furthermore, by creating a paper prototype that implements the 
scenario an early user test could be conducted. Next, a mockup was 
created with the tool Balsamiq Mockups1, which is a rapid wireframing 
tool that produces the experience of sketching on a whiteboard using a 
computer. The mockup was useful in discussing the core ideas and 
helpful in the decision process of which functionalities to evaluate. 
Appendix D shows the lo-fi prototype and the elements they contain. 
After the main concepts were decided, a high fidelity prototype was 
created.  
 

                                                                    
1 https://balsamiq.com/ 
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Figure 6. 
Prototype print 
screen: set 
goals with PAL 
Avatar 

 

First, static screens were designed in photo editing software Adobe 
Photoshop2 and graphic design software Adobe Illustrator3. Next, 
Axure RP Pro4, which is a wireframing and  rapid prototyping tool 
aimed at web and desktop applications, was used to make the static 
screens clickable. The complete screens of PAL Control prototype can 
be found in appendix E. The prototype consisted a variety of 
functionalities, which were categorised into 11 core functions (see 
table 1 and Fig. 6).              

 An important design choice within this prototype is by facilitating 

within the MyPAL environment of the child in order to start the 
diabetes assessment with PAL robot, set goals, select actions and edit 
progress. The aim is to improve the interaction between the child and 
healthcare professional and to involve the children more in the decision 
process of goals during the consult by creating this authoring function 
in MyPAL on the tablet. This can enable the child to understand how 
the goals are set and how the activities appear in MyPAL. Furthermore, 
it can also invite the child to touch the screen together with healthcare 
professional to set goals and select actions. Another design choice was 
to minimise the volume of text in the screens through the use of 
graphical representation in the form of pictograms in order to stimulate 
the interaction between the child and healthcare professional.  
 This prototype is evaluated to assess to which extent the core 
functions of the redesigned PAL Control, which aims at fulfilling the 
needs as described in table 1, can support the healthcare professional in 
guiding children with diabetes self-management. Furthermore, the 
prototype evaluation aims to determine whether there are specific 
aspects more useful than others and what needs to be improved. 

4.2 Evaluation Method 
Participants were recruited between April and June 2016. In total 

six healthcare professionals from the hospitals Gelderse Vallei (3) and 
Meander (3) participated in the evaluation. These healthcare 
professionals consisted of five diabetes nurses and one doctor (a 
pediatrician and who is also a medical director), whereby four of them 
were also interviewed earlier to elicit their needs (paragraph 3.1). All 
diabetes nurses that participated had experience with using PAL 
Control with a minimum of five children during the first PAL-pilot. 
Additionally, we decided to also incorporate a doctor's perspective by 
interviewing one doctor who worked with two of the diabetes nurses.  
 The six evaluations were conducted face-to-face at the hospitals 
Gelderse Vallei or Meander. Prior to each evaluation, an introduction 
was given to explain the prototype and the goals of the evaluation. 
Furthermore, participants were asked for permission to record (video & 
audio) the evaluation. All interviewees were asked to speak freely and 
were assured that the recordings remained confidential.  The evaluation 
took approximately an hour and consisted of: 1) showing the 
storyboards that represent the context of PAL Control being used 
before, during and a -aloud-
method, whereby the healthcare professionals were asked to use the 
clickable prototype to test the different functionalities, while 
continuously thinking out loud; 3) conducting a semi-structured     
interview in order to understand whether they are interested in these    

                                                                    
2 http://www.adobe.com/products/photoshop.html 

3 http://www.adobe.com/products/illustrator.html 

4 https://axure.com/ 

functionalities and what the improvement points were. Interview topics 
were: need fulfillment, functionalities, expectations, satisfaction, 
usability and future improvements; 4) completing the System Usability 
Scale (SUS), which provides a reliable tool for measuring the usability. 
It consists of a 10 item questionnaire, whereby a response is given on a 
scale of 1 to 5 degree of satisfaction (Borsci et 
al., 2009).               
 Data from the semi-structured interviews and think-aloud-method 
were transcribed during the evaluation, which supported early 
familiarisation with the data. Certain parts were listened again from the 
recorded audio and video file to ensure that a correct transcription has 
been noted. Transcript analysis was an iterative process using thematic 
analysis, which involved identifying themes and codes across all 
transcripts and SUS data. Codes were meaningful groups of data that 
described the core of the data. Atlas.ti5 was used to facilitate the 
organisation of codes and themes. 

Figure 7. Use case: Set goals and selecting actions  

 

                                                                    
5 http://atlasti.com/qualitative-analysis-software/ 

 

- Goal: Child and healthcare professional set goals and select actions 
together in MyPAL 

- Actor: PAL robot, MyPAL, Sarah (healthcare professional) and 
John (Child) 

- Pre Conditions: The robot, a tablet with the app MyPAL, John and 
Sarah are in the hospital.  

- Post Conditions: With the help of the PAL robot, Sarah could easily 
set the appropriate goals for John and select the corresponding 
actions. John understood what the goals are and felt fully involved in 
the decision process of selecting his learning goals.  

- Action Sequences: 
1. Sarah introduces the robot to John and explains that he will play a 

quiz about diabetes management with the robot. 
2. 

within MyPAL to start the assessment. John gives her the tablet. 
3. Sarah star the quiz and goes to another room, while John does the 

assessment (e.g. 3 questions for each topic) with the robot. 
4. After answering the questions, John sees his scores. The scores are 

presented in a progress bar, an image of the topic and the level he 
has reached of that specific topic . 

5. Robot asks if John has any subjects he would like to learn more 
about and invites John to select a few images, whereby the progress 
bar is visualised below the images. 

6. If there is no response from John, the robot will suggest John to 
show the goals to Sarah and discuss this together. 

7. John selects a few images and press on continue. 
8. Robot asks John to show these goals to Sarah and to ask her opinion 

of the selected goals. 
9. John and Sarah sit together and Sarah explains that with the goals 

the child can improve on his diabetes management and that these 
goals can be achieved by playing PAL activities with the PAL 
Avatar.  

10. Sarah agrees with the selected goals after looking at the progress  bar 
that is visualised below the goals. 

11. 
actions (e.g. watch a video, upload diabetes values or play the quiz), 
whereby the robot has already selected a few activites based o n the 
scores of the assessment from John. 

12. Sarah asks John if he agrees with these actions and if he has any 
actions that he would like to do that are not in this list yet.  

13. John and Sarah discuss together about the actions and Sarah can 
deselect/edit the actions or add a new action if it is not in the list yet.  

14. Sarah compliments the child for his goals and indicates that she is 
 that John can start doing the 

selected activities with the PAL avatar when he gets home. 
 
Requirements:  

 PAL shall provide a visual overview of icons representing topics 
related to diabetes management. 

 PAL shall invite the child to first p ick icons they want to talk about, 
followed by suggesting the child to discuss about the selected icons 
with the healthcare professional. 

 PAL shall provide an overview of different activities that are related 
to the topic and suggest some activities based on the child 
preferences, whereby the healthcare professional can add and 
personalise the actions if preferred. 
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Table 1. Overview values, needs, scenarios, requirements and core functions   

Values & Needs Scenarios Requirements Core Functions 

Access - The need of having 
access into MyPAL in order to 
understand the activities that the 
child is doing in MyPAL. 

Before the consult the healthcare professional can already 
start experiencing the functionalities in MyPAl in order to 
get a better understanding when the child talks about 
certain activities in MyPAL. 

PAL Control shall provide a functionality 
whereby the healthcare professional can see how 
MyPAL looks like for the child anytime. 

MyPAL View  
 

Information - The need of getting 
insights about the data that the 
child has typed in MyPAL. 

The healthcare professional can already start looking at 
the statistics, which are elicited from the information that 
is typed by the child in MyPAL. This will help the 
healthcare professional to better understand the needs of 
the child during the consult. 

PAL Control shall provide an overview of child -
progression on PAL-objectives, 

emotion, daily activities and system usage, 
whereby important/critical situations can be 
filtered. 

MyPAL Statistics 

Information - The need of getting 
insights of the knowledge and 
concerns of parents. 

Healthcare professional can already start reading the 
concerns that parents has sent before the consult or during 
the consult and use these concerns as topics to talk about 
with parents. Furthermore, parents can play an 
educational quiz to test their knowledge about diabetes, 
whereby the healthcare professional can see the results as 
well to better fulfil the needs of the parents.  

PAL Control shall provide an overview of 
concerns that the parents have send. 

PAL Control shall provide an educational quiz 
for parents and an overview of the results of the 
quiz for the healthcare professional. 

PAL Inform 

Information - The need of having 
a clear overview of the progress of 
each goal of the child. 

Healthcare professional can see in the goal tree on which 
level the child is. When the child has fulfilled the actions 
the goal will switch from orange to green. Furthe rmore, 
the healthcare professional can also manually turn goals 
green if preferred. 

PAL Control shall provide an overview of goals, 
a clear description, ability to add more goals 
and the progression  

Goals 
 

Education - The need of selecting 
(digital) educational material for 
children. 

At the clinic before/during/after the consult, healthcare 
professional can c
managing diabetes by selecting appropriate educational 
materials of the database or add new digital materials 
(e.g. scanning a flyer) in the database, whereby this source 
can be shared with other healthcare professional as well. 
The selected material for the child will be sent to MyPAL 
app of the child. 

PAL Control shall provide a portfolio of 
educational materials (for children) from 
which the healthcare professional can select/add, 
whereby PAL Actor will motivate the child  to 
read these materials in MyPAL. 

Education [Child] 
 

Education - The need of selecting 
(digital) educational material for 
parents. 

At the clinic before/during/after the consult, the healthcare 
professional can fulfil the needs of parents by selecting 
educational materials of the database or add new digital 
material (e.g. scanning a flyer) in the database.  

PAL Control shall provide a portfolio of 
educational materials (for parents)  from which 
the healthcare professional can select/add and 
send as an attach  

Education 
[Parent] 
 

Information  - The need of having 
a guideline tool of topics where 
healthcare professional can talk 
about during the consult with 
parents/child. 

Before consultation healthcare professional can already 
type a checklist in PAL Control and add notes that can be 
used as a guideline of topics to talk about during the 
consult with parents. Furthermore, an overview of 
selected goals and actions of the child can be sent to the 
parents and be used as a guideline to talk about in the 
next consult. 

PAL Control shall provide an option to send a 
summary of notes to the parents, an overview of 
the selected goals and the corresponding 
actions in order to give the parents a better 
understanding of what their child is learning and 
the educational materials as an attachment (if 

 

Report 
 

Development - The need of a fun 
assessment in order to test the 
diabetes knowledge of the child in 
order to select the appropriate 
goals for him. 

The healthcare professional can decide to let the child do 
the assessment at the hospital with the robot  or 
healthcare professional can activate the assessment in Pal 
Control in order to let the child play the assessment at 
home with the robot-avatar in their own time. 

PAL Robot/ PAL avatar shall motivate the 
children in finishing the assessment and praise 
children in ways that acknowledge their efforts.  

Assessment in 
hospital/home 
 

Equality - The need of making 
children more involved of their 
own learning goals and actions. 

Development - The need of easily 
selecting goals, whereby the child 
has a basic understanding what 
the goals represent. 

During consultation, child and healthcare professional are 
at the same level. healthcare professional performs shared 
decision-making about the learning goals with child. 

The child understands what the goals are by looking at 
the images that he can select.  

PAL shall provide a visual overview of icons 
representing topics related to diabetes 
management. 

PAL shall invite the child to first pick icons 
they want to talk about, followed by suggesting 
the child to discuss about the selected icons with 
the healthcare professional. 

Set Goals 
 

Equality - The need of having a 
possibility to add actions by the 
healthcare professional. 

 

Healthcare professional performs shared decision-
making about the actions that helps in achieving the 
learning goals with child and if the child has any 
suggestions of actions he would like to do, the healthcare 
professional can add these together with the child  to the 
list. 

PAL shall provide an overview of different 
activities that are related to the topic and suggest 
some activities based on the child preferences, 
whereby the healthcare professional can add and 
personalise the actions if preferred.  

Select Actions 
 

Achievement - The need of 
having a clear overview of the 
child's progression in achieving 
his goals and the possibility to edit 
it for the healthcare professional. 

Information - The need of having 
a clear overview of the 
progression of achieving goals for 
the child in MyPAL. 

At the beginning of the next consult the healthcare 
professional can have a look at the progress together with 
the child to see which goals the child has achieved and 
which actions he found difficult to fulfil. The healthcare 
professional can give motivational feedback and together 
with the child they can decide to add more actions or 
move on to achieve another goal. 
The healthcare professional can decide based on the 
progress of the child to enable the child to do another 
assessment with the robot at the hospital or robot -avatar at 
home. 

PAL Control shall provide an overview of child-
 on goals and achievements 

for the healthcare professional. 

PAL Control shall provide an overview of child-
 on goals and achievements 

in a way that motivate the child to continue 
achieving the goals. 

Progress for 
healthcare 
professional & 
Child 
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4.3 Evaluation Results 

4.3.1  Usage of Tablet 
 The participants appreciated that the shared decision making 
process of goals and actions is offered on a tablet instead of on a 

desktop. The healthcare professional mentioned that the tablet created a 
unconstrained atmosphere and is more inviting for the child to 
participate actively in setting goals/selecting actions. One diabetes 
nurse shared her observation of the previous experiment that she 
noticed that some children found it easier to share their emotions to the 
healthcare professional by looking at the tablet instead of looking at the 
healthcare professional directly. Furthermore, the nurse said that she 
also found it more comfortable to look at the tablet while talking to the 
child.  
 

4.3.2 Role of PAL robot/avatar 
 Overall, the participants were positive about the assessment 
functionality with the robot/avatar. The healthcare professional 
mentioned that it is appreciated that the robot is involved in setting 
goals and selecting actions at the beginning. They believed that the 
presence of PAL robot or its avatar motivates the child. Regarding the 
preference between PAL robot or its avatar, the healthcare professional 
indicated that a combination of both would give the best outcome. 
Their expectation is that the child would like the robot the most. One 
healthcare professional mentioned: 

. However, you do not want the child to travel to the 
hospital every time and therefore, doing the assessment with PAL 
avatar was perceived as a good solution to give the child the option to 
do it at home in their own time. She also liked the idea that you can see 
what the child has achieved or has difficulties upfront in order to have 
a more meaningful consult.  
 

4.3.3 Usability 
 Overall, the usability of the prototype was perceived positively. 
The healthcare professional appreciated the colour use and pictograms. 
Furthermore, the healthcare professional mentioned that it is nice that a 
picture of the child could be added as a profile picture in the system. A 
healthcare professional said: 
use and easy to understand. After using it in practice, it will become 
clear  The mean SUS score attributed 
by the five diabetes nurses also confirms this (see table 2). The score 
was above average, at 79. This score can be interpreted as a grade of B 
in a range of A to F, whereby A is the highest score achievable (Borsci 
et al., 2009). Explanation of the calculation of the user scores and SUS 
scores can be found in appendix F.        
 Main improvements from a usability perspective are the way how 
the data is visualised. One healthcare professional indicated that she 
did not like graphics and that she preferred a list or a circle diagram. 

Furthermore, a healthcare professional mentioned that it also should be 
evaluated with children to see how they perceive graphics as a way to 
see their progress or that they perhaps prefer another way of 
information visualisation. 
 

4.3.4 Functionalities 
 Overall, the functionalities were perceived positively by the 
participants. One healthcare professional mentioned: 
to make the outpatient visit more child friendly and this approach fits 
well in t  Another healthcare professional said that 
there are too many functionalities, but she also mentioned that the 
functionalities sounded useful and perhaps some of them could be 
moved to other components of PAL system (e.g. PAL 
Inform/MyPAL). Another participant mentioned that the system was 
coherent and that it has a logical structure. A nurse said: 
there has been a lot of thought put into all these different components. 
There are different possibilities to use the system, which makes it 

 It was for all participants difficult to differentiate which 
functionalities they preferred. A diabetes nurse said: 
system, without experience using it in practice, is that all 
functionalities are needed and complete each other. My opinion might 

  
 
Profile page   A redesign of the current profile page was created and 
one healthcare professional mentioned that the profile page is not 
necessary, because they already have that in another system. However, 
other healthcare professionals indicated that it was useful to look into it 
when they are in PAL Control, because otherwise you have to open 
two systems at the same time. Another healthcare professional 
suggested to add more information in this profile page about for 
example the information of the school the child is going, which can be 
interesting information for the healthcare professional when the child 
goes to secondary school.  

Report  
for an option that the things you have written as notes/checklist can 
sometimes already be sent to parents to give them an outline of what 
they can expect during the next meeting. Another healthcare 
professional mentioned that it would be valuable to synchronise certain 
information/functionalities of EMR within PAL Control to avoid 
manually filling in things for the second time. One healthcare 
professional mentioned that only the sub functionality of sending an 
overview of goals & actions of the child after the consult is enough for 
her. Another participant liked the idea to send a summary of the 
consult to the parents, such as important notes/advise. She stated: 

nt and they 
will not lose the information   

 

Table 2. SUS Score  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    HCP 1 HCP 2 HCP 3 HCP 4 HCP 5 Average 

    
User 
Score 

SUS 
Score 

User 
Score 

SUS 
Score 

User 
Score 

SUS 
Score 

User 
Score 

SUS 
Score 

User 
Score 

SUS 
Score 

User 
Score 

SUS 
Score  

1 
I think that I would like to use this 
system frequently. 

5 4 4 3 5 4 3 2 5 4 4,4 3,4 

2 
I found the system unnecessarily 
complex.  

2 3 1 4 1 4 1 4 1 4 1,2 3,8 

3 
 I thought the system was easy to 
use. 

2 1 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 3,6 2,6 

4 
I think that I would need the support 
of a technical person to be able to 
use this system. 

1 4 2 3 3 2 3 2 3 2 2,4 2,6 

5 
I found the various functions in this 
system were well integrated. 

4 3 5 4 4 3 3 2 5 4 4,2 3,2 

6 
I thought there was too much 
inconsistency in this system. 

1 4 1 4 2 3 2 3 1 4 1,4 3,6 

7 
I would imagine that most people 
would learn to use this system very 
quickly. 

5 4 4 3 4 3 3 2 5 4 4,2 3,2 

8 
I found the system very cumbersome 
to use. 

4 1 1 4 1 4 3 2 1 4 3,25 3 

9 
I felt very confident using the 
system. 

4 3 3 2 4 3 3 2 5 4 3,8 2,8 

10 
I needed to learn a lot of things 
before I could get going with this 
system. 

2 3 2 3 1 4 2 3 1 4 1,6 3,4 

  SUS Score 
 

75 
 

82.5 
 

82.5 
 

62.5 
 

92.5  79 
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Education Child and Parent  The idea of a database with 
educational material, which can be send to MyPAL for the child was 
perceived as positive. Additionally, this same functionality for parents 
was also perceived as useful. One healthcare professional said: 
very nice to be able to supply information in a digital way, because 
papers  Furthermore, healthcare professional 
liked the idea that they can add more material if they want and that this 
database is shared with other healthcare professionals, but it should 
remain clear who (hospital Gelderse Vallei or Meander) has uploaded 
the educational material. A healthcare professional mentioned an 
important challenge within this function is to make sure that the 
database overview stays clear and that it contains qualitative good 
material. Furthermore, it should be easy to find material related to 
certain topics in the database. Another participant mentioned a critical 
limitation was that practical aspects, such as how to inject insulin could 
not be so easily learned by only watching a video.  

Assessment  The assessment starts with two questions about the age 
and the device (pump or pen) that the child is using. Some nurses 
mentioned that these two questions might be too difficult for a young 
child and perhaps these two steps could be done together with the 
healthcare professional. Another healthcare professional mentioned 
that these two questions are unnecessary due to the fact that this 
information is already in the system. Overall, healthcare professionals 
liked the idea of the child doing an assessment with the robot or its 
avatar, because the score overview can help healthcare professionals to 
determine more easily which topics the child needs to work on. 

MyPAL view  The functionality of MyPAL view was perceived as 
useful by all participants. One healthcare professional said: 
useful to have access to see how the activities in MyPAL look like for 
the child, so I have a better understanding when the child talks about 

  

PAL Inform  Overall, healthcare professionals mentioned that PAL 
Inform was useful. They indicated that these data help them to better 
understand the needs of the children and their parents. Within PAL 
inform there is a functionality whereby parents can already send their 
concerns about their child to healthcare professional when something 
comes into their mind. A nurse said: 
forgotten their questions during the consult, especially after the 
meeting with the doctor first (parents talk to doctor first before talking 

 
The idea of parents doing a diabetes quiz was perceived diversely. One 
healthcare professional mentioned that she does not expect that parent 
have the need to play the game, while another healthcare provider 
mentioned that it is very useful to educate parents as well and that by 

diabetes knowledge. 

PAL Statistics Interviews with the doctor and nurses indicated that 
there are main differences in their needs. Most of the nurses suggested 
that the data about insulin and glucose was not necessary in PAL 
Statistics, while the doctor would like to see this data in the system. 
The nurses mentioned that the data related to insulin, glucose and 
carbohydrates could be found in other existing systems already. A 
nurse indicated that data of food diary is more valuable for the 
dietician. However, the nurse mentioned that the function can be 
interesting as an activity for the child to keep a food diary for a certain 
amount of time. Then it might be interesting to see what the child has 
filled in the food diary. Both the nurses and doctor do not want the 
child to fill in the data manually. Furthermore, another nurse 
mentioned that it would be useful to include the standard settings of 
aspects that they have agreed on, such as the base stand and the 
carbohydrates ratio. 

Goals & Progress (PAL Control)  Improving the visualisation of the 
goal tree

additional visibility of an overview of actions and progression when 
goal tree very useful. In 

the previous version of PAL Control, healthcare professionals could 
not see which goals the child has been working on. In this prototype 

their need of having a clear overview of the progress of each goal of 
the child has been fulfilled. And also the option that the healthcare 
professional can add more goals based on their preferences was 
appreciated. 

 Overall, the 
process of set goals and select actions was perceived as very positive 
by the participants. One healthcare professional stated: 
child a fun way to set goals and think about what he/she would like to 

 Furthermore, healthcare professional 
especially appreciated the option to add their own actions if it is not in 
the list yet. One healthcare professional said: 
know the child around 13 or 14 years smokes, you can add the action 
searching info what smoking does to your health for example .  

New functionality  When asked if the participant would add more 
functionalities in this system, a participant suggested the functionality 
for children to ask questions towards healthcare professional when 
something comes into their mind, which they would like to talk about 
in the next appointment. A similar idea as in PAL inform, whereby 
parents can send their concerns to healthcare professional before the 
consult already. 

4.3.5 Doctor/management perspective 
 The doctor did not have any prior experience with PAL Control 
and therefore a demonstration of the prototype was showed to him 
directly without conducting the think-aloud method and he did not fill 
in the SUS. From his experiences working with healthcare professional 
and in the management of the hospital he provided useful insights 
during the semi-structured interview. He mentioned that the hospital is 
doing a pilot project with a monitoring system called Gluconline, 
which is a virtual coach app for diabetes patients. Furthermore, they 
are experimenting with wearables. Therefore, he suggested that 
monitoring data should be uploaded through automatic sensors to make 
it easier for children. However, he mentioned that an important aspect 
whether new technologies are being used is the aspect whether it is 
reimbursed by health insurances. Moreover, he raised the question how 
data of EMR (Electronic Medical Record) and PAL data can be 
synchronised. Technically it might not be achievable according to him. 
Furthermore, he stated that if the information (e.g. medical items) in 

 has to be updated in two separate systems that it 
could lead to dangerous errors in case of serious conditions, such as 
peanut allergy here 
to the system are and he suggested some gamification aspects. 

4.3.6 General insights 
The lack of an automatic sensor that can upload the glucose and insulin 
values for children automatically was perceived as the biggest 
bottleneck according to all participants in this study. Furthermore, 
healthcare professionals would like to know if it is possible to 
synchronise EMR and PAL data and how this healthcare management 
tool could integrate in their current workflow and existing systems. In 
addition, it was found that if information cannot be synchronised, a 
safe and efficient way of information transfer needs to be reassured 
towards the healthcare professionals. 
 In general the healthcare professionals reacted positive towards the 
redesign of PAL Control. They perceived the role of the robot and its 
avatar very useful in motivating the child. Furthermore, they stated that 
the tablet could create an unconstrained atmosphere compared with the 
desktop and that it could influence the shared decision making process 
with child of setting goals and selecting actions positively. They 
appreciated the functionality of the child doing an assessment with the 
robot/avatar in order to help the healthcare professional determine 
which goals the child should be working on. In addition, they 
appreciated the colour use and pictograms. However, the progression 
page was perceived less positively than expected. The participants 
mentioned that they would like to see less graphs for the child and 
more gamification aspects. 
 Although participants were positive, they found it very difficult 
during the evaluation to rank their answer from 1 till 5 (with 1 strongly 
agree and 5 strongly disagree) to what extent their need has been 
fulfilled as described in table 1. They all mentioned that they needed 
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more time to really use the system in practice in order to understand 
these functionalities and to determine their answer. Furthermore, it 
remains unclear how many functionalities the healthcare professionals 
would like to have in PAL Control.  

5. Discussion and conclusion 
 The research question this study sought to answer is:  can a 
healthcare management tool support healthcare professionals in 
guiding children with diabetes self-management involving a social 

. To answer this question, a prototype of a 
healthcare management tool was developed and evaluated with end 
users (diabetes nurses) and an important stakeholder (diabetes doctor), 
following the sCE approach. The healthcare professional needs and 
system requirements, as described in table 1, and usability were the 
main points of evaluation. Overall, this prototype of a redesigned PAL 
Control was well perceived by the healthcare professionals and the 
findings demonstrated that there is potential for the proposed 
functionalities:  an assessment with a robot or its avatar, set goals and 
selecting actions, create reports, an educational database for children 
and parents, monitoring solutions (MyPAL view, PAL Inform and 
PAL Statistics) and a progression page.        
 All healthcare professionals expressed that they see an added value 
in the robot/avatar and they especially liked the idea of the child 
playing an assessment with the robot, which can help them determine 
the gap in diabetes knowledge of children. Furthermore, healthcare 
professionals mentioned that this system has provided them support in 
making the consult with children and parents more meaningful due to 
the fact that they can understand their needs better on forehand through 
the progress page and the results of the assessment with the robot or its 
avatar. Also, healthcare professionals in this evaluation appreciated 
that the functionalities of setting goals and selecting actions with the 
child are run on the tablet. Next, they found the progress page useful to 
establish where the child has worked on and which topics need more 
attention, but they would like the progression page for the child to be 

suitable. However, they did like the usage of colours and pictograms.
 During the evaluation, it was found that there were important 
differences in needs among the nurses and between the nurse and the 
doctor with regards to the number of functionalities and the perceived 
usefulness of certain data in the system. Many important individual 
differences need to be taken into consideration. Moreover, we need to 
discuss more about the role of PAL, is it an addition or will it replace 
the existing systems that healthcare professionals already use and how 
does this influence the current workflow of healthcare professionals? 
Will PAL Control be used after or before the normal consult or 
replacing the consult?             
 An ethical aspect within this prototype is how much information 
you can show the healthcare professional without invading the privacy 
of the child. Perhaps the child wants the healthcare professional to 

texts related to emotions can be filtered out for the healthcare 
professional to read in order to get a better understanding how the child 
was feeling at that moment. Furthermore, 
allows the healthcare professional to see the interface of MyPAL, 
which contains data filled in by the child. Although these two 
functionalities were perceived as useful by the healthcare professional, 
it should be taken into consideration that the child should not get the 
feeli        
 The evaluation results 

 were used to iterate specifications of the 
functionalities and provided guidance in the improvement of the 
prototype. These improvements are: 

Recommendation system  The functionality of the database with 
educational material was perceived as useful, but a critical concern was 
that this database should be kept organised in a clear and user  friendly 
overview. A possible redesign of this functionality is to add a 
recommendation system, whereby healthcare professionals and 
children can give a rating of the material after they have seen it. 
Healthcare professionals could also add their keywords when they 

upload their own educational material. This could make the process of 
finding suitable educational information for the child more easily. 

Recording messages   Based on the suggestion of one healthcare 
professional about the new functionality of giving children the option 
to send questions to healthcare professionals, a possible solution is that 
the child can record a message to the robot. For example, the child has 
played the quiz and does not understand why the answer he picked was 
incorrect. He would like to ask the healthcare professional next time 
about it. In order to not forget this question, the child can already send 
his question to healthcare professional through the robot, e.g. by 

recorder starts. In other words, the robot functions as a messenger from 
the child to the healthcare professional. During the consult healthcare 
professional and child can listen to the recorded questions together and 
discuss them, followed by optionally adjusting the goals and actions. 

 Finally, healthcare professionals stated that they would like this 
prototype to be built in a real system in order to test for a longer period 
of time and during multiple pilot consults in a setting with children, 
parents and the robot. Therefore, evaluations for a longer period of 
time is needed in order to validate if the needs are completely fulfilled. 
Nonetheless, useful suggestions were found during the evaluation of 
the prototype and provided important pointers in besides the 
development of PAL Control, also in PAL Inform and MyPAL. The 
sCE approach supports the credibility of the findings and ongoing 
reflective practice enhances the methodological thoroughness. End-
users got an opportunity to express their needs in an early stage, which 
provided a strong foundation for the development of the prototype. 
Based on these preliminary results, we expect that this healthcare 
management tool can support the healthcare professionals in the 
assessment of children s T1DM knowledge, goals and development. In 
addition, the evaluation results of this healthcare management tool 
prototype are also relevant for healthcare professionals guiding 
children with other illnesses requiring self-management such as asthma 
or issues that negatively influence  well-being such as 
bullying.                
 In summary, our results suggest that a combination of an 
assessment with robot or its avatar, setting goals, selecting actions and 
the progression page, is a suitable and effective approach to healthcare 
professionals in guiding children with diabetes self-management. 

5.1 Limitations   
 Mostly, qualitative data were collected from six individuals, which 
makes the findings difficult to be generalised to a larger population. 
However, the qualitative data collected in this study provided useful 
and detailed information. Also, due to a limitation in time during the 
evaluation the thinking aloud method was sometimes partly replaced 
with a demonstration followed by a discussion and a semi-structured 
interview. Nonetheless, a range of confirming insights seemed to be 
captured.   

5.2 Future work 
 Although the study found evidence of preliminary positive effects 
of the new functionalities in the prototype of PAL Control, further 
research by developing a real system based on the core functions of 
this prototype that allow healthcare professional to experience working 
with the tool for a longer period of time in a real pilot setting, are 
necessary to determine the effects. This will be an important step in the 
process of establishing a set of guidelines towards creating a useful 
healthcare management tool for healthcare professional. Also, needs of 
parents and children with regards to the role of healthcare professional 
should be elicited through further research.  Furthermore, the content of 
the assessme  
should be established together with diabetes experts and reviewed by 
healthcare professional. Next, this project PAL could elaborate with 
new technologies, such as wearables that can registrate values 
automatically and avoid that children have to complete it manually. 
More research is needed to investigate possible options that allow this 
healthcare management tool to integrate in the existing systems (e.g. 
electronic health record and other monitoring programs that the 
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healthcare professional are already using).        
 Most importantly, the concepts as proposed in this study aims to 
support children under guidance of a healthcare professional and it 
should therefore be evaluated in a setting with children to understand 
how healthcare professionals interact with children, while using PAL 
Control. Children should be motivated and engaged in using and 
maintaining the application for it to be a success. Therefore, another 
future research aspect is how can the healthcare professional/robot 
reward the child for achieving the goals in order to continuously 
motivate the child. Finally, more research is needed to study how the 
PAL avatar should interact with the child in a meaningful way in order 
to motivate children in achieving their personal goals as set together 
with the healthcare professional. 

5.3 Conclusion 
 This study shows how a healthcare management tool, PAL 
Control, can help healthcare professionals guiding children with 
diabetes. This study focuses on the extent to which this tool fulfills the 
needs of healthcare professionals and the perceived usability. The 
results showed an overall positive increase in perceived usability 
compared with the previous PAL Control version. Healthcare 
professionals appreciated the usage of colours and pictograms. Overall, 
the evaluation outcomes are positive and represent a good basis for 
further development. Our results suggest that a combination of an 
assessment with a robot or its avatar, setting goals, selecting actions 
and the progression page, is a suitable and effective approach to 
healthcare professionals in guiding children with diabetes self-
management. Potential improvements in the prototype of a redesign of 
PAL Control were identified. 
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Abstract. Reciprocal self-disclosure is an integral part of social bond-
ing between humans that has received little attention in the field of
human-agent interaction. To study how children react to self-disclosures
of a virtual agent, we developed a disclosure intimacy rating scale that
can be used to assess both the intimacy level of agent disclosures and
that of child disclosures. To this end, 72 disclosures were derived from a
biography created for the agent and rated by 10 university students for
intimacy. A principal component analysis and subsequent k-means clus-
tering of the rated statements resulted in four distinct levels of intimacy
based on the risk of a negative appraisal and the impact of betrayal by
the listener. This validated rating scale can be readily used with other
agents or interfaces.

Keywords: Long-term cHRI · Self-disclosure intimacy · PAL project

1 Motivation

In a focus group conducted with diabetic children in 2012, it was found that
children would like a companion robot to share their secrets with and to listen
to them when they are sad [1].

According to Self Determination Theory (SDT) [3], successful establishment
of a social bond between human and agent leads to sustained motivation both
to interact with the agent and to engage in activities that the agent proposes.
Such a bond could be established through increasingly intimate, reciprocal self-
disclosures [4], that is the exchange of information about the self.

One of the key interests in human-human self-disclosure research has been
the close link between disclosure and liking. For example, it was found that 6th
grade children’s liking of another child was influenced by that child’s capacity
to match the intimacy level of a disclosure while that of 4th graders was not [5].

To better study children’s disclosure behavior when interacting with a virtual
agent, we developed the Dyadic Disclosure Dialog Module (3DM) within the
framework of the PAL project1 and using a situated Cognitive Engineering (sCE)
[2] approach. This, in turn, necessitated the development of a rating scale for
intimacy of self-disclosure.

1 http://www.pal4u.eu/.
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2 Intimacy Rating Scale

To design agent disclosure statements at various intimacy levels and to assess the
depth of children’s disclosures, a rating scale for disclosure intimacy was needed.
For this, the following constraints were identified: (a) the scale should discretize
the intimacy continuum, (b) each discrete level should have a clear definition,
(c) the scale should have a minimum of three levels [6, Chap. 13], (d) the scale
should be neither topical nor example-based. Upon reviewing the relevant child
and adult literature on self-disclosure, no entirely suitable intimacy scale could
be found. We therefore developed and validated the Disclosure Intimacy Rating
Scale (DIRS).

As summarized in [7], intimacy of self-disclosure is directly related to vul-
nerability of the discloser. In a similar vein, it is argued in [8] that the social
risk associated with disclosing determines the depth of disclosure. With each
self-disclosure, we risk “social rejection [or] betrayal” [8, p. 180].

risk(SD) = risk(SR) + risk(B) (1)

with SD := self-disclosure, SR := social rejection, and B := betrayal. Betrayal,
here, describes the passing on of information by the recipient to third parties.

Risk can be formalized as the product of probability (P ) and impact (I).
If we further assume that social rejection does not occur at random but only
follows if the disclosure is negatively appraised, we can approximate the risk of
social rejection through the risk of negative appraisal:

risk(SD) = P (NA) ∗ I(NA) + P (B) ∗ I(B) (2)

with NA := negative appraisal.
The probability of betrayal, P (B), can depend only on characteristics of and

prior experiences with the disclosure recipient. It is therefore independent of the
content and cannot be considered in the level definitions.

These considerations initially yielded six intimacy levels. Using these, a total
of 6(level) × 3(topic) × 2(valence) × 2(repetition) = 72 statements were fab-
ricated by the first author with the personality and biography of the ECA pro-
viding content and style information. To obtain a first validation of the scale,
the statements were rated for intimacy by 10 university students (5 female,
Mage = 23, SDage = 1.612) on a six-point scale: only levels 0 and 5 were labeled
with not at all intimate and extremely intimate respectively. We decided against
asking adult participants to take on the perspective of a child (because results
would be questionable in terms of validity) or to rate statements as if com-
ing from a robot (because students are more critical towards the plausibility
of a robot expressing emotions and a personality). The biography was hence
slightly adapted to fit a 22 year-old student. Before rating, participants were
asked to read a persona description of the student and instructions explain-
ing self-disclosure. Intimacy was defined as: “the degree to which a statement
reflects information about the self that is sensitive.” Further, they were given
one example disclosure for each level using a fourth topic. The intimacy levels
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of the examples was not provided. Participants could thus get an impression of
the covered range and the type of statements. Participants found the description
of the student and the statements to be believable (the mean believability rat-
ing on a 5-point Likert scale was Mbelievability = 4.3). The inter-rater reliability

Table 1. The four intimacy levels of the DIRS that resulted from the post-analysis.

Risk Definition Example

Low P (NA), I(NA), and I(B) are low
or zero: the discloser cannot be
evaluated on the basis of the
statement or the statement is
very common-place

“I have a lot of brothers and
sisters.”

Moderate P (NA) is moderate, because
statements are more
opinionated, but I(NA) and
I(B) are low. Negative appraisal
can at best take the form of
disagreement. The information
cannot really be exploited, so
that in the case of betrayal, no
loss is to be expected. Includes
preferences and opinions on
activities and objects

“I like online games in which you
have to team up with other
players.”

High Either P (NA) is high and both
I(NA) and I(B) are low (the
content conflicts with the norms
of the recipient but does not
reflect on the character of the
discloser), or P (NA) is low but
the content is of great
significance to the discloser so
that I(NA) and I(B) are high.
Disclosures are emotional and
may include evaluations of other
people

“I’m really disappointed that my
sister will not try yoga with me.
She already promised it twice
but never followed through.”

Very high P (NA), I(NA), and I(B) are high,
because the disclosure is at the
core of the discloser’s
self-concept and could easily
conflict with the norms of the
recipient. In the case of betrayal,
great emotional, physical, or
material damage may ensue.
Social stigmas, self-doubt, deep
personal fears and secrets are
accumulated on this level

“Whenever I work really hard or
I’m nervous, I start sweating
like crazy. I can’t get close to
people then, because I’m really
conscious of how I smell.”
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was assessed using the two-way random intraclass correlation coefficient with
the ten raters, yielding ICC(2, 10) = .947. Cronbach’s alpha using all items was
high with α = .948. The Pearson correlation coefficient between the level of an
item and the average rating it received across participants was determined to
be r = .85. To check whether we would also find six intimacy levels back in
the item pool, a principal component analysis was conducted on the ratings of
all items. Using the point of inflexion as a cut-off criterion [9], four principal
components explaining at least 10 % of the variance each and 67 % in total were
revealed. Four was then used as the desired number of clusters in a k-means
clustering algorithm. A post-analysis of the resulting item clusters afforded the
four intimacy levels of the DIRS detailed in Table 1.

3 Conclusion

3DM is intended to gain insights into how and how readily children in late
childhood disclose to an artificial agent. Whether children absolutely, relatively,
or do not at all match the intimacy level of a robot’s disclosure [10] being a main
matter of interest. The DIRS is a supplementary instrument for 3DM to code
and compare the intimacy levels of children’s disclosures in response to agent
disclosures. In an exploratory study using 3DM, 114 child-disclosures were rated
by two independent raters using the DIRS. Raters agreed in 67 % of cases and
deviated by 1 level in 27 % of cases. However, the disclosures were gathered in
the field over the course of two weeks and children were found to mainly disclose
on the lower two levels to the ECA (only in 26 % of disclosures was the mean
rating of both raters larger than 1).

There are two main limitations to the DIRS. The first is that contextual
information of the disclosure is unknown or ignored, and can only be estimated
by the rater. As such, raters should have the same cultural background as the
discloser. An additional limitation is that the DIRS has only been validated with
adults, but is used with children in the PAL project. A next step is therefore to
validate it with children of the target age group and using the original biography
of the ECA.

In summary, we developed and validated the Disclosure Intimacy Rating
Scale to rate statements for intimacy. This scale can be readily used across
different human-robot interaction contexts.
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